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Conventions used in the text
This thesis uses a modified Hepburn romanization for the transliteration of Japanese
terms, unless a commonly used English convention exists (such as for common place
names, e.g. Tokyo). Japanese names are written using the Japanese convention with last
name coming first. Unless a specific English equivalent exists, Japanese “technical” con-
cepts such asmanga, otaku etc. will be referenced using the original Japanese term.
Unless otherwise mentioned, translations of Japanese texts will be by the thesis au-
thor. However, translations of work titles prefer the official English translation when
available, but use a translation by its English-speaking audience otherwise, or own trans-
lation if the work has no discernible English-speaking audience.
Readings for Japanese characters will be provided for names and concepts when first
mentioned. Some English translations will also include Japanese equivalents for words
and sentences with complex meanings for the benefit of Japanese-speaking readers. For
the sake of brevity, the latter will not include the readings.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the Japanese free-to-play online game Kantai Collection (艦隊これくしょん kantai
korekushon) 1 (DMM.com 2017)2, the player, as the Admiral (提督 teitoku), controls a
fleet of primarily Imperial Japanese Navy warships represented by bishōjo (美少⼥) char-
acters and fights naval battles on maps with names referring to battlefields of the Pacific
War. The enemy is an unnamed and unspeaking “evil”, who attacks the player’s forces
with no apparent motive; given the game’s setting, it does not require much of a leap to
interpret them as American fleets. However, this (as many other aspects of the game) are
left to the player’s imagination. As of this writing, the game has over four million reg-
istered players, and has expanded into a wide-ranging media mix (メディアミックス
mediamikkusu) which includes an animated television series, several manga adaptations
and novelizations, an animated feature film, and a variety of other adaptations and mer-
chandise.
From the viewpoint of a European observer, the popularity of this franchise is rather
puzzling. Japan has a reputation as a “pacifist” country, where on one hand the postwar
constitution has severely restricted the armed forces, and on the other hand often gives
the impression that both the populace and the government would like the past to be for-
gotten by everyone involved. Yet Kantai Collection places that past into the center of
an entertainment franchise heavily marketed by a major media company, which on first
viewing comes across as an extremely uncritical, if not jingoistic take on the Imperial Era.
Given the recent tensions in East Asia3, it is not surprising that a SouthKorean news-
paper columnist claims thatKantai Collection represents the resurgence of right-wing na-
tionalism in Japan (Kim 2013). While the pseudonymous author of a blog posting enti-
tledTheUnfortunate Implications of Kantai Collection (Aquagaze 2014) does not support
the right-wing thesis, (s)he quite heavily criticizes its representation of history:
Kantai Collection doesn’t merely appropriate tools of war crime for enter-
1Thename is sometimes translated completely into English as Fleet Collection, but as the game is not of-
ficially available outside Japan and this version appears to be fairly rare in related Englishmaterials, this the-
sis will use the name Kantai Collection. In general, romanizations and translations will follow the conven-
tions of the “Kantai Collection EnglishWikia” at http://kancolle.wikia.com/wiki/Kancolle_
Wiki.
2It is possible to register a free account for the game at the cited address, but note that this is not possible
without being in Japan or using a VPN tunnel to Japan. For readers wishing to get a quick visual overview
of gameplay, it may be expedient to search YouTube for keywords such as “kantai collection gameplay”.
3In particular, questions over Japan’s (non-)apology over the comfort women issue, as well as the terri-
torial disputes over various islands.
1
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tainment purposes; it glorifies them, turning them into admirable heroines
and sexualized trophies all at the same time. […] The gameʼs portrayal of
anthropomorphized warships of the Japanese Imperial Navy, and more re-
cently, Nazi ships as well, as forces of good, fighting back an alien invasion of
tentacled—what did you expect?—monstrosities, reflects a larger problem
inmodernday Japanese politics that considerably blemishes its relationships
with other countries. A good sixty years after the facts, Japan still refuses to
take responsibility for its actions duringWorldWar II.
Yet in the sense of story or plot, Kantai Collection says very little about history. In
fact, it says very little at all (in words) beyond the names of the places and the characters.
When asked in a magazine interview about whether the game was supposed to have or
will have a “story mode”, the game’s producer Tanaka Kensuke states that there is no such
intent and comments (Famitsu 2013):
ただ、ストーリーで「これで感動してください」と⾔うのではな
く、あくまでも創造されたキャラクターの個性やキャラクターど
うしの関係性の強調に注⼒して、あとは提督の皆さんといっしょ
に創り上げていきたいな……と思っていました。
It’s just that we don’t say ”please be moved by this” with a story. I think
that we really wanted to emphasize the individuality of the characters we
developed and the relationships between the characters, and create the rest
together with all the Admirals.
In other words, the producers of the game state that there is no story, and expect
the players and viewers to invent it. Hence, it could be said the “right-wing nationalism”
and “appropriation of the tools of war crime” criticized above are nothing but a single
reader’s interpretations of the franchise’s text. And in fact, regardless of access to the game
being blocked from outside Japan4, there appears to be a large community of not only
English-speaking players (based on the existence of a large and well-maintained “strategy
wiki”5 containingminute details of the game’sworlds, characters andmechanics), but also
Chinese-speaking ones (based on the comments of aChinese acquaintance andhigh-level
player, and the existence of a large number of related pages, including at least one strategy
wiki6). It appears that not everyone, even in the neighboring countries, worries much
about the potential “history problems” in the game.
Somewhat surprisingly, despite criticism that, for example, the hit suicide-bomber
movieTheEternal Zero (永遠の０ eien no zero) has received for its beautification of war,
Kantai Collection does not appear to have been the object of much comment. This may
be due to its rather absurd premise, as well as being seen as a work for “geeks” instead of
mass audiences.
4Note that access tomost of theDMM.comgameportal content is blocked fromoutside Japan. Not too
much should be read into this, as it is likely that the blocking is largely due to technical reasons (e.g. lack of
server capacity to serve aworldwide audience), as well as the lack of capacity to provide technical support to
users in languages other than Japanese. Nevertheless, these access restrictions can be circumvented relatively
easily even by only moderately sophisticated users.
5The aforementioned Kantai Collection EnglishWikia.
6“艦隊 collection -艦 colle-攻略 (中文版)Wiki”, http://wikiwiki.jp/kancollecn/
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This thesis will accept the literal content of Tanaka’s reply: from a few minutes of
playing the game it will be obvious that there is no “story” in the sense of the game telling
the player what is happening or why battles must be fought, or in general having a linear
plot. While some adaptations adopt plots out of necessity, the scope tends to be kept to a
minimum. However, this does not necessarily imply that Kantai Collection says nothing
at all. I argue that through its setting, its characters, the lines said by the characters, its
place names, its visual cues and its game mechanics, Kantai Collection constructs certain
discourses that say (among other things) something about Japanese history, and lets the
players construct their own stories within that discursive framework.
And fans of the franchise have certainly risen up to the task. At Comic Market 89
(Winter 2015)7, there were approximately 2000 dōjin circles selling works (primarily
manga, but including novels, commentaries, travel guides, postcards and so on) based on
Kantai Collection. Smaller dōjin events limited to nothing but Kantai Collection-based
works also happen nearly monthly in various cities. In other words, a large number of
fans are publishing derivative works where the author(s) present their interpretation of
the raw material provided by the Kantai Collection franchise. A selection of these fan-
made works will form the basis of the second analysis of this thesis.
Therefore, this thesis will ask what sort of discourses, if any, related to the Pacific
War does Kantai Collection include, and more importantly, how those discourses are re-
flected in fan fiction works based on Kantai Collection created by its audience (if they
are reflected at all). In terms of methods, this thesis will focus on discourse analysis as
pioneered by Michel Foucault, in preference to quantitative analyses of the content or
its “media effects” on the audience. Hopefully this analysis will provide general knowl-
edge about how discourses move from commercially produced works (“mass media”) to
fan works, which could lead to a better understanding of the role popular culture in the
construction of ideas and ideological trends in society.
Themore concrete theoretical backgroundwillmainly be based onmedia studies and
semiotics, including references to recent advances in game studies. In addition, historical
and sociological works regarding how Japan’s collective historical memory has developed
since the endof the SecondWorldWarwill be referencedwhen considering the genealogy
of discourses found in the analyses.
The rest of this section will discuss Kantai Collection’s audience and introduce the
basic elements of the original game. Chapter 2 will discuss theories and prior research
underlying this thesis, while 3 presents the exact research questions, hypotheses,methods,
and data to be used. Chapter 4 will consider the originalKantai Collection works and its
contemporaries, while chapter 5 discusses the fan interpretations of it. Finally, chapter 6
presents the conclusions of the thesis.
7ComicMarket is an event where amateur authors (usually organized as loose groups called dōjin circles
(同⼈サークル dōjin sākuru), though “circles” consisting of a single member are also common) gather to
sell their original and derivative works (of various game, manga, anime and other commercially produced
works) known as dōjinshi (同⼈誌). A large number of these events (collectively known as同⼈誌即売会
(dōjinshi sokubaikai)) are held in Japan, but Comic Market is the largest and probably most well-known,
with 550,000 visitors and 35,000 circles participating in Comic Market 89 (Comic Market Organizing
Committee 2016).
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1.1 A note on “otaku culture”
Kantai Collection is often discussed in the context of “otaku culture” (and with generally
similar intent, as an example of a subculture (サブカルチャー sabukaruchā) work). In-
deed,Kantai Collection features cute girl (“moe”) characters, who often idolize the player
(or at least the Admiral), and playing the game is likely more rewarding for players who
care about obsessive memorization of large amounts of trivia about game mechanics and
characters8. However, this thesis will for the most part not consider the question of the
what the audience is further. Currently, the term otaku is broad enough in scope to be
nearly arbitrary (Galbraith, Kam, and Kamm 2016, pp. 4–6); anyone can be an otaku if
they desire, and the definition can be gerrymandered to fit almost anyone. But more im-
portantly, predefining the nature of the audience appears to have little benefit; instead, this
thesis will attempt to look at its objects as texts that are read and interpreted by a diverse
group of people. I would like to see their interpretations as those of individuals, not as
the interpretations of otaku.
1.2 Kantai Collection history andmechanics
This section will briefly present the history of the Kantai Collectionmedia franchise and
the playmechanics of the original game. The game as amedia text will be analyzed in later
chapters, but as the structure of franchise and themeanings of fanworks largely flow from
the structure of the game, it is helpful to understand its history and basic elements.
1.2.1 History and popularity
TheAdobe Flash basedKantai Collection online game was opened in April 2013 as a col-
laboration between Kadokawa Games, a major publisher involved in numerous media
mixes9 and DMM.com, a large online game operator. The game grew to 650,000 reg-
istered users by the September of that year, with approximately 50 percent of the users
being active daily (Famitsu 2013). In September 2014, the game had 2.2 million regis-
tered users, with 40–50 percent active monthly and half of those (around 500,000 users)
active daily (Gpara 2014). As of December 2016, there are “over 4.2 million” registered
users according to the game’s official website (DMM.com 2017). Also according to the
official site, new registrations remain restricted due to “lack of server capacity” (ibid.);
however, an unsourced list of game server additions indicates that most of the capacity
growth occurred in 2013 and 2014, with only a few new servers being added in 2015
(Wikipedia 2016).
It seems likely that the period of the fastest growth is over for the original game, but
the arcade version of the game released inApril 2016 drew long lines at game centers, and
appeared to highly popular10 through September of the same year based on my visits to
several Tokyo area game centers.
8This memorization often overlaps with memorizing trivia about warships and history.
9Also referred to as media franchises or as cross-media marketing. The concept of media mixes will be
described in section 2.1.
10The 5–10 machines in a typical game center (a fairly large amount for a single game) would always be
all in use, usually with people queuing to play. Larger game centers would have name lists and estimated
wait times measured in hours, even months after the game’s release.
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While four million registered users is not a particularly large population compared
to the tens or hundreds of millions playing hit free-to-play online games such as Candy
Crush Saga orAngry Birds, it does still represent a fair number for a gamewhich is not “ca-
sual” in the sense of the latter two titles. PlayingKantai Collection requires some concen-
tration, and long-termeffort is required toproceed through the levels of the game. Kantai
Collection is also highly visible in the Tokyo streetscape, with large billboards and adver-
tisements outside convenience stores even in areas not typically associatedwith hard-core
gamers.
This player count in the millions combined with high visibility makes Kantai Col-
lection a relevant research topic for probing general issues related to portrayal of war and
history in entertainment: it can neither be categorized as a fringe work with an audience
of only “people in the know”, nor has it been simplified or “cleaned up” in a bid to attract
those seeking nothing but casual gaming experiences.
Other notable versions ofKantaiCollection include a twelve-episode animation adap-
tation broadcast between January and March of 2015, and a theatrical animation movie
released in November 2016. A PlayStation Vita adaptation of the game was released in
early 2016. Several manga adaptations and novelizations have continued to be released
from2013 through 2016, as well as a number of plastic figures and othermerchandise fea-
turing the game’s characters. In 2016, several concerts featuring orchestral adaptations of
the game’s music were also held.
1.2.2 Game elements
In abstract terms, Kantai Collection is a tactical role-playing game with the game pieces
(warships) represented through a collectible-card paradigm11 . Readers familiar with re-
cent free-to-play online games will also likely recognize many of the aspects to be de-
scribed. It could be said that with regard to game mechanics, Kantai Collection actually
brings little new to the table. Even though a server to play onmust be selected when sign-
ing up,Kantai Collection is also essentially a single-player game. The playermay engage in
mock battles with another user of the same server, but the opponent is chosen at random,
and the fact that another player battled with their fleet is not announced to them in any
way. In general, randomness plays a large part inKantai Collection.
Characters and actions
As mentioned above, the warships of the game are in most situations not represented
by ships in the traditional sense, but by bishōjo characters wearing various ship-mounted
weapons, as well as in the case of aircraft carriers wielding bows (usually of the traditional
Japanese variety) used to “launch” aircraft. These characters are known as kanmusu (艦
娘)12. Images of several characters are shown in figure 1.1. As is typical in role-playing
11Awell-knownexample of collectible-card games is theMagic: TheGathering trading-card game,where
players either purchase packs which contain a random selection of cards or trade cards with their friends.
During gameplay, each card provides the player with amagic spell or other function, which can be deployed
against the enemyduring the player’s turn. KantaiCollection can be thought of as a computerized version of
this general gameplay concept, though there is no necessity to buy anything nor the possibility of trading
with others in most versions; the player receives cards from “the system” by various means. (The arcade
version also provides for the use of tradable physical cards, but this thesis will not cover this aspect further.)
12Kanmusu are also sometimes referred to as shipgirls in English texts.
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Figure 1.1: Kantai Collection startup view, showing a group of kanmusu in battle attire.
(Image copyright Kadokawa Games/DMM.com)
Figure 1.2: Kantai Collection in-game screen showing the remodel view. The left panel
shows the kanmusu in currently added to fleet number one. The right panel shows the
character/aircraft carrier Hiryū’s image (the “front of the card”) as well as her equipment
and statistics (“back of the card”). (Image copyright Kadokawa Games/DMM.com)
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Figure 1.3: Kantai Collection in-game screen showing the fleet editing view. Each of the
six slots may hold a single card. A slot may be empty, but no fleet may hold two cards
representing the same character. The first slot (orange highlight) is the fleet’s flagship.
(Image copyright Kadokawa Games/DMM.com)
games, the characters have statistics13 such as “firepower”, “armor” and “luck”which affect
their performance inbattle. As shown infigure 1.2, the characters are represented as cards,
which are collected into “decks” (fleets) of 1–6 cards, as shown in figure 1.3. One player
can hold multiple cards representing the same character. These cards may be developed
independently, and the only limitation is that the same character may not appear twice in
one fleet.14
Each card’s statistics are improved through gaining “levels” through experience gained
in battle, as well as by “modernizing” (近代化 kindaika) the ships. Modernization in-
volves using two or more character cards, which are “combined” into a target card. The
“raw material” cards are destroyed, and zero or more statistics of the target card are im-
proved (the statistics improved depend on the used cards as well as a random element).
The initial statistics may reflect some historical fact; for example, a ship that has survived
a large historical battle in which many Japanese ships were sunkmay have a higher “luck”
statistic. A card’s performance in battle and statistics are also affected by the items (such as
bombers and torpedoes) it has equipped. At certain levels a cardmay be “remodeled” (改
造 kaizō), which significantly increases its statistics. After remodeling, the ship type may
change, the character image changes, and an additional title (such as改 kai “remodeled”)
13A more accurate term might be “attributes”, but the term “statistics” is widely used in the context of
role-playing games, and will therefore be used in this thesis.
14From here on, the terms kanmusu and “character” will be used to reference the humanized characters
in their role as human-like beings; “ship” will be used to reference the kanmusu in their role as tools of
war; “card” will be used to reference a single instance of a kanmusu/ship that the player holds. While the
kanmusu/ship distinction may seem arbitrary, it will be significant later on. “Fleet” will be used to refer to
the deck(s) of cards the player uses in battles.
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is added to the kanmusu/ship name.
New cards and by extension new kanmusu may be acquired by either building new
ships in the “shipyard” or through random drops (“encounters”) in the wake of battles.
Shipbuilding involves selecting the amount of “resources” (such as fuel, steel and ammu-
nition), the amount ofwhichdetermines thepossible set of results. Which ship/character
actually gets built is determined randomly, based onhidden probabilities. Randomdrops
are also probability-based, depending on which battle was played. In both cases, the new
card is added to the player’s selection and may be added to a fleet, used in modernization
or scrapped. In each case it makes no difference whether the player already holds one or
more cards representing the new card’s kanmusu.
After battles the used fleet must be resupplied, and damaged ships repaired. Resup-
plying uses the above-mentioned resources. Some resources are available by hitting cer-
tain points on the battlefields or by completing missions, but primarily resources accrue
automatically due to the passing of time. Repair and building also take time, which de-
pends on what is being repaired or built.
The player (Admiral)15 is the sole active actor in the game; nothing (except resource
accretion) happens without the player’s and by extension the Admiral’s action. However,
the Admiral is never shown in any edition of the game (nor in the animated series or the
movie). The player’s viewpoint is the Admiral’s viewpoint; the kanmusu often address
comments to the Admiral (either during battle, as a result of various user-interface inter-
actions, or randomly if the game is left idle), but the Admiral never replies.
Most of the kanmusu represent ships used by the Imperial Japanese Navy16 up until
the end of the Pacific War. For example, the character/ship Hiryū shown in figure 1.2
represents the aircraft carrier of the samename shown infigure 1.4, commissioned in 1939
(Silverstone 1984, p. 329). Until 2016, the only other navies represented were those of
Nazi Germany and fascist Italy. During in-game special events (featuring battlefields and
rewards not normally available) in 2016, oneAmerican and one British kanmusuwas also
introduced into the game (KK EnglishWiki 2016, pages Iowa andWarspite), extending
the scope of ships beyond those used by the Axis Powers.
Maps and nodes
The available battlefields are divided into six fixed waters (海域 kaiiki), commonly re-
ferred to in English as worlds. There may also exist a special event world, whose content
changes depending on the ongoing special event, which are made available 2–4 times per
year17. The first world is named simplyNaval Base Waters (鎮守府海域 chinjufu kaiiki),
while the rest reference locations in the Pacific Ocean. For example world three is called
NorthernWaters (北⽅海域 hoppō kaiiki), presumably referring to the still-disputed area
around the Kuril Islands.
15From here on, “player” will be used to refer to the person operating the game; it may be used inter-
changeably with “viewer” and “reader” later on when discussing the larger franchise as a media text. “Ad-
miral” will be used to refer to the in-game character, which in the game is the player’s avatar, but may or
may not be construed by the reader as representing one of the dramatis personæ in other media (naturally,
some may take this view of the game’s Admiral, though this is not specifically encouraged by the game).
16No other Japanese military branches are represented.
17The basic gameplay in event worlds is the same as in fixed worlds, but may include game mechanics
and items which are not present in the fixed worlds. Some of these are introduced into the “normal” game
afterwards.
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Figure 1.4: The Japanese aircraft carrier Hiryū. (Wikimedia Commons, public domain
image)
Each world contains five or six operations (作戦 sakusen), which may more simply be
referred to as maps. Some of the maps are also named by oblique references to existing
locations; for example, the first map of the second world is called Cam Ranh Peninsula
(カムラン半島 kamuran hantō), presumably referring to the Cam Ranh Bay in Viet-
nam. The player must beat the enemy main fleet (敵主⼒艦隊 teki shuryoku kantai) to
proceed to the next map. Clearing maps one through four is required to proceed to the
next world; the remaining maps are named Extra Operations (the game uses the English
term). Entering the latter maps is not necessary to proceed through the game.
Within the maps are a number of appearance locations (出現場所 shutsugen basho)
or simply nodes (there is no in-game term for these locations; the Japanese term is used in
Japanese strategy guides, e.g. KK Japanese Wiki 2016). Actual engagements take place
at the nodes; the player’s fleet proceeds between nodes using predefined routes between
them. Enemies always wait at the nodes; there is no enemy movement, though the con-
stitution of enemy fleets varies within node-specific parameters.
Concepts of time and space
Kantai Collection has a concept of time typical to free-to-play games. Repair and build-
ing involve waiting for a certain amount of time, but each may be made instantaneous up
by using items such as “repair buckets” (acquired from quests, battles or purchases). Ad-
ditional resources may be purchased. However, physical time18 has no other meaning in
the game; delays only limit the speed at which the gamemay be played without spending
money or using up valuable items.
18The game’s internal representations of time and space, which do not directly relate to the external or
physical versions, will be discussed in chapter 4.
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Since time has no meaning, physical space also has no meaning in the game. All bat-
tlefields, regardless of their implied physical location, are reached in zero time. Battles
take no more time than elapses for the player (typically a few minutes); if a battle lasts
two minutes for the player, at the base each build and repair has progressed by two min-
utes. In other words, there are no in-game durations (measured in linear units) besides
those observed by the player operating the game.
1.2.3 Game flow and player engagement
Themain interaction loop follows the following pattern. Entries in italics indicate non-
player-controllable events.
1. Prepare fleet (acquire and improve cards, select cards to form fleet).
2. Select world and map for a sortie (出撃 shutsugeki), and select the fleet to sortie
with. The first non-cleared map or any map that has been cleared previously may
be selected.
(a) The fleet proceeds from the map starting point to the first node. If there are mul-
tiple routes forward, one is selected randomly.
(b) An enemy fleet is encountered and a battle starts.19
(c) Select a formation to use in battle.
(d) Battle with the enemy fleet occurs. Results (ships damaged or sunk) are pre-
sented. An encounter with a kanmusu may occur, resulting in the acquisition of
a new card.
(e) Select whether to continue or return to base, if onward routes are available.
If continue is selected, a random route forward is selected and the battle flow
repeats. Otherwise the fleet returns to base.
3. Resupply and repair fleet, or decide to use another fleet. Repeat from the begin-
ning. If a previously-uncleared map was cleared, selecting the next map becomes
possible.
This flow is shown in figure 1.5. There is, of course, nothing unique in this model:
the prepare–battle–repair loop is the basis of thousands of games. What is notable here
is that battles are not controlled by the player. The battle itself progresses according to a
dice weighted by the statistics of the opposing fleets, the chosen formation, and various
hidden factors. The player can only affect the outcome by selecting the fleet composition and
choosing the formation from the one to five available ones. Nor can the player affect the
nodes to which the fleet sails; again, the route is decided by the throw of a weighted dice
after each node’s event (battle, item drop, etc.).20
19In the most common case. Other node types include item drop nodes, item loss nodes, and empty
nodes.
20This model is somewhat reminiscent of the tower defense genre, but even there the player controls the
placement of items on the battlefield. A closer analog are tabletop games, where a single throw of the die
decides the result of a battle; naturally, unlike inKantaiCollection, the actual battle cannot be viewed except
in one’s imagination.
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Figure 1.5: Kantai Collection battle flow. From top left the phases are map selection, map
traversal (random), formation selection, battle (random), results display, continue/return
decision. (Component images copyright Kadokawa Games/DMM.com)
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Therefore, Kantai Collection is not so much a game of fighting in sea battles as it is
a game of managing fleets, which is actually stated by producer Tanaka as the nature of
the game in another interview (Tokuoka 2013). As the fleets consist of human-like char-
acters as the ships, it can be said by extension to be a game of interacting with characters:
the kanmusuwill often thank theAdmiral for resupplying them ormake other comments
(selected randomly from a selection of recorded lines). In fact, most user-interface inter-
actions, whether productive or not, will provoke comments from the kanmusu. Again, it
is up to the player to decide what is “actually” happening, but one “objective” (or perhaps
“cynical”) interpretation is that the war and battles provides a backdrop and motivation
for this character interaction.
There are several other interactionmodalities, such as decorating theAdmiral’s office,
practice battles (演習 enshū), and expeditions (遠征 ensei), but the primary nominal21 flow
is the one described here: engage in battles to gain experience to improve your fleet and
proceed through the maps. Proceeding is, however, slow. Typically, repeating maps you
have already completed tens or hundreds of times to gain further experience and new
ships and items is required. In other words, the players are repetitively exposed to the
game’s elements (characters, places, names) perhaps dozens of times per play session.
Monetization
Kantai Collection is not particularly aggressively monetized. There are three categories of
items available for purchase:
• Durable items which affect gameplay, primarily added shipyard and repair docks
to allow more construction and repair in parallel.
• Consumable gameplay items, such as resources and quick-repair tokens.
• Consumable non-gameplay items, such as “furniture tokens” which can be used to
decorate the Admiral’s office.
While this depends on the individual player’s tastes, the game can be played comfort-
ably without any items; also, the durable items are likely to provide the greatest improve-
ment, and buying all of those items brings the cost to about that of a single PC or console
game. This is rather in contrast to highly monetized games such asThe Sims Social, the
basis ofwhich the gamedeveloperTimRogers comments on in a series of critical essays by
suggesting that “the players will come for the cute characters, and stay for the cruel math-
ematics” (Rogers 2011). This refers to design principles where the in-game rewards are
carefully structured such that playing for free gives the player a sense of achievement, but
through promises of more achievement is actively encouraged to spend increasing sums
for game items.22
It seems likely that many players have come to Kantai Collection for the cute char-
acters. Given that Kantai Collection is not highly monetized in the sense described by
Rogers, it is possible to rephrase this thesis’s topic as “what is it that made them stay?”
21Whether all players consider this progress through the levels the aim of their play, or an annoying
detail, cannot of course be stated.
22Kantai Collection producers have commented in 2014 that monetization has nevertheless been suc-
cessful, and that at that point most of the income was from the game itself and not its derivatives (Gpara
2014). However, the number of licensed derivative works has greatly expanded since that time.
Chapter 2
Theoretical framework and prior
research
Section 2.1 introduces the concept of the media mix and its relation to characters in fic-
tional works. Beyond these basic concepts, this thesis takes a two-pronged approach:
Politics of the Real (section 2.2) considers matters of war memory and social change in
Japan, and how theymay affect the thinking behind bothmedia producers as well as their
audiences. Meanwhile, Politics of the Virtual (section 2.3) considers theories about what
audiences might be looking for in fictional works or through their dedication to certain
works.
Section 3.2 introduces research methods that will be used in the analysis of Kantai
Collection and derivative works related to it. Finally, section 2.4 introduces prior research
related to the presentation of politics, history andwar in entertainment and the reception
of those depictions.
2.1 Media mixes and abstract characters
The termmedia mix originates in the Japanese advertising industry, where it was defined
in 1963 as the use of severalmedia (e.g. print and television) together to deliver the adver-
tising message to potential consumers with maximum efficacy. In addition to this maxi-
mization of efficiency through use of multiple channels, the goal of the message (e.g. en-
couraging the viewer purchase a toaster, in other words amaterial item) was formally sep-
arated from the (immaterial) message and its medium of transmission (Steinberg 2012,
pp. 139–141).
However, what is not being considered here are advertisements directed at material
products, but a more abstract version of this concept, which Steinberg (ibid.) calls the
anime media mix1. He describes the difference as follows (ibid., p. 141):
Themarketingmediamix aims to use the synergetic effect ofmultiplemedia
in concert to focus the consumer toward a particular goal̶the purchase of
the advertiserʼs product as the final endgame. The animemedia mix, on the
1While Steinberg uses the term “anime”, this does not mean that a media mix must include animation
works in a central role; for the purpose of this thesis wemight equally use the term “Kadokawa-style media
mix.” The specific significance Steinberg attributes to a certain form of animation (“limited animation”) is
beyond the scope of this thesis (see Steinberg 2012, pp. 1–6, Lamarre 2009).
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other hand, has no single goal or teleological end; the general consumption
of anyof themediamixʼs productswill grow the entire enterprise. Since each
media-commodity is also an advertisement for further products in the same
franchise, this is a consumption that produces more consumption. In con-
trast to the pyramid structure of the marketing media mix, which presumes
a single goal to which synergy is the means, the anime media mix regards
synergy as a goal unto itself that will support its collective media life.
This formofmediamixwas popularized by theKadokawapublishing companyunder
its then-chief KadokawaHaruki, though originally in a different context: the populariza-
tion of novel adaptations of American films in the 1970s. Novelizations of films were of
course nothing new at that point, but in the Kadokawa strategy, one did not go before the
other: the novel advertised the film, while the film advertised the novel. As Steinberg
puts it, “Kadokawa downplayed each media object’s internal consistency and specificity
in favor of its connectivity.” (Steinberg 2012, pp. 149, 154). In other words, and as de-
scribed in the abstract in the above paragraph, the goal was not the promotion of a single
product, but the promotion of an entire franchise, with no specific product or medium
(e.g. film) at its center. However, it should be stressed that the key word here is connectiv-
ity. The aim of media mixes is not to replicate the same content in multiple media, but to
maintain a “system ofmedia and commodities in relation to one another” (Galbraith and
Karlin 2016, p. 22). The differences that emerge within the system between the various
versions and remakes are a desirable feature, not a problem.
From these beginnings, the Kadokawa media empire grew. Due to changes in the
media landscape with the appearance of types of media such as light novels and video
games, starting in the late 1980s under the direction of Kadokawa Tsuguhiko, Kadokawa
refocused its efforts on the “deployment of a text across numerous media, among which
anime plays a key role in popularizing the franchise.” This includes “the incorporation
of official, Kadokawa-produced parodies of the main series” into their own production2
(Steinberg 2012, pp. 148–149, 174–175).
In the advertising media mix, the unifying factor between the constituent media was
the material product. In the anime media mix, this unifying factor is the character: a
“particular combination of name and visual design that is in some independent from any
particular medium,” which “in its media crossings generates a degree of convergence be-
tweenmedia forms around its image.” The character crosses media boundaries, but in the
process “it is also tinged with or doubled by the specificity of each medium in which it
incarnates or actualizes” (ibid., pp. 83–84, emphasis in original).
What this says is that through the character the various versions (e.g. the various
media and remakes, sequels, side-stories, etc.) have a common factor, yet that common
factor also absorbs certain features from each of its versions. Kantai Collection is of course
a property designed and licensed by the Kadokawa group; whether due to this fact or to
other factors, it is also very much a “media mix” in the sense described above, including
the self-publishing of parodies of the “serious” parts of the franchise. While the original
game remains a central medium, it promotes the animation series, which again promotes
the game. The naval battles and the Pacific War locations are certainly an element that
2Fan-produced derivative works often parody works intended as “serious.” In this system, the rights-
owner preempts andpresumably directly collects revenue for somepart of that parodymarket by publishing
parodies by itself. A well-known example of this pattern is the Fate/Stay Night franchise.
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repeats in many of the media. But what repeats in all of them are the characters: a plastic
toy figure of the character Hiryū (shown in the game in figure 1.2) might include her
bow and the arrows, but these aremere optional signs. Whatmakes it aKantai Collection
figure is nothing but the fact that it depicts a Kantai Collection character, regardless of
what other part of the franchise3 it references.
This is the aforementioned “convergence between media forms;” but it is paradoxi-
cally also the “[being] tinged […] by the specificity of each medium.” For avid players of
the game, the character perhaps gains significance from her involvement in a particularly
closely-won sortie, or perhaps the sound of her voice. For a reader of one of the manga,
her significance may be related to her appearance in some comic episode. In other words,
the fan looking at the plastic figure recognizes the abstract character (Steinberg 2012, p.
84) as a part of the Kantai Collectionmedia franchise, but appreciates it (in addition to
the intrinsic characteristics of the figure, such as cuteness or workmanship) due to the
tinge it has acquired from other media.
The centrality of the character (the kanmusu) in the sprawlingmedia franchise places
the first doubt upon the “right-wing nationalism” accusation presented in the introduc-
tion. If the center ofKantai Collection is the character, does, or perhaps can it convey any
sort of coherent ideological meanings or other knowledge4? This question sets our first
hypothesis to be tested in chapter 5:
Hypothesis 1. Fans will focus on the characters in favor of the other elements (e.g. historical
references, game mechanics).
The above discussion has focused onmedia such as animation and games, which typ-
ically feature “unreal” (drawn or computer-generated) images, and this type of media are
also the primary focus of this thesis. However, it should be noted that “reality” (e.g. live
action cinema, actual living people) is not excluded from the machinery of the media
mix. For example, most fans of a singer-idol will be unable to meet the “real person” of
the idol; what they are actually fans of is the image of that person, constructed from and
understood in relation to the various media images of that idol and other similar idols
(Galbraith 2012, pp. 185–186). Even a “real person” then becomes an abstract character,
subject to the transformations of the media mix: the idol may appear as a plastic figure,
or perform in an animated series as a part of group of fictional idols, while still remaining
the same idol-character who performs on a physical stage5. By extension we can ask, why
should not aWorldWar Two era warship be able to become a character in a media mix?
3If any; the character could appear in a kimono (and probably does in some figure) and it would not
make a difference.
4Producer Tanaka seems to hope so. In the Famitsu (2013) interview he states that「私はミリタリ
ーものが好きで、呉や舞鶴、横須賀など、⽇本海軍の鎮守府跡や要港があった地域を旅した
りしていたんです。そして、その魅⼒や史実をほかの⼈にも伝えたいと思い、艦船に関する
創作活動なども⾏っていたんですね。そのときに、より多くの⼈に伝わるようにと、艦艇
などを擬⼈化してコミュニケーションしたらと考えたアイデアが、『艦これ』のきっかけに
なりました。」(”I like militaria, and have traveled in places such as Kure, Maizuru and Yokosuka where
there are important ports and remains of naval bases. During those travels I got the idea that by humanizing
military vessels and such, I could communicate the charm and historicity of these places to more people.
This became the occasion for ‘KanColle.’ ”)
5With the advance of technology, this of course now works both ways. Virtual, computer-generated
idols now commonly perform on physical stages as hologram-like projections.
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2.2 Politics of the Real: War memory and social change
in Japan
Even though the role of the character in works such as Kantai Collection cannot be ig-
nored, the primary object of this thesis are not characters, which have been extensively
studied elsewhere (e.g. as “fighting girls,” which the kanmusu could be defined as, in Saitō
2011). If the character is at the center of the media mix, this study is interested in what
is on the periphery of it: the matrix in which the characters exist and act. In the case of
Kantai Collection, this matrix uses fragments of history as its raw material. But the in-
terpretation of this material is both for the original producer and the fan-producer an
intertextual process, where the final meanings are defined by the surrounding cultural
and media environment (Fiske 2011 [1987], pp. 4–5). In particular, when a certain ver-
sion of history is presented that appears to be “right-wing” or “glorifying war crimes” to
some but not others, the question becomes what kind of cultural processes exist that de-
fine how history is remembered (or forgotten), and what creates demand (or antipathy)
for certain depictions of history.
For example, postwar Germany has been defined by the process of “coming to terms
with the past”, and Nazi symbols remain outlawed. While a game featuring bishōjo per-
sonifications of Kriegsmarine ships by a German publisher might be well received in cer-
tain ideological circles, it seems like it would not only receive widespread criticism, but
be borderline illegal due to the German anti-Nazi laws. Obviously, this is not the case in
Japan: while there have been general worries about a “turn to the right” in entertainment,
there appears to have been little reaction to Kantai Collection from critics or academics,
neither positive nor negative.
2.2.1 War memory as a subjective process
InThe Long Defeat (2015), Hashimoto Akiko argues that the question of war responsi-
bility has created large divisions in Japanese society over the question “why did we fight
an unwinnable war,” which has given rise to the so-called historical consciousness problem
(歴史認識問題 rekishi ninshiki mondai). Despite the war itself receding into the past,
this problem has on the contrary intensified since the 1990s, with new questions over the
“right way to remember” coming up. This in contrast to the oft-cited Japanese “amne-
sia” over the war: some may be trying to forget the past, but the problem is rather that
there are too many ways to remember (Hashimoto 2015, p. 9). Neither will there be a
“final” memory; as Hashimoto puts it, “memories are […] representations of reality that
are subjectively constructed to fit the present.” (ibid., pp. 2–4) She also argues that this
is exacerbated by the “universal claims for truth” have become suspect in the age of post-
modernism, which makes creating a “national metanarrative” yet more difficult (ibid., p.
6).
During the war, it was termed a sacred war (聖戦 seisen) within Japan, which po-
tentially made the defeat even more traumatic: the “just war” had suddenly become a
“wrongful war”6. This led to creation of three narrative directions. First, the story of
fallen national heroeswhich “justifies the war and national sacrifices […] by claiming that
6Expressed in the cynical saying勝てば官軍負ければ賊軍 (“the winner is the regular army, the loser
is the rebel army”).
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the peace and prosperity of today are built on those sacrifices of the past”; second, the vic-
tim narrative, where “a vision of ‘catastrophe’ prevails” and the suffering and destruction
are emphasized; and third, the perpetrator narrative, which frames Japan as the inflicter of
violence and exploitation on the rest of (South-)East Asia (Hashimoto 2015, pp. 7–8).
This division of narratives was reflected in a 2006 poll, where 21 percent of the respon-
dents could not decide at all whether the war (including the Japan-China War) was an
act aggression, and the rest were heavily divided over whichwar (the Pacific or the Japan-
ChinaWar) was an aggression and which was not (ibid., p. 17).
The victim narrative in particular has had a significant impact on society. As stories of
suffering were transmitted to children, the story was in the form of “something dreadful
happened in the past”, with questions of causality and responsibility left out. This tends
to produce an emotional response, where both past and future wars are consigned to the
category of “evil,” but the structures that led (or can lead) to war are left unspoken7 (ibid.,
pp. 41, 113).
On the side of official policy, the landmark of post-war policy was the Murayama
Declaration of 1995, when during the brief pause in LiberalDemocratic Party rule, prime
ministerMurayama Tomiichi made a statement expressing regret for “damage and suffer-
ing to the people of many countries, particularly those of Asian nations.” On one hand
this became a “benchmark” of regret, to which later official declarations came to be com-
pared. On the other, it revealed the divisions of Japan’s memory and political culture, as
hundreds of members of the parliament walked out, some because the statement “went
too far”, some because it did not go far enough (ibid., pp. 57–58).
The next move was made by prime minister Koizumi Junichirō in 2005, when he
declared that “the peace and prosperity we enjoy today are founded on the ultimate sacri-
fices of those who lost their lives for the war against their will” (emphasis in the original).
Koizumi did not explicitly depart from theMurayamaDeclaration’s expression of regret,
but in his declaration, “the two sentiments blurred and contradicted the demarcations of
guilt and innocence, andmerged the transgressions with national sacrifice” (ibid., p. 58).
While it seemed for a while as if the perpetrator narrative might prevail, Koizumi in ef-
fect brought the country back to the “heroic” narrative. Since the “sacrifice” was “against
the will” of the people, emotional victimhood narratives could once again safely be told
(ibid., p. 60).
In 2013, primeministerAbe Shinzō dropped the customary references to remorse for
past aggression and the promises to “never wage war again,” thus leaving behind (at least
on the level of government policy) theMurayama narrative. Abe has stated that his inten-
tion is to “leave behind the postwar regime,” or in other words, end the conflict over the
memory of Japan’s defeat by emphasizing “national strength.” This sort of “nationalistic
remembering” abandons questions of perpetration and reconciliation, and aims to regain
a “moral and strategic superiority” for Japan (ibid., pp. 59, 126–127). This appears to be
the “official line” that has held up to the present. However, surveys indicate that it is not
a universally approved one: in one of them, 47 percent indicated that Japan should con-
tinue to feel responsible for the damage caused during the wars, and 69 percent thought
that the problem of war responsibility has not been sufficiently debated (ibid., p. 80).
7Hashimoto also argues that this is a significant factor in the popular support for the Article 9 of the
constitution.
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2.2.2 War memory as an institutional process
WhileHashimoto looks at Japanesememory culture primarily from the viewpoint of per-
sonal and subjective remembering, Franziska Seraphim’sWarMemory and Social Politics
in Japan, 1945–2005 (2006) considers the institutional structures that led to the type of
remembering described above. She describes the development of war memory as a part
of the postwar political process as follows (Seraphim 2006, p. 4–5):
The Japanese government rarely exhibited leadership in interpreting the les-
sons of thewar or in bringing about reconciliationwith those suffered under
Japanese imperialism. Instead, successive administrations left war memory
to participants in domestic political contests—to representatives of special
interests, to citizens’ movements, to self-proclaimed opponents of the state,
all of whom used war memory to further their own aims and interests. Al-
though there is no question that the government played a significant role
in the contention over memory issues, it acted more as a foil against which
particular views of the past were articulated than as a national consensus
builder or ideological leader. At the same time, the Japanese people became
gradually accustomed to seeing war memory argued in terms of special in-
terests through representative politics rather than as an issue that concerned
the individual as an individual or the public as a national public.
In otherwords, the question ofwarmemorywas effectively outsourced fromboth the
government andmost individuals, becoming a battlefield used by variousmovements and
special interests to further their ownpositions. Seraphimalsohighlights the international
nature of the development of war memory, particularly in the 1980s, as questions of war
responsibility started to appear more frequently in public discussions. For one, the end
of the Cold War made questions of historical injustices emerge globally. Secondly, the
change of the geopolitical order started to weaken the US-Japan security relationship,
which had offered a source of stability for thinking about Japan’s place in the world (ibid.,
pp. 28–29).
To take an example of “outsourcing,” two organizations which were frequently op-
posed during the postwar years were the Japan Association ofWar-bereaved Families (⽇
本遺族会 nippon izokukai) and the Japan Teachers’ Union (⽇教組 nikkyōso). The for-
mer sought to portray war-bereaved families as on one hand victims of the war as well as
heroes for their role in supporting the “good war” through their sacrifices. It acted on the
political stage as a defender of the heroic narrative, and also supported the prewar idea
where the primary actor in public life should be the nation-state (ibid., pp. 83–86). The
latter took an opposite position, promoting both the consideration of war responsibil-
ity and more general anti-war messages, as well as individual-centered liberal-democratic
politics and socialism (ibid., p. 88). However, the two seemingly opposed organizations
had common structural features: war memory was primarily a domestic problem, and its
solution lay in the reformation of the nation-state, whether by remaking it in the image
of the prewar state, or as a “real” liberal-democratic state (ibid., p. 107).8
8Note that all organizations were in this mold. The Japan Memorial Society of the Students Killed in
theWar (⽇本戦没学⽣記念会,nippon senbotsu gakusei kinenkai), commonly knownas theWadatsumikai
(わだつみ会wadatsumikai) represents an example of such organization. While its membership was never
large, it was culturally influential, and sought to influence the public debate by books, movies, and other
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These organizations started out with a civic nature, but the period of high economic
growth starting from the 1960s changed their focus. As the public started to care more
about thematerial way of life over ideological struggles, these groups on one hand started
to foster inner unity around their versionofwarmemory, and to target the state directly to
realize their political interests. With this change, warmemory becamenot an issue for the
public, but an issue of both national and intra-organizational politics (Seraphim 2006, p.
165). Also, the organizations faced the problem of transmission: they started out with
members who had experienced the war and victimhood, but the younger generation only
knew it from stories and history textbooks. This brought forward the primacy of texts
about the war compared to the raw experienced-emotion of the older members (ibid.,
pp. 181–188).
After the 1990s, the old organizations continued to exist, but many were sponsors of
new types of activism rather than active participants. For example, on one hand the rise to
prominence of the comfortwomen issue brought aboutnew formsof left-leaning activism
and organizations (sometimes supported by the older organizations) and calls for more
war responsibility. But on the other hand, it also enabled the rise of new conservative
organizations such as the Japanese Society of History Textbook Reform (新しい歴史教
科書をつくる会 atarashii rekishi kyōkasho wo tsukuru kai), which was set up to “rescue”
Japan’s “national identity and pride” (ibid., pp. 262, 309). In this manner, institutional
change also reflected andmade possible the continuation of struggles over remembrance.
In the end, bothHashimoto and Seraphim arrive at similar conclusions through different
paths. The former concludes her book as follows (p. 141):
Cultural trauma is reproduced by assortedmemories and irreconcilable sto-
ries that are interconnected, sutured together, by common reference to the
national rupture. […] The divisiveness of cultural trauma makes it all the
more difficult for the nationʼs past to be fully comprehended by later gen-
erations, but it ensures that those memories are kept alive in a continuous
struggle to imagine the nationʼs future.
2.2.3 Suburbanization and identity
Yoshimi Shunya raises a point related to the matter of remembrance in his consideration
of social change during the high growthperiod of the 1970s. Ononehand, during this pe-
riod there was a large move from the countryside to the cities, leaving smaller towns with
a shrinking population. On the other hand, large cities expanded to engulf surround-
ing villages as “bedroom communities” known as new towns (ニュータウン nyūtaun),
which were inhabited by nuclear families with typically the father working in a white-
collar job in the city. This entailed a loss of social coherence: old communities and bonds
disappeared, to be replaced by new urban agglomerations, where few people knew each
other or had a reason to interact. Yoshimi claims that these new communities had nei-
ther history nor identity comparable with “traditional” communities such as the farming
villages they replaced or well-established cities. (Yoshimi 2011, pp. 88-99)
works of art. For them “the politics and the economics of pacifism were closely intertwined” (Seraphim
2006, p. 139). However, while their works included some efforts at remembering the Asian victims of the
war, even they were largely focused on the domestic aspects of war remembrance and specifically Japanese
suffering (ibid., pp. 145–147).
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While this represents a somewhat conservative viewpoint, it seems possible that this
trend contributed to the diffusion of historical consciousness discussed above. On a na-
tional level, history and identity dissolved into a politicized struggle over the right way
to remember; on a local and individual level, history dissolved through rapid changes in
the structure of living and the family. It is unclear whether the situation has changed
much since the end of the economic expansion, as the nuclear family and the bedroom
community have become lasting norms; perhaps the new round of historical struggle re-
flects some attempt to transcend this individual de-historicity, as conservative forces aim
to “restore Japan to greatness” by creating a more palatable (from the point of view of the
heroic narrative) version of history.
2.2.4 War memory, media, and society
Sociologist Fukuma Yoshiaki and other contributors study the question of how chang-
ing war memory has interacted with media in the collectionThe birth of “Chiran”: How
memories of the suicide pilots came to be created (「知覧」の誕⽣：特攻の記憶はい
かに創られてきたのか “chiran” no tanjō: tokkō no kioku ha ika ni tsukuraretekita no
ka) (2015). Specifically, how the desire for tourism revenue 9 has driven a change in con-
ceptions of the suicide pilots (特攻 tokkō) who flew in the last years of the war, and how
changing memory at the national level has affected the kind of experiences people look
for.
The collection concerns the town of Chiran in Kagoshima, which hosted an army
base from which numerous suicide bomber flights departed toward the end of the war.
Specifically, how it was “discovered” as a war memorial site and how one version of “war
memory” centered around the suicide pilots became a part of the local identity (even
though the locals had no involvement with the base and the flights other than as janitors
or cooks) (Fukuma andYamaguchi 2015, pp. 5–8). Fukuma describes the overall process
in the prologue (ibid., pp. 10–11):
But what is important here is the process of internalization where Chiran
itself has confirmed the image of “Chiran” created by the media as its own.
[…]The experience of the suicide bombers is not the experience of the resi-
dents of Chiran. However, as decades have passed since the war, they have
arrived at a situation where the “suicide pilots” are viewed as an experience
specific to the area. […] The self-identity of Chiran as the “City of Suicide
Pilots” was taken up in guidebooks, newspapers, television programs, books
and so on, became more and more validated, and was again taken up more
actively in the media, and thus the image spread far and wide. It could be
said thatChiran andmassmedia cyclically referenced eachother, andwithin
this cycle, the image of the “City of Suicide Pilots” and local identity became
intertwined.
The airfield’s land in Chiran had been used for tea plantations before the war, and
soon returned to that use after its end. However, after the end of the American occu-
pation, two former generals expressed interest in setting up a memorial and a shrine on
the site. In the 1950s, this sort of war remembrance was frowned upon, while remem-
brances which concentrated on the horrors of the war (such as those produced by the
9Note that tourism is considered a “medium” in contemporary Japanese media studies.
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above-mentioned Wadatsumikai) were favored. In the end the shrine was constructed
with donated funds, but at the time its main function was honoring the local war dead
(who had participated as infantry soldiers) rather than specifically the suicide units. But
what this shrine, which combined (to some degree) the suicide units and the local war
dead, enabled was the fusion of local memory with the form of memory endorsed by the
former military men; in Fukuma’s terms, the shrine became a “medium” for a “memory
transfer” (Fukuma 2015, pp. 35–43).
This combined form of memory started to enter the national memory and construct
the new image of Chiran with an NHK television drama about the suicide units, which
started airing in 1961. This led to Chiran appearing more often in nationwide weekly
magazines, and led to the mayor to write a letter to various veterans’ associations inviting
them to attendmemorial services for the war dead in the city which (he suggests) “might
be known to their members from television” (ibid., pp. 44–49).
In 1964, there were twelve out-of-town participants at memorial ceremonies from
these associations, while in 1969 there were over a hundred. While not a large number
in modern terms, this became the starting point for Chiran’s tourism. In the early 1970s,
as tea prices declined due to trade liberalization and other economic troubles started to
appear for rural Japan, the town made the memory of the suicide units and the tourism
revenues derivable from it a central part of their economic strategy. A museum was set
up, and the town invested a large sum in restoring a Zero fighter lifted from the sea as an
exhibit. The official rhetoric was also written to serve the veteran audiences. Questions
of war responsibility faded into the background, and while the “useless deaths” (無駄
死 mudaji) of the pilots were mentioned, they were nevertheless soldiers who had died
protecting the country and importantly, “showing their emotions for the country in their
sacrifice”10 (ibid., pp. 49–59).
This process alsomarked the start ofChiran’s detachment from reality in a strict sense.
The plane presented to the museum was not actually an army plane, but a navy plane.
The two military branches wanted little to do with each other even during the height
of the war; yet based on archives of the local newspaper, for Chiran the restored plane
represented precisely the “reality of the war.” In other words, the “reality” constructed by
the presence of the plane (which in objective terms was not related to Chiran) became
more real for the townspeople than the historical reality of the same people not having
hadmuch anything to dowith suicidemissions. Inmore abstract terms, the localmemory
(e.g. of the localwar dead and the horrors of thewar) started fading in the face of themore
dramatic national-collective memory of the suicide bombings (ibid., pp. 57–61).
Notably, the addition of the navy plane also led to navy veterans’ associations tak-
ing part in the town’s memorial ceremonies; the foregrounding of a more abstract and
nation-centered version of war memory was also good business. However, as the partici-
pation of veterans kept increasing, the rhetoric about the war became even more careful:
it would not do to offend the associations who brought valuable revenue to the town
with excessively critical comments. This is of course not to say that all veterans supported
a positive or nostalgic remembering of the war: likely, a large part of them had no desire
for this sort of rhetoric, but these veterans also refused to participate in the associations in
general, and therefore would not have come to Chiran in any case (ibid., pp. 58, 61–63).
10By 1975, Takagi Toshirō, the writer of the drama and several books on the suicide units departing
from Chiran, strongly decried the valorization of the units and empty “wishes for peace” at the expense of
questions regarding war responsibility and needless suffering of the pilots (Fukuma 2015, pp. 48–49).
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This cycle continued in the 1970s as the veterans’ associations’ magazines published
more articles on “Chiran’s”memories. Theveterans’memory and thenewly-minted “Chi-
ran’s memories” cycled through national media. The result of this was that the memory
of the suicide pilots rather than the memory of the local war dead gradually became the
actual Chiran’s memory of the war (Fukuma 2015, pp. 64–68).
In the 1980s, the situation again changed. As discussed in the previous chapter, ques-
tions of war responsibility and “right-wingification” of the media came to the national
consciousness, and tourism audiences started to change from the aging veterans to rep-
resentatives of the younger generations. Meanwhile, television producers were afraid
of scaring away audiences, who had little interest in war-time nostalgia, and potentially
viewed excessively nostalgic views as representing the “extreme right” and therefore ide-
ologically suspect. The solution for drama producers were beauty and emotions. Newer
television dramas showedmenwhowent bravely and smilingly to their deaths with beau-
tiful feelings for the country and their families. In other words, the soldiers, and not the
country and certainly not ideology was at the center of the works (Yamamoto 2015, pp.
76–78).
Tourism audiences became more varied, but naturally Chiran’s administration was
still loath to drive any of them away by presenting unwelcome views. Their solution was
the word “peace.” The war memorials were made as indefinite as possible, and concen-
trated on the pilots as persons, not as active agents in warfare or as symbols of wartime
oppression. As on television, they were brave men who died for Japan. But of course this
was not a Japan which desired war, because war is (as also discussed above) an evil cause
of suffering, and Japan only desired peace. In a sense, they inherited the form memory
seen inHiroshima andNagasaki: the suffering Japanese victim is at the center of remem-
bering, not difficult questions such as “did the suicide bombings (or the war in general)
actually make any sense.” As Yamamoto puts it, “peace” became a “magic word” which
would calm all doubts. By the 1990s, the suicide pilots were indubitably men of peace,
and the discussion regarding them had become a “self-contained discursive space”: these
discussions were discussions of the persons of the suicide pilots and nothing more (ibid.,
pp. 85–97). It could be said that the mediated image was by this timemore real than any
kind of objective or historical reality, which brings us back to the systems of image only
referencing other images.
The 1990s brought yet another role toChiran, when the self-help author and lecturer
Nagamatsu Shigehisa published a book titled If you are lost in life, Go to Chiran—How
to live with courage and conviction without being washed away (⼈⽣に迷ったら知覧に
⾏け—流されずに⽣きる勇気と覚悟 jinsei ni mayottara chiran ni ike—nagasarezu
ni ikiru yūki to kakugo). Reviewers on Amazon lauded the book both for its tales of the
suicide pilots as well as its merit in helping them get ahead in life. Chiran also became a
destination for company training retreats. One participant of such a retreat tells in mag-
azine article that when experiencing the “real” Chiran after watching a movie about sui-
cide pilots the previous day, he saw the same movie in a shop at the hotel. There, he felt
its “sadness” and states: “Even though it was the same DVD footage, the impression was
completely different, it was now ‘real’. The ‘real’ experience [of visiting Chiran] made
the images and words come alive.” A business consultant and “mental trainer” also tells
about how Chiran helps one realize that “suicide pilots = positive self-sacrifice,” and that
the “will” of these “elites” should become “chiseled into our hearts.” In other words, Chi-
ran became a tool of self-transformation (Inoue 2015, pp. 359, 368, 370–373).
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An “obvious” interpretation is that this sort of valorization of the suicide pilots repre-
sents a return to right-wing nationalism, where sacrifices the country are glorified above
all else. However, Inoue Yoshikazu argues that if this would be the case, the same peo-
ple who buy self-help books and travel to courses in faraway Chiran would presumably
also populate right-wing internet forums and worship at the Yasukuni shrine. Instead,
while the conservative argument (stated among others by primeminister Abe) is that the
Japanese soldiers died to “bring us the well-being we know today,” Inoue states that in
the previous experiences the writers do not focus on “what the soldiers achieved,” but
on “what kind of people were they.” In other words, for the people mentioned above
“nation” is nothing but a “medium” which transmits the persona of the pilots, not a
thing they aspire to defend in the sense of (traditional or ideological) nationalism (ibid.,
pp. 375, 378).
What this trend presumably represents instead is the escape-from-context (脱⽂脈
datsubunmyaku) of war memory, a trend which has only gained force in the 2000s. The
expression of this trend shown above is a result of the technological objectification of interi-
ority (内⾯の技術対象化 naimen no gijutsutaishōka), which also became a topic of both
business and women’s magazines in the 1990s. In other words, as the idea spread that
it is possible to change the self with “technical” means (this might be called a popular
version of Giddens’s “reflexive modernity”), this very abstracted “war memory” became a
tool for invoking that process. Further, this is not simply a question of improving the self,
but a question of transforming the self to adapt to a society where the traditional forms of
“bedrock” of identity such as the family and the company are becomingmore diffuse. The
nation (in its formas amedium)provides the new “bedrock,” and the remembrance of the
“brave sacrifices” of the suicide pilots is themethod that connect one to that nation (ibid.,
pp. 383–384). (This argument is quite similar to Yoshimi’s more abstract discussion of
the role societal change played in changing the national identity.)
In Inoue’s thesis, why Chiran became a “pilgrimage destination” in the 1990s was the
result of the escape-from-context of war memory. In the state of war memory prior to
the 1990s, these associations with the nation were not allowed in the “discursive space”
of the nation: war as a thing related to the nation could not be discussed, except in very
serious contexts. The generational change combinedwith the newwave of social and eco-
nomic change since the end of the bubble years opened up that space, and “war memory”
resumed its connection to “nation” in this new form of the “bringer of belonging,” with
Chiran as one of its avatars (ibid., pp. 385).
The latter discussion takes us quite far froma straightforward interpretation of collec-
tive memory in defeated nations (as Hashimoto puts it). However, as we shall see in the
next section, complex crossings of the fictional and factual in the construction of identity
narratives are taken up in other contemporary Japanese media theories. Also, in chapter
4, specific fictional works where war and violence become methods of self-improvement
and transformation will be discussed.
Finally, it should benoted that it is unlikely that the questions ofmemory and identity
are the sole, or even primary defining characteristic of a given work. The question of
assigning ideological meanings to a givenwork is in fact highly problematic: for example,
Hashimoto (p. 12) argues that the well-known Studio Ghibli animated movie Grave of
the Fireflies represents the anti-war side of Japanese society, but on the other hand,Ōtsuka
Eiji argues (based on interviews of the producers) that the movie specifically is not an
ideological statement either for or against war (Ōtsuka 2012, pp. 189–190). However,
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what seems to be common in all studies (including Hashimoto 2015, p. 298) is the idea
that as the war recedes into the past, the meanings assigned to it become more abstract
and marketing-driven.
This thesis will argue that collectivememory plays a role in the text and interpretation
of Kantai Collection, similar to how war memory and its continuing change have shaped
the construction of the tourism industry and relatedmedia works as discussed in this sec-
tion. However, to avoid the problem of assigning ideological interpretations to fictional
works, we focus on the audience interpretation as described in the introduction. Inmore
definite terms:
Hypothesis 2. As a work not aimed at a specific ideological niche, Kantai Collection will
not take a definite ideological stance regarding history, reflecting the divided national con-
sciousness and the high level of abstraction associated with current “war memory”.
Hypothesis 3. Audiences will also not take definite stances on ideological questions, but will
either interpret the original work’s (presumed) historical discourses as a complex matter with
no simple meanings, or ignore them altogether.
2.3 Politics of the Virtual: Grand narratives and fake his-
tories
One-time Kadokawa marketing employee, manga artist and cultural critic11 Ōtsuka Eiji
probably achieved most of his initial fame through his 1989 essay “Bikkuriman” and the
emperor system (「ビックリマン」と天皇制 “bikkuriman” to tennōsei), which introduces
his idea of narrative consumption.
Bikkuriman (“Surprise Man”) is a series of chocolate snacks, which have been sold
since the 1970s. In themid-1980s, the snacks started to include stickers featuring various
original “mythical” characters (e.g. gods, demons and similar creatures), with a descrip-
tion of the character and a section titled “rumors from the magic world” (fragments of a
story) on the back. Collecting these stickers became a massive craze in the late 1980s, as
children tried to get their hands on rare characters and find out the complete story about
the magic world (Ōtsuka 2012, pp. 286–290). This “desire” for a “grand narrative” is at
the center of Ōtsuka’s theories (which he states are theories of marketing): an audience
exposed to small pieces of knowledge will attempt to collect the fragments to find out
the whole story. In other words, the audience consumes the narrative to get satisfaction,
which is finding out more about the grand narrative.
While Ōtsuka uses Bikkuriman as an example of the general principle, he states that
contemporary (1980s) long-running media mixes such as Gundam and Saint Seiya uti-
lized an extended version of this idea12. Relationships between characters and fictional
11Note that criticism (批評 hihyō) is used in Japan in a rather widemeaning, whichAzumaHiroki (2009
[2001], p. viii) characterizes as follows: “Since the 1980s, the Japanese word hihyō (generally translated
as criticism) refers not simply to literary criticism but has become a uniquely nuanced piece of jargon. It
represents a particular style of scholarship greatly influenced over the past thirty years by new paradigms
such as postmodernism, postcolonialism, and cultural studies, and it is probably closest to what ‘theory’
refers to in English.”
12In his recent work, Ōtsuka notes that in the case of Bikkuriman, creating a “grand narrative” was not
actually a planned strategy by the maker (Ōtsuka 2012, p. 65). The product appears to have expanded into
a more complete media mix nevertheless (World 2017).
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histories of the world stretched between the various sequels, prequels and remixes, with
accompanying charts of the relationships, fictional maps and lists of historical events of
the story-world published by both the producers (e.g. as books commonly titled setting
materials collections (設定資料集 settei shiryōshū)) and fans acting as secondary produc-
ers. The result was the sagaification (サーガ化 sāga-ka) of media mixes: bound together
by common characters, but also by a shared history, obsessively pieced together by the au-
dience (Ōtsuka 2012, pp. 290–292). For example, theGundam franchise continues from
1979 to the present: according to the theory of narrative consumption, one factor of its
success would be that old viewers keep coming back to increase their knowledge, while
new viewers, caught by the references to “historical events” in new works, will consume
all the past works to get in on the “grand narrative.”
However, Ōtsuka argues that narrative consumption is not only a feature of media
mixes and their viewers, but interacts with the surrounding reality. In his view, Japanese
postwar history as taught in schools is an endless procession of years and proper nouns
(e.g. names of emperors, locations of famous battles). Moreover, in postwar Japan, his-
tory has not been passed through the generations at home: neither children’s parents, nor
the parents’ parents, could not or did not want to express what “Japan” actually stands for
to their children (presumably for reasons discussed in the previous section). But this did
not remove the children’s desire for a “history” into which to place themselves; they be-
gan to seek it in the “fake histories” (偽史 gishi) presented by the various media they
had access to. And games, manga, and animation have provided countless instances of
these colorful “living histories” (as opposed to the “dead” history taught in schools) to
be absorbed by the history-less (ibid., pp. 297–300). The result has been the gradual
disappearance of the line between the real and the virtual. Ōtsuka claims that replacing
the fictional gods and demons on the Bikkuriman stickers with historical Japanese em-
perors would make no difference: they would still be no more and no less than mythical
creatures to be assembled into new narratives, and the new narratives would have similar
merits as “history” (hence the “emperor system” in the title of the essay) (ibid., pp. 301).
This theory of narrative consumption has been highly influential in both Japan and
outside it (for example, bothSteinberg (2012) and thewriters featured inGalbraith,Kam,
and Kamm (2016) cite him extensively). The following sections will examine his more
recent elaborations of the theory with regard to the disappearance of history, as well as
some critiques of his ideas regarding grand narratives.
2.3.1 Ideological messages without ideological meanings
InTheory of Narrative Consumption Revisited (物語消費論改 monogatari shōhiron kai,
2012)Ōtsuka revisits his old essays and comments further on thequestionof the (non-)po-
litical reception of seemingly ideological content. His definition of media mixes is also
more abstract than the one Steinberg uses above: it is defined not (only) by the physical
media (e.g. DVDs, books) it contains, nor by the different abstract media (e.g. manga,
animation), but by the interrelated information making up the narratives (物語を構成
する情報monogatari wo kōsei suru jōhō). The audience participates in the interpretation
and expansion of the media mix (e.g. through fan-made works); in this process the sub-
jectivity of the audience becomes a part of the media mix (i.e. it is not solely defined by
the producers of the original work or similar “rights-holders”, but also by its audience).
The result is a collective (集団 shūdan) (all the parties who define the media mix), for
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whom its information content defines a “world”; committing to the media mix world
gives the collective a sense of substitutable reality (代替現実感 daitaigenjitsukan) (Ōt-
suka 2012, pp. 42–43). This process of stories-becoming-reality(-like) is the first basis of
Ōtsuka’s extensions of the theory of narrative consumption into questions of history and
ideology.13
He reiterates that engagement is strengthened by the charts of years and relationships
(official and unofficial) representing “history”, but also by the inconsistencies and thewhite
spaces (空⽩ kūhaku). When different versions of the story present inconsistent timelines
or details, or leave out periods of time (perhaps with events briefly hinted to in an obscure
diagram), the audience is compelled to rationalize and fill in themissing parts, which is to
say, create a yet larger narrative out of the smaller, pre-existing one. These fillings-in com-
monly appear in the form of fan-made works (i.e. dōjinshi), which tell what happened, or
at least might have happened during the unrecorded or paradoxical period (ibid., p. 69)
(we shall later see that Kantai Collection is ripe with these white spaces, both temporal
and spatial).
Also, he notes that by inserting hints that something imaginary actually exists, the
substitutable-reality nature of the story-world lends an aura of real-reality to the thing
mentioned: by hinting that something in the fictional “reality” exists outside it, the narra-
tive-consuming behavior of the reader starts tomerge the story-world with the surround-
ing world. Experimenting through one of his own fiction works, Ōtsuka inserted refer-
ences to “actually” published records by an imaginary rock star called Lucy Moonstone,
and commentary regarding these records by an equally imaginary critic. As a result, a
number of people started writing to the publisher asking about this record, as well as
seeking it in libraries and record stores14. In other words, the real-seeming text had given
“Lucy Moonstone” a certain degree of “reality” in the readers’ minds, even though the
character had previously only existed within Ōtsuka’s fiction works15 (ibid., pp. 76–81).
While this type of blurring-together of realities can work as a marketing strategy,
there appears to be a more general process at work. A long-living media mix which uses
pieces of real-reality as parts of its story-reality eventually in actuality blurs the audi-
ence’s idea of what is “real”; the “substitutable reality” is actually substituted. The first-
generation original workmay be clearly an unreal-fiction, but as the dōjinshi telling stories
about its various paradoxes andwhite spaces fill in the details of the fiction-reality, it starts
to approach a simulacrum of real-reality. Following official works (which may integrate
some of the fan-produced details) expand the world, and the following dōjinshi again fill
in the missing pieces. While on the surface the process is an example of “postmodern”
fracturing of narratives (fictional and non-fictional) into small pieces, the reassembly-by-
consumption effected by the audience assembles the pieces back into a “modernist” or
grand narrative (ibid., pp. 87–88). This “rediscovery” of the modern through the post-
modern is the second basis of the expansion into questions history and ideology.
Ōtsuka reiterates his views regarding “disappearance of the self ” through the “disap-
13Note that the concepts of the “world” and the plots (趣向 shukō) within it are not new nor exclusively
related to “new media.” Ōtsuka traces them back to discussions of kabuki plays, where the terms are used
to describe different world having some internal consistency (e.g. that of the Taira and Minamoto) often
being “passed through” by innumerable plots (i.e. different plays). In other words, worlds can overlap even
if the plots only briefly intersect, or pass by each other completely (Ōtsuka 2012, p. 50).
14He actually produced and sold a record by “Lucy Moonstone” later.
15This appears to be a similar, thoughmore subtle version of the process seen duringOrsonWelles’s 1938
radio broadcast ofTheWar of theWorlds.
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pearance of history” (both by raising views similar to those in the Bikkuriman essay as
well as arguments similar to the ones taken up in Yoshimi 2011). To find their place and
history and thus their self, people search for a grand narrative of “Japan”; they find that
narrative in media and in particular the fiction-sagas that take “reality” (real history and
real ideologies) as their rawmaterial. In other words, these types of works do not sell just
because of their literary merit (sometimes questionable) and even less by catering to pre-
existing ideological tendencies; they sell because they fulfill the desire for grand narratives
and self-identity (Ōtsuka 2012, pp. 96–98, 123).
But the catch here is that these works are not only produced for a people “detached
from history”, but also by the same people. Therefore, even if they include aspects of
“right-wing nationalist ideology” (e.g. positive depictions of pre-warmilitary), according
toŌtsuka these arenothingbut “gimmicks”: they represent a “Japan”detached fromplace
and time, a “Japan” which exists only inside the fiction-saga (ibid., pp. 128–129).
Ōtsuka cites as examples the aforementioned Gundam franchise (1979–) as well as
the Space Battleship Yamato (宇宙戦艦ヤマト uchū senkan yamato) franchise (1974–).
The former is often seen as “left-wing” or “anti-war”, and as being metaphor of the Pales-
tinian conflict. The latter is seen as “right-wing”or “nationalistic”, and is seen as ametaphor-
ical “rematchof the15-YearWar”16. Theoriginal authorswere involved inpolitics through
the student movements of the 1960s, and presumably their ideological viewpoints were
absorbed into the stories from their personal experiences; but based on their interviews,
their intent was not to produce works with political messages or “political propaganda.”
The “ideologies” were supposedly only “citations” used to build up the fiction-saga. Ōt-
suka calls this phenomenon escape from politicality (脱政治性 datsuseijisei) of fiction
(ibid., pp. 141–145). Notably, this “escape” during the 1970s is often noted in social
histories (for example see Yoshimi 2011, chapter 1) in a more general meaning: the par-
ticipants in themovements of the 1960s “burned out,” and the violent events of the period
made “ideology” an unpalatable subject for a nation entering the high-growth era of the
1970s.
What the authors ofYamato supposedly wanted to show in their work were concepts
such dedication (献⾝ kenshin) and purity (純粋 junsui), which they did through depic-
tions which included referencing real-life suicide pilots. But this depiction did not aim to
be “political”; it aimed to provoke strong emotions—and reportedly succeeded. Ōtsuka
cites both his own experiences and the experiences of his peers lining up to see Yamato in
the 1970s, and states that while everyone thought that it was a great story, moving them
to tears, they were an audience not at all receptive to political messages: they completely
failed to see any of the real-historical aspects as being real-historical aspects (as opposed
to being nothing but artifacts of the story-world) (Ōtsuka 2012, pp. 155-156). Even
though Ōtsuka refers to the 1970s, this description is surprisingly close to the meaning
of “Chiran” in Inoue’s (2015) study cited above.
Finally, these fiction-sagas are both detached from time (無時間的 mujikanteki) as
well detached from nationality (無国籍 mukokuseki)17 in a paradoxical manner. Even
16Referring to the series of conflicts from the Mukden Incident of 1931 through the end of the Pacific
War in 1945.
17The term無国籍 is commonly used to describe Japanese manufacturing industry’s desire particularly
in the 1970s to erase the “Japaneseness” from their export products, either because “made in Japan” used to
mean “cheap and shoddy” or because of the stigma related to Japan’s war record (particularly for American
buyers).
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though they contain references to actual history (or at least closely matching real places
and events), precisely because they place it in a preciselymapped out (by both the original
producers and the producer-audiences) (fictional) space and (fictional) time, the saga-
history becomes detached from real-history. If the story takes place in the “Universal
Century” and involves a war between the “Principality of Zeon” and the “Earth Feder-
ation” (as in the case of Gundam), the real-historical references are detached from their
referents. As Ōtsuka (p. 172) puts it, “[they] cannot connect to a specific history, nor
reflect anything” (特定の歴史に接続し得ないし、何も反映しない). As proof of
this, Ōtsuka cites his experience as a speaker at a movie festival in Korea, where the au-
dience saw the “nationalistic” messages in Yamato as referencing events in Korea’s past
(Ōtsuka 2012, pp. 171–172, 174). This is the mechanism by which fiction-saga becomes
on one hand “real” by fulfilling the desire for a history into which to place oneself, but
still represents nothing “external” in the sense that it retains its fiction-saga nature (i.e.
the viewer is aware of its fictional nature and “knows” that it is not related to external re-
ality). Even though the real-historical fragments are experienced both emotionally and as
“facts” within the fiction-reality, they cannot connect back to become a statement about
the politics or ideologies of real-reality.
2.3.2 Database consumption and ironical insiders
WhileŌtsuka’s writings have gained a significant following, the concept of “grand narra-
tives” could be said to impute a rather monolithic and grandiose intent to audiences. In
other words, while the theory of the narrative consumption process seems to describe re-
cent patterns of marketing and (commodity) consumption accurately, whether that con-
sumption is in pursuit of a goal which can be called a “grand narrative” is not equally
clear.
A well-known critic of the grand narrative idea is Azuma Hiroki, who accepts the
claim that the Japanese society has an “omnipresence of simulacra and [a] dysfunctional
grand narrative” (Azuma 2009 [2001], p. 29), and also the process of narrative consump-
tion. However, where Azuma differs is that he sees that small narratives stay as small
narratives: individual works represent a “surface outer layer,” and behind it is a “deep in-
ner layer”, which represents the fundamental characteristics (e.g. settings and characters)
of the works. He calls this inner layer the “database,” from which audiences read addi-
tional meanings and construct new works (ibid., p. 33)18. Current audiences (primarily
those who started their involvement with media in the 1990s) represent a new genera-
tion, which has “no need for forgeries [i.e. Ōtsuka-style grand narratives].” Instead, what
this generation consumes are the fragments in the database and centrally the characters,
and of the characters particularly those which represent a form of cuteness bordering on
eroticity termed moe (萌え) (this also brings Azuma rather close to Steinberg’s view of
media mixes).
For Azuma, this appearance of a new generation marked the end of the audience’s
interest in fiction worlds19; what the new audience wanted were emotions, and settings
in which to “empathize with the story’s protagonist”. Instead, it is the “grand nonnarra-
tive,” represented by the unstructured database of story-elements and characters which is
18Azuma also argues that otaku are particularly sensitive to this dual-layer nature of fiction works.
19Azuma states that the otaku audiences of the 1980s may have desired the worlds, such that Ōtsuka’s
theory may have been fully correct applied to that era (Azuma 2009 [2001], p. 37).
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central; he states that a more accurate term is therefore not narrative consumption but
“database consumption” (Azuma 2009 [2001], pp. 54–55).
Azuma’s theory has, of course, itself been criticized. In particular, in his first work
he tends to discard the narrative in the small narrative (as well as any other literary as-
pect of the works), and focus only on the disconnected elements (primarily characters)
as makers of “inner layer” meaning (for example see Yamakawa 2014)20. Nevertheless,
we can still consider Azuma’s basic critique of Ōtsuka, which is to say, the matter of
whether the audience “needs” the fiction-world at all. Azuma’s thesis would suggest that
the fan-interpretations of the original work would be even more disassociated than Ōt-
suka’s fiction-sagas. They would not only be bubbles unanchored from time and space
through their internal chronologies, but thoroughly “postmodern”: the characters (and
possibly setting-elements) of the original would not be bound even through that internal
chronology, and rather be assembled in a thoroughly arbitrary manner.
In Japan’s Laughing “Nationalism” (嗤う⽇本の「ナショナリズム」warau ni-
hon no “nashonarizumu”) (2005), Kitada Akihiro approaches the question of “political”
discourse moving into self-contained bubbles from a different perspective. Overall, the
book traces the history of Japan’s disillusionmentwith “ideology” and the rise of cynicism
and ironic detachment following the end of the studentmovements of the 1960s, and the
role media (in general, not just a segment of fiction works) has played in this process. In
particular, he takes the “right-wing nationalism” rampant on the anonymous internet fo-
rum 2ch, which is also frequently associated with otaku audiences, 21 as a central example
(Kitada 2005, pp. 10–12). Similar to Ōtsuka, he sees a rising “nationalist” discourse
from the 1990s onward, which exists in a “self-contained space” of its own (i.e. does not
signify an engagement with traditional politics or possibly engagement with “reality” at
all). However, instead of being a (direct) result of an audience finding a new grand narra-
tive through fictional worlds, participants on the forum seek connection (繋がり tsuna-
gari) with others. The method for this are in-group spaces (内輪空間 uchiwakūkan) of
irony, where ideological discourses are repeated with the assumption that the other fo-
rum participants are aware of their ironical nature, while assuming that the “politically
correct” world outside takes them seriously. In other words, one is connected with the
“co-conspirators”who are “in the know”byposting “controversial” views; whether a given
poster agrees with these ideological positions is secondary. Kitada calls this phenomenon
ideologywithout ideology (思想なき思想 shisō naki shisō) (ibid., pp. 201–208, 217–218).
Hence “nationalism” is in quotes in the title of his book.
2.3.3 From history to “history”
Kitada’s approach connects the rise of “emotions” (i.e. the desire for “connection”) with
the disconnection of ideology and historical discourse (a major talking point in Japanese
right-wing politics) from “reality” among the same generation which Azuma considers as
having lost its need for grand narratives. However, despite the different approaches de-
scribed here, there seems to be general agreement on the question of this detachment, and
this agreement also seems to go togetherwith the theses of fragmentation and abstraction
20He has somewhat softened his stance in his later (2007) work, but as that work concentrates more on
the literary methods of light novels, it will not be considered in detail here.
212ch is the model and predecessor for such well-known fora as 4chan in the United States and Ylilauta
in Finland.
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of historical consciousness discussed in section 2.2. This question of disconnection will
be a major part of this thesis’s investigation of the reproduction of history (or “history”)
in its subject works. First, based onŌtsuka’s ideas of worlds of fiction-sagas and ignoring
the question of whether audiences desire them or not, the thesis will consider the follow-
ing hypothesis in chapter 4:
Hypothesis 4. Kantai Collection will, in its various manifestations, set out a “place” and
“chronology” in sufficient detail to make it a fiction-saga (which will presumably detach it
from real-history and render its real-historical references “gimmicks”).
Second, the thesis will consider whether the transference of discourses and elements
into fan works (if it exists) also represents the transference of that virtual world, if such a
world can be discerned (i.e. the above hypothesis is not falsified), or whether it represents
a creation of new virtual worlds (i.e. the above hypothesis is falsified and there is no clear
consistency, but a “consistency” is formed anyway). A second hypothesis is formulated
based on Ōtsuka’s view, to be considered in chapter 5:
Hypothesis 5. Fan works of Kantai Collection will inherit the original work’s world as a
consistent system (or create a consistent system where none exists), instead of using it as a
“database” of characters, settings, and discourses (i.e. losing the consistency of its chronology).
The latter hypothesis is in a sense an expansion of hypothesis 1. While that hypothesis
does not close out the possibility of inheriting a consistent world-view (though it might
only as a background for character interactions), the above will close out that possibility.
Note that whether that consistency is the result of the formation of a “grand narrative”
or an “ironical in-group space” cannot be directly discerned through the text, as the dif-
ference lies in the intent or interiority of the fan-producers. However, as there appears to
be relatively little empirical research on these processes of discourse-transfer, this thesis
can hopefully act as a starting point for this type of research.
2.4 Prior research on war, history, and politics in enter-
tainment
Thegeneral questionof ideologicalmessages has been studied in the cultural studies tradi-
tion (e.g. Hall 1980, Fiske 2011 [1987]), but research onmore concrete political messages
and the audience reception of these messages seems to have risen into some prominence
only since the 1990s (Caso and Hamilton 2015, p. 2). Specific research into messages
related to war and history, as well as a specific focus on audience interpretations appears
to be rarer still, though new work in the field of game studies has recently appeared (e.g.
Hong 2015, Pötzsch and Šisler 2016).
Political messages, and to some degree questions of war and history, are considered in
recent works such Politics and Popular Culture (Murray 2010) and Popular Culture and
World Politics (Caso and Hamilton 2015), but these works focus largely on the original
narrative and its presumed intent, rather than audience reception. This thesis will not
go further into these studies, as their generalizability to Japan may be limited. However,
section 2.4.1 will consider some recent work on war, history and media.
The other thread of research beginning to appear are quantitative media effects stud-
ies of political content in entertainment. Studies of the effects of political communi-
cations in factual programming and explicit political communications (e.g. candidate
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advertisements) have of course been around for decades, but some research related to en-
tertainment programming has also appeared since the 2000s. While this thesis will not
directly consider suchmedia effects, knowledge of whether the audience sees anything in
political(-seeming) messages in fictional works forms one basis for the significance of the
present research. Therefore, a few recent findings will be summarized in section 2.4.2.
2.4.1 War and entertainment in Japan
Thequestions of war in entertainment have received surprisingly little study in Japan, but
they are taken up in a series of articles in a collection titledThe popular culture of “anti-
war” and “pro-war” (「反戦」と「好戦」のポピュラー・カルチャー “hansen” to
“kōsen” no popyurā karuchā) (2011), with the topics ranging from tourism to plastic mod-
els. Generally, the articles trace a development of war memory similar to that described
in 2.2.4: even though original authors (e.g. novelists, founders of memorials) who ex-
perienced the war may have had very specific opinions about war and Japan’s part in it,
these ideas have become abstracted anddiluted through the cycle of repeated remakes and
picking “the good parts” for commercialization. This includes using the original works
as a medium to provide a window into nostalgic “good old Japan,” where war memory
becomes a tool for “healing”: viewers or visitors into a theme park can relive a kinder,
simpler era of tightly-bound communities, while the war fades into an incidental detail
(Murase 2011, pp. 65–74).
Two articles are more directly related to the present thesis. Sakada Kenji considers
the type of “warmemory” transmitted through plasticmodels of warplanes, warships and
similar instruments of war. In Sakada’s view, while collecting and assembling these mod-
els does promote the transmission of memory, it is a class of memory different fromwhat
is usually considered as remembrance. The toys and their packaging very carefully omit
images of death and destruction, while concentrating heavily on facts and trivia about
the represented weapons. Therefore, Sakada terms this type of transmission the trans-
mission of knowledge (知 chi) in a very narrow sense, which erases the weapons’ original
uses and effects, as well as the destruction caused by war in general. On one hand, this
type of memory cannot be equated with “right-wing ideologies” or “pro-war attitudes”, as
it is rather “value-neutral”, being concerned only with technology. On the other hand, as
the models themselves and other media (e.g. hobby magazines) that discuss them never
depart from the realm of “knowledge,” which is to say assorted technical facts, they fail
to transmit anything else about war per se either (Sakada 2011, pp. 193–195, 219–221).
As Kantai Collection particularly in its game form also contains countless facts regard-
ing technical aspects of warships, one form of its audience reception could potentially be
similar to the one described above: the technological aspects of war are considered above
all other aspects22.
Fukuma Yoshiaki23 considers the transformation of the image of the Imperial Navy
and in particular of admiral Yamamoto Isoroku24. Starting from the 1950s, the navy
22The presentation of war as a matter of technology, and that technology explained through the “specs”
of weapons (i.e. their destructive capabilities, often given as numeric values representing attributes such as
“attack power”) does follow a very long tradition inwargames (both computerized andnon-computerized).
KantaiCollection is certainly not in anywayunique in taking this approach. But thismodeof representation
is still a choice made by the producers—there is no rule that technology has to be the focus of wargames.
23Fukuma is also the co-editor of the previously discussed book on Chiran.
24Yamamoto, who died in 1943, was a leading figure of the navy during the run-up to the Pacific War,
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was frequently taken up in movies as the “competent” and “sensible” military branch,
and contrasted with the dogmaticity and cruelty of the army. While movies with these
sorts of depictions were criticized for their pro-war stance by some, they were also highly
popular, and Yamamoto became lionized as a first-class war hero (軍神 gunshin). While
war movies featuring the navy’s (and Yamamoto’s) exploits started out as mostly action-
oriented adventure films, this type of movie lost much of its popularity in the 1980s, and
a more “serious” type of movies based on “historical facts” took its place. However, this
did not lead to a more negative reappraisal of the navy’s or Yamamoto’s actions; rather,
their image was transformed to match the times. As Yamamoto had attempted to advo-
cate for a quicker peace and restrain the uncontrolled militarism of the state, he became
the image of an ideal “business leader”, who could concentrate on the “facts” and make
hard decisions in tumultuous times (Fukuma 2011, pp. 265–272, 289–91). Notably,
Kantai Collection features exclusively the navy, without a mention of the army; the con-
tinuing high level popular acclaim of the navy and its leader are likely to be related to this
decision, as well as the decision to make the player the “Admiral.”
Research on war in manga, animation and similar “non-serious” media is fewer still.
A rare example is Natsume Fusanosuke’sManga and “war” (マンガと「戦争」manga
to “sensō”) (1997), which describes depictions of war primarily in manga series published
between the end of the war and the late 1980s. Natsume’s work will form the basis of his-
torical comparisons betweenKantai Collection and older war-related works in chapter 4.
However, as a general theme, Natsume takes the same view of the ideological meaning of
war inmanga as stated byŌtsuka above: neither he himself, nor his peers in the 1970s felt
any connection between “ideologicalmeanings” inmanga or other fictionworks and real-
world ideologies. Also, he makes the interesting point that at least audiences at the time
saw Japan’s defeat in terms of a technology deficit, not as a result of problems of strategy
or governance (Natsume 1997, pp. 60–63). This accords well with Sakada’s description
of some audiences being entirely concentrated on viewing the war in terms of technical
facts and Hashimoto’s view on the postwar memory process being related to recovery
from “national trauma.” It is possible that for some audiences, “experiencing” the supe-
riority of Japanese military technology, even if that technology is either partially or fully
fictional and only exists inside an entertainment work or toy, represents a recovery of
Japanese superiority over, or at least equality with the United States.
Recently, some research on the representation of (war) history inmedia has appeared
in English, such as Stahl (2010) and Swale (2017). However, these works tend to con-
centrate on internationally well-known titles (such as those produced by the animation
production company Studio Ghibli), with a limited focus on questions of audience re-
ception.
2.4.2 Media effects of political messages in entertainment
The basic question of whether entertainment matters for political views was taken up in
a 2008 study, where the subjects watched a film showing a war-related conspiracy led by a
fictional US president, and were then questioned about the likelihood of such a conspir-
acy either having occurred or occurring in the future in reality. The treatment group was
significantly more likely to believe that such a conspiracy was plausible and to attribute
suchplans to previous presidents known for their involvement inwell-known recentwars.
including during the attack on Pearl Harbor.
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Additionally, a part of the groupwas asked towatch themovie carefully so that they could
answer questions about the content later. The researchers hypothesized that careful at-
tention would lead the participants to discover the unlikeliness of the plot and therefore
consider the scenario less likely; however, those who watched the movie attentively were
more likely to consider its content as likely to occur in reality. This was particularly the
case for those subjects, who perceived a high level of realism in the movie (i.e. according
to them, the movie seemed to be reflecting reality) (Mulligan and Habel 2013).
This result has two interesting implications for the present research topic. On one
hand, a high level of involvement with the content made evaluations of a certain type
of war more likely within the audience; in a game or more generally, a media franchise
demanding attention over a long period of time, the effects could become more pro-
nounced. On the other hand, perceived realism was a significant contributor to the pos-
itive result; as itʼs difficult to say that Kantai Collection involves a high level of realistic
depiction in any of its forms, this would likely diminish these effects.
A wider experimental study by Rasul (2015) investigated the effects of viewing two
American television dramas on the viewersʼattitude toward female politicians. Partici-
pants in the treatment conditions viewed the ABC series Commander in Chief, which
positively portrays a female president as a main character, and the Fox series 24, which
features a female president in a side role. Similar to the previous study, the general result
was an improved view of female politicians among those in the treatment conditions.
However, the newer study also considered the path-dependency of that effect, which
turned out to have significant implications: those who watched the shows with eudai-
monic motives (i.e. were actively interested in the content) enjoyed significant levels of
identification with the characters as well as transportation into the narrative, which was
significantly correlated with enjoyment of the shows, which was a prerequisite for the
observed attitude change. Those who watched the shows with hedonic motives (“I just
want to watch something”) neither identified with the characters nor were transported
into the narrative, and there was no significant attitude change within this group.
Thequestion ofmotivation has potential implications if onewere to extend this study
toward questions of media effects: whether Kantai Collection could lead to serious con-
sideration of the political elements within the game or other parts of the franchise de-
pends on the motives of the players. On one hand,Kantai Collection being a free-to-play
browser game (i.e. not requiring monetary investment and possible to play at any time),
we might expect the level of attention to be low for a part of the players. On the other
hand, considering the large amount of fan-produced material sold at Comic Market and
other events, the number of fans significantly invested in the franchise is appears to be
large. Therefore, a significant impact on some players is in the realm of possibility.
Chapter 3
Research goals, methods, and data
This chapter will define the research questions of this thesis, summarize the hypotheses
presented in the previous chapter, and introduce the research methods and research data
to be used.
3.1 Research questions and goals
The research questions were briefly discussed in the introduction. In more detail, this
thesis will ask the following questions:
1. The background question: What sort of discourses, if any, related to the Pacific
War and recent history does the Kantai Collectionmedia mix construct? (The in-
vestigation is limited primarily to the presumably most popular parts of the media
mix, which is to say the original game and the animation series.) How do these
discourses compare to the discourses presented in other contemporary works with
a similar nature (i.e. what, if anything, makes Kantai Collection unique)? What
sort ofmetanarrative strategies do the original works contain?
2. Theprimary question: Howdoes the (primarily Japanese) audience interpret these
discourses, and how do the metanarrative strategies affect the interpretations? For
example, if a certain discourse of the Pacific War exists, do the producers of the
fan works reproduce or express support for this particular discourse, criticize it,
or completely ignore it? When touching upon themes related to war and history
which have been controversial in Japan, do the stories also reproduce societally
dominant view of these themes?
As indicated by the separation of background/primary question above, this thesis will
concentrate on the audience interpretationof the originalmedia texts, instead of searching
for “hiddenmessages” and “ideological codes” in these texts. In other words, the primary
purpose of this thesis is to gain knowledge of the transference of discourses from (commer-
cial) entertainment works to fan-made derivative works, and the effects of the surrounding
culture and society on that process.
In particular, this thesis will not attempt to produce conclusions regarding “media
effects”, such as ideological or opinion change as a result of viewing certain types of enter-
tainment programming. While such results would no doubt be interesting, these effects
tend to have a small magnitude and significant margin of error even in the best-designed
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studies. We live in a media-saturated world where various views and ideologies approach
the viewer from all sides, and stating anything of significance regarding the causality of a
singlemedia franchise would be a difficult task. Rather,Kantai Collection offers a unique
opportunity to investigate the reproduction of discourses (which may or may not include
“political” meanings). On one hand this is due to its purposely ambiguous structure (if
we believe producer Tanaka’s words) and on the other hand due to the very large variety
of freely available fan interpretations.
It seems likely that general knowledge about how discourses move from large-scale
commercially producedworks to fanworks is generalizable to otherworks and other gen-
res than the ones studied here, and that this knowledge can be used as a basis for other
types of audience research (for example, as a basis for setting up questionnaires for in-
terview studies). Going further, it is possible that the methodology used here may re-
veal trends in how the collective memory of the society in which the study takes place is
changing, which may not appear through other methods (for example, people may not
want to admit certain views in opinion polls or focus groups, or may not even explicitly
recognize them, but will reproduce them in their fictional works). Therefore, a secondary
purpose of this thesis is to act as a learning environment for the application of a compara-
tive methodology where commercial works and fan-made derivative works are compared
on the basis of their discourses. Should positive results be acquired through this research,
it may be worthwhile to apply the same methods in other contexts.
A number of hypotheses were stated in chapter 2 and are summarized in table 3.1,
along with the page numbers where they were originally set out. These hypotheses will
be investigated in the chapters 4 and 5. While the hypothesis form is somewhat uncom-
mon in qualitative research, the theoretical framework of this thesis consists of several
approaches. Therefore, the hypothesis form is used to combine central parts of each ap-
proach into a compact form which can be easily referenced within the analysis chapters.
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Table 3.1: A summary of the hypotheses stated in chapter 2 with the page numbers where
they were set out.
Number Page Hypothesis
1 15 Fans will focus on the characters in favor of the other elements
(i.e. historical references, game mechanics).
2 24 As a work not aimed at a specific ideological niche, Kantai Col-
lection will not take a definite ideological stance regarding his-
tory, reflecting the divided national consciousness and the high
level of abstraction associated with current “war memory”.
3 24 Audiences will also not take definite stances on ideological ques-
tions, but will either interpret the original work’s (presumed)
historical discourses as a complex matter with no simple mean-
ings, or ignore them altogether.
4 30 Kantai Collection will, in its various manifestations, set out a
“place” and “chronology” in sufficient detail to make it a fiction-
saga (which will presumably detach it from real-history and ren-
der its real-historical references “gimmicks”).
5 30 Fan works of Kantai Collection will inherit the original work’s
world as a consistent system (or create a consistent systemwhere
none exists), instead of using it as a “database” of characters, set-
tings, and discourses (i.e. losing the consistency of its chronol-
ogy).
3.2 Research methods
Thebasic approach in this thesis is to analyze thematerial from the viewpoint of Barthes’s
death of the author (Barthes 1977 [1967]): the author’s intentions and ideologies are not,
and can not be (fully, with certainty) known to the reader1. What defines the work for
the reader is only the text itself. With regard to the term text (in particular, as opposed to
“programs” and similar units of media production), we will adopt Fiske’s (2011 [1987],
p. 14) definition: “Programs are produced, distributed and defined by the industry: texts
are the product of their readers. So a program becomes a text at the moment of reading,
that is, when its interaction with one of its many audiences activates some of the mean-
ings/pleasures that it is capable of provoking.” Steinberg (2012, p. 164) criticizes Fiske’s
intertextual (versus program-centered) approach for ignoring the “production of inter-
textual connections themselves as a form of commodity relation,” which is certainly an
important point for his investigation of media-commodities. However, for the sake of
simplicity, this thesis will stay at the level of readings and textual relations.
In more concrete terms, this thesis will investigate its subject matter through dis-
course analysis as pioneered byMichel Foucault, and through Umberto Eco’s theories of
1To the contrary, Barthes considers the attempt to find “the Author” in rather negative terms: “To give
a text an Author is to impose a limit on that text, to furnish it with a final signified, to close the writing.”
(Barthes 1977 [1967])
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open texts and semantic codes. Certain medium-specific aspects will also be considered
as appropriate (particularly with regard to visual discourses).
While the focuswill be on qualitative analysis, a brief quantitative analysis to establish
the general qualities of fanworks based onKantai Collectionwill be performed in chapter
5. Themethodused is basicmedia content analysis, described inworks such asRiffe, Lacy,
and Fico (2014).
With regard to specific prior examples, this thesis takes a cue from IenAng’s pioneer-
ing studyWatching Dallas (2005 [1982]), where she solicited letters fromDutch viewers
of the long-running television dramaDallas about how andwhy they watch the series. In
the study, Ang considers similar questions to this thesis: how does the audience interpret
thework, andwhy do they interpret it in a givenmanner. While Ang’s study is not related
to portrayals of history, her approach to audience studies will be used as a guideline.
As an example of thebishōjo genre—with its emphasis onpretty girl characters catered
to a notional male audience2—the obvious question of the significance of gender in an-
alyzing Kantai Collection appears. However, based on a preliminary investigation it ap-
pears that in this respect Kantai Collection largely fits within the mainstream of bishōjo
works with regard to the portrayal of gender, with all its attendant problems (e.g. casting
all female characters to certain stereotypical modes of “cute” behavior). In other words,
questions of gender raised byKantai Collection appear to be orthogonal to its potentially
unique aspects (namely the representation of history), and similar to the questions raised
by the genre in its entirety. Therefore, this thesis will not use gender studies as a primary
methodological approach. Readers concerned with this aspect are referred to the sizable
existing literature on the subject, such as Saitō (2011).
3.2.1 Discourse analysis
As stated in the introduction, this thesis will focus on the transference of political(-seem-
ing) discourses from the original works (theKantai Collectionmedia mix as produced by
Kadokawa) to fan works. In concrete terms, this means both the “archaeology” (what
makes the discourses meaningful) and “genealogy” (what are the origins of meaning)
(Kendall and Wickham 1998, pp. 25, 29–30). But it will also include the questions
of “power,” which is to say, what sort of actions are possible within the given discursive
spaces, what sort of processes do the discourses keep going, and how the visible parts of
the works may in turn produce statements which reinforce the discourse (ibid., pp. 49–
50). In brief, what sort of rules and structures does theworld ofKantai Collection involve,
and how these structures are inherited by its viewers (if at all)?
This approach will also hopefully sidestep the problems of subjective interpretation
seen in some prior research. Specifically, this thesis aims to study what is in the works,
not what the works (seem to) signify. Naturally, the analysis of a fictional work can not
be fully free of some subjective interpretation and prioritization of different aspects, but
this focus on the discourses aims to avoid considering the works in preconceived terms
(such as representing “the rise of right-wing nationalism”).
2This does not mean that the audience actually is all-male, either in this case or for bishōjo works in
general. My experience indicates that a significant number of female creators are sellingKantai Collection-
themed works at dōjinshi events.
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3.2.2 Textual analysis
Discourse analysis helps in this context to answer the question what, but there is also the
question of why a certain discourse might be adopted or ignored. This will of course be
considered from the historical and societal viewpoints described above, but it is also im-
portant to consider how the semantic structure of the text may promote certain readings.
In general, this analysis will refer to Umberto Eco’s essays in the collectionTheRole of the
Reader.
In particular, this thesis will consider Kantai Collection as an open text, which is to
say, a text where the reader is expected to “fill in” missing pieces. But as Eco points out,
an open text also guides that filling in: certain additions makemore sense than others. In
contrast, a closed text does not have this gradient of “making sense”: if the author aims to
explain everything to his “model reader,” there will be no obvious “white spaces.” There-
fore, if the reader is to reinterpret the closed text in different terms, any interpretation or
filling-in will be as good as the other (Eco 1979, pp. 7–10).
Also, it will be useful consider the metanarrative strategies in the material (ibid., pp.
204–206). For example, if the original work (or some version of it) appears to provide for
both a “parodical” and a “dramatic” (or “serious”) reading, what kind of narrative struc-
tures andmetanarrative strategies does it utilize, and do the reader-producers take up the
options offered, or expand the metanarrative by going beyond them (e.g. by bringing in
an original element, which merges both the parodic and the dramatic aspect into a new
narrative)?
Finally, the distinction Ecomakes between the following three elements will be taken
into account in the analysis of the original work and its interpretation: the text (a “ma-
chine for producing possible worlds” with the cooperation of the reader, the plot (“a strat-
egy of semantic devices intended to elicit the pragmatic cooperation [of the reader]”),
and the fabula (as defined by Vladimir Propp; which represents the “logic of actions or
the syntax of characters, the time oriented course of events”) (ibid., pp. 27, 246). In these
terms, we can consider that producer Tanaka’s comment about there being “no story” in
Kantai Collection refers to there being no linear3 plot; there is certainly a text in the sense
of there being a “machine for producing possible worlds” (as the fanworks indeed present
a huge variety of worlds), and there may be a “plot” in the generalized meaning above. If
we accept the statement that there is no plot (in the narrow sense), we can then ask on
the semantic level: is there a coherent fabula in the original works (or only a collection
of random pieces picked from the “database of history”) and does that fabula contain the
“possible worlds” the fans produce?
3.2.3 Medium specificity
Most of the works features will be of a visual nature, represented by related but not iden-
tical media (i.e. games, manga, animation). To this end, this thesis will analyze certain
medium-specific aspects of the works in addition to their existence as generalized me-
dia texts. In particular, while the Kantai Collection media mix includes manga works,
the game is also largely based on still images featuring manga-like methods of expression.
Animation works also inherit somemanga-like methods, as well as utilizing methods pe-
culiar to the type of “limited animation” (Lamarre 2009) common in Japanese works.
3In the sense of a story that tells about how x1 happens, to be followed by x2 and so on.
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Expressions of time and distance, methods of directing the viewer’s gaze, and the use of
differing viewpoints (e.g. showing a scene from the viewpoint of a “god-like” observer
versus showing it from the viewpoint of one the characters) and such will be considered
primarily in light of Miwa’s (2014) analysis of these methods and his work on the simi-
larities between manga and movies. Furthermore, Itō’s (2014) ideas on the separation of
the visual and psychological aspect of characters in manga (e.g. that “human” characters
do not need to be “human” in a physical sense) will be taken as the basis for the analysis
of the role of characters inKantai Collection4.
Games and procedural rhetoric
While this thesis is not envisioned to be a work on game studies as such, methods and
frameworks from that field will be used when analyzing the structure of the Kantai Col-
lection games. A starting point will be Ian Bogost’s (2007) idea of procedural rhetoric,
which he defines as “the art of persuasion through rule-based representations and inter-
actions rather than the spoken word, writing, images, or moving pictures” (p. ix). This
approach makes the computer an essential part of how games bring their viewpoints to
the player: the active participation and immersion of the player in a system of rules, with
the ability to affect the progress of the game becomes central (Bogost 2007, p. 25). Note
thatwhile the procedures of the gamemay be described inwriting, this description is only
a description of the possibilities latent in the game, or of one or several possible avenues
through the game. Experiencing the procedural rhetoric is only possible by playing the
game itself (ibid., p. 44).
As an example, Bogost describes a game entitled America’s Army: Operations, which
was originally commissioned by the US Army for recruitment purposes. On one hand,
the player must strictly follow the Army’s rules of engagement, which means that for ex-
ample attacking civilians or turning one’s weapons on one’s superiors brings punishment,
while completingmissions according to commands and rules brings honorablementions:
the player must not only know the rules, but actively act within them to participate in the
game. The procedural rhetoric of the game forces the player to internalize a certain idea
of good and evil (ibid., pp. 75–76).
On the other hand, the reasons for engaging in missions are completely abstracted
fromthe game. AsBogost puts it (2007, p. 77), “Army success entails the selfless execution
of tasks that have been handed from a higher authority […] These tasks, like real U.S.
Army missions, are decontextualized from geopolitics. […] The U.S Army recruit, one
learns fromAmerica’s Army, is an apolitical being.” In other words, the game can either be
said to not make any comment on the rightness of United States involvement in various
wars, or in a more active interpretation, to encourage the player to not consider these
questions.
Bogost notes that “[t]he underlying models of a videogame found a particular pro-
cedural rhetoric about its chosen subjects. […] [R]hetorical positions are always partic-
ular positions; one does not argue or express in the abstract” (ibid., p. 241). This thesis
will look at the procedures of Kantai Collection from this point of view: its game edi-
4Itō terms the external/visual aspect kyara (キャラ, which may be expressed in English as “chara”),
which may become associated with a psychological/human-like persona which he calls kyarakutā (キャラ
アクター, equivalent to the English “character”). The latter does not necessarily follow from the existence
of the former: for example, Hello Kitty is a very well known kyara, yet Hello Kitty has no existence as a
psychological kyarakutā (Itō 2014, p. 116–121).
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tions’ rules and limitations guide the player into certainmodes of action; thesemodes are
not accidental, but an expression of what the designers wish to say (the investigation of
whether the players accept these arguments remains of course the final aim).
In more concrete terms, the thesis will use Adam Chapman’s (2016) framework for
analyzing historical games. The analytical categories he defines will be discussed in chap-
ter 4. But in general terms, what “historical” refers to is not limited to educational games
that portray “academic” or “official” history, but means “simply that which attempts to
makemeaningoutof thepast, thatwhichuses historical themes, theories, evidence and/or
arguments, that which refers to or represents the past or seeks tomake a point relevant to
howperceive it (even if it is not a descriptionof that past itself )” (p. 11). Chapman largely
follows Bogost’s ideas of procedural rhetoric described above: the “player-historian”, by
actively participating in the system created by a “developer-historian”, offer him or her the
chance to “do history” (Chapman 2016, p. 22). In other words, game designers provide
an environment with a certain set of rules (which is to say, a system that produces proce-
dural rhetoric), and the playermust to some degree accept those rules to participate, even
though it may be possible to subvert or reinterpret at least some of the “preferred read-
ings” set out by the developer-historians. For example, the player may ignore the victory
condition and continue to engage with some part of the game in a manner that does not
lead to a “goal” set out by the developer.
3.3 Research data and applying the research methods
3.3.1 Original works
Chapter 4 will analyze originalKantai Collectionworks as published commercially by the
Kadokawa and DMM.com publishing companies. The primary objects of the analysis
will be the following audiovisual works:
• TheKantai Collection online Adobe Flash game (2013).
• The PlayStation Vita version of the above game, titled 艦これ改 (kankore kai)
(2016).
• The animated television series version, titled艦隊これくしょん-艦これ- (kantai
korekushon kankore) (originally aired January 8 toMarch 26, 2015).
The original online gamewas selected as a target due to its being the first and themost
well-known version, and likely the most popular medium in theKantai Collectionmedia
mix.
The PlayStation Vita also sold over 200,000 copies during its first few weeks on the
market (KanColle_STAFF 2016), which is a considerable amount. Furthermore, on ini-
tial inspection the game appeared to contain more explicit versions of certain historical
references hinted to in the online game. Due to these factors it was selected for analysis.
The animated series was selected due to it being the only non-game audiovisual work
in the Kantai Collectionmedia mix until the release of the animated movie in late 2016.
While a number of printworks, such asmanga andnovels, have been published, they con-
sist of multiple disparate series and short stories. In other words, while the print works
may have a significant audience in aggregate, the audience of a singlework is likely limited.
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In contrast, the animated series was shown on numerous free-to-air television channels.
Therefore, it is highly probably that if a member of Kantai Collection’s audience has en-
countered any non-game version of it, it is likely to be the animated series. Hence, it was
selected as for a primary role in the analysis.
Nevertheless, the manga versions will be referenced briefly for comparison purposes.
The movie version was released after the fan-created works to be analyzed in this study
were collected, and therefore is not a factor in the fan interpretation evidenced by those
works. Therefore it is not analyzed in detail, though it will be referenced in the context
of explaining the later progress of theKantai Collectionmedia mix.
As some parts of the games cannot be reached without proceeding through most of
the said game (a very long undertaking), player-created reference and summary materi-
als will be used in the analysis of some details of the game. These materials have been
gathered primarily from so-called “strategy wikis” such as KK English Wiki (2016) and
KK Japanese Wiki (2016). These wikis are collaboratively edited “encyclopedias” of the
game (similar to a specialized Wikipedia). They contain intricate details of the games’
maps and mechanics, and strategy hints for efficiently proceeding through the games. In
addition, some contain large amounts of material copied directly from the online game,
such as lists of kanmusu, their pictures, and transcriptions, translations and recordings of
the lines spoken by them.
The primary method of analysis of the original works will be discourse analysis com-
plemented by textual analysis. Theoretical frameworks from the fields of general media
studies as well as game studies will be utilized in the analysis.
These methods were applied by playing both game versions to a level that can be de-
scribed as “intermediate” to establish their general details and elements. Noteswere taken
for the purpose of discovering the discourses employed, and yet-unseen elements (i.e.
those that would appear later in the game) were investigated from the above-mentioned
wikis when needed. In practice, the animated series and fan-created works would occa-
sionally reference advanced parts of the game, such as so-called “rare” ships/kanmusu that
became available only after weeks or months of play time.
The animated series was viewed several times through theCrunchyroll online stream-
ing service, and notes taken for the purpose of the analysis.
3.3.2 Fan-created works (quantitative analysis)
Chapter 5will analyze self-published fan-createdfictionworkswhich are based onKantai
Collection. An initial quantitative analysis to establish the general character of suchworks
will use 30 works (primarily black and white manga with 18–34 pages) collected based
on random sampling from archives owned by theComicMarketOrganizingCommittee,
accessed through the Yoshihiro Yonezawa Memorial Library of Manga and Subculture
at Meiji University. Furthermore, 90 sample versions of such works collected primarily
from the Pixiv image-sharing service will be used for an extended analysis. These are also
primarily manga, typically 2–5 pages long, and feature portions of the work the author
intends to sell. Thework-samples are commonly published online 1–4weeks prior to the
event at which the full work is to be sold.
The researchmaterials are dōjinshi that were either initially published or sold as “back
numbers” at Comic Market 89 (Winter 2015). Most of these works were published at
that event, but a portion dates back to 2014 and early 2015. This particular event was
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selected for the sake of convenience: it was the latest event held at the time of data col-
lection, and also the only event for which public archives of dōjinshi were available. The
representativeness of this particular event will be established in section 5.1.1, using event
catalogs published by the Comic Market Organizing Committee.
The selection of authors (dōjin circles) whose works were to be analyzed was con-
ducted using simple random sampling without replacement 5 using the following proce-
dure:
1. The range of participant seats under the 艦これ (kankore) genre (hereafter, “the
Kantai Collection genre”) was established based on the Comic Market 89 catalog
(Comic Market Organizing Committee 2015a)6.
2. A target number of circles whose works were to be collected was established (the
number depends on the collection method).
3. A larger number of random identifiers in the previously established range were
generated by a computer program.
4. Using the catalog and references to each circle’s public website, it was established
whether a) the circle actually participated at the event and b) whether their works
fell into acceptable categories. The selected categories were manga works and il-
lustration collections. There were known from previous experience to be the most
common format of dōjinshi overall. In practice, most of the rejected circles were
offering material goods (postcards, toys, trading cards etc.) or music CDs, which
either would not have been available in the acquisition phase or would have repre-
sented difficulties as objects of content analysis.
5. A list of works suitable for collection up to the number set previously was created,
with an additional number of back-up circles/works selected in case some could
not be acquired.
6. Material was collected and coded. The unit of coding was the entire work, or the
available part of it.
Detailed characteristics of the selected works in the two categories, along with the
specific procedures for acquiring them will be described in detail while presenting the
analysis in section 5.1.
In both cases, content analysis with four coding categories was applied to the works
to determine how themes such as war appear in them. Initially, the coding of each work
was collected into a spreadsheet together with the works’ authors, titles, and other infor-
mation. The data was then transferred to the R statistical analysis software to generate
plots and summary statistics.
5Technically, since some categories ofmaterial were excluded, themethod could also be called stratified
random sampling. However, since in effect only one stratumwas actually used for analysis, the term simple
random sampling will be used for the sake of simplicity.
6Each participating circle entitled to sell their works is assigned a seat at one of the hundreds of selling
tables at the event. The places have identifiers such as “C18a” (block C, table 18, seat a). For practical
purposes, the assignment of identifiers is contiguouswithin one genre. For example, if the first seat assigned
to a given genre by the organizers is B01a and the last one is D60b, it can be assumed that there are 360
circles selling works within that genre (three blocks, 60 tables per block, two seats per tables). Exceptions
to this system are rare.
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Conclusions of the overall character of the works were drawn based on the gener-
ated summary statistics. Error analysis of the representativeness of the two sets of works
compared to the entire population is described together with the results.
3.3.3 Fan-created works (qualitative analysis)
A qualitative analysis based on 46 fan-created works published between 2014 and 2016
will be presented as the second part of chapter 5. Of the 46works inspected, 19 have been
chosen for detailed analysis. The contents and discourses of the latter set are described in
detail. These works were purchased by the author of this thesis for the purpose of analysis
between 2015 and 2016. There is a partial overlap with the works investigated in the
quantitative analysis, but the set of works selected for this analysis was not restricted to
those processed in that analysis.
Thepurchase locationswere primarilydōjinshi sales events held inTokyo. Mostworks
were purchased at the following events:
1. ComicMarket 89 (December 2015)—All types of dōjinshi are sold atComicMar-
ket events, with a large section ofKantai Collection-related dōjinshi.
2. 砲雷撃戦! よーい!! 25 (hōraigekisen yōi 25) (May 2016)—Only Kantai Collec-
tion-related dōjinshi are sold at Hōraigekisen events.
3. Comic Market 90 (August 2016)
In effect, the collectionmethodwas convenience sampling. Theauthorwalked around
the sales tables at the aforementioned events (in sections whereKantai Collection-related
works were sold), browsed works which appeared to hold relevance to this thesis7, and
purchased the ones that provided an impression of having the most relevant content.
Those circles whose works the author was familiar with from the quantitative analysis
phase or otherwise were specifically visited.
Some works were also acquired through specialist resellers. These were mostly by
those circles whose works were encountered in the quantitative analysis phase, or were
otherwise previously known to the author (e.g. from their social media postings). These
resellers, whether online or physical, have considerably higher prices than those charged
by the authors themselves at sales events, and opportunities for previewing the contents
are also very limited8. Therefore, this collection method is not so well suited to the dis-
covery of previously unknown circles and works.
As a data collectionmethod, the above leavesmuch to be desired in terms of objectiv-
ity and representativeness. Unfortunately, due to the limited availability of archives, it is
essentially the onlymethod, unless one holds sufficiently deep pockets to indiscriminately
purchase hundreds of works.
Nearly all of the purchasedworksweremanga, with a few illustration collections. The
general characterwas the same as seen in thequantitative analysis phase. Themangaworks
7It is possible to briefly look through the books for sale at each seller’s table before making a purchase
decision. At some events, a centralized location where all works being sold are available for browsing is
provided, but this was not the case at the listed events.
8At stores the books are packaged in plastic and a photocopy preview collage from a few pages is some-
times available. Online stores provide low-quality previews of 2–3 pages.
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typically consisted of 20–30 black and white pages in B4 or A5 size, with the illustration
collections typically being 10–20 color pages in B4 or A4 size.
First, all the works held by the author were read through once, and the initial analysis
set (N=46) was selected primarily based on the presence of themes related to war and/or
history. Roughnoteswere taken from theworks of this set pertaining to their content and
high-level discourses. In the next phase, the set of concrete examples (N=19)was selected
for more thorough analysis. Their contents and discourses were analyzed in more detail
using discourse analysis and textual analysis as described in the previous section, and a
brief synopsis of each was written. The synopses were used to summarize each work’s
contents to the reader of this thesis and they are presented in section 5.2.
The results of the initial reading were used to draw conclusions about the general
prevalence and character of each discourse, and the results of detailed reading were used
to “drill down” on the more exact nature of those discourses. The identified discourses
andnarrative structureswere comparedwith those found in the analysis of originalworks.
Based on this comparison, conclusions were drawn based on the theoretical approaches
described in chapter 2. A similar process was used to while drawing the conclusions re-
garding semiotic structures and their relationship to the structures seen in the original
works.
Naming conventions for detailed analyses
The names of circles (authors) and the titles of works referenced in the qualitative analy-
sis have been pseudonymized. While most circle names will be pseudonyms to start with,
some of these may be traceable to real names through the authors’ social media and blog
postings, and some books also include the authors’ real names. Unlike commercially pub-
lished authors, dōjinshi authors are likely to be engaged in entirely unrelated professions
or to be students, and publish their works as private persons.
As described earlier, collecting dōjinshi is somewhat challenging even in the case of
recently published works; at the time of the publication of this thesis, many referenced
works are likely to be very difficult to find. Therefore, the utility of publishing names is
likely to be low. On the other hand, the publication of names may cause harm due to the
following reasons:
1. Societal issues: Active participants in the otaku subculture (to which dōjinshi are
usually seen as belonging to) are viewed in a negative light by the society in gen-
eral (for example see Galbraith, Kam, and Kamm 2016). “Outing” someone as a
dōjinshi author may be damaging to their personal and/or professional lives. Fur-
thermore, this thesis considers themes such as nationalism and militarism, which
are commonly seen to be “right-wingish” (右翼的 uyokuteki). This is similarly a
potentially damaging association, regardless of whether an actual such connection
is even found.
2. Legal issues: Dōjinshi exists in a legal “gray area.” Outright copying of existingmate-
rial is strongly condemned by the community and is in practice very rare, butworks
will often utilize material which may be covered by trademarks, design rights, or
similar forms of intellectual property (IP) protection. While the use of this intel-
lectual property for amateur publications is de facto permitted by the IP owners, in
a de jure sense at least some works are likely to contain violations of IP rights.
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3. Assumption of a limited audience: Technically, theworks analyzedherehave at some
point been offered for sale at an event that any member of the public may enter.
However, in practice only members of a fairly select community do enter those
events. Therefore, it is possible that some authors may feel their privacy violated if
their names appear in an unrelated context.
Therefore, the following pseudonymous naming conventions will be used in the anal-
ysis section:
1. Names of circles will be replaced by identifier of the formCn, where n is a unique
integer. Example: C02
2. Names of works are replaced by an identifier that combines the circle identifier and
a work identifier, of the formCn-m, wherem is a unique integer. Example: a work
by circleC02 could have an identifier of the formC02-1.
3. As an exception to the previous, works which consist of multiple books in a num-
bered (or similarly ordered) series share the the same m. Singular parts of a series
have an identifier of the formCn-m.p, where p is the part number in the series (let-
ters and other forms of ordering are converted to numbers). Example: C02-2.1
would be the first part of the series C02-2. (Note that in the case of a series, an
identifier such asC02-2 refers to entire series collectively.)
Note thatwhile these limitedprivacy protections are provided to the authors ofworks
discussed during this analysis, a similar level of protection as afforded to (for example)
research subjects of medical or psychological studies is not provided. The contents of
analyzed works will out of necessity be discussed in some detail, which may make them
recognizable to people who have read them. As these are, in the end, openly published
works (even if the authors may have had a limited audience in mind), this is an unavoid-
able limitation.
Chapter 4
Analysis ofKantai Collection original
works
This section will analyze Kantai Collection as a simulation (a game defined by rules and
goals, with certain affordances for reaching those goals) and as an instrument for charac-
ter interaction (a series of media works, including computer software, which affords the
viewer/player a chance to learn about and interact with fictional characters). The intent
is not to exhaustively cover all gameplay mechanics, historical details, or available char-
acters, but to provide an overview of aspects whose (non-)existence in fan works will be
discussed in chapter 5.
4.1 Kantai Collection as a simulation wargame
As seen in section 1.2.3, Kantai Collection contains references to historical warships and
somewhat oblique references to (war-)historical locations. Therefore, it appears safe to
analyze it as a “historical” game in the sense described by Chapman (2016).
Chapman (2016, p. 60) introduces several categories of analysis for such games, of
which the foremost is their epistemological basis. A game with a reconstructionist epis-
temology attempts to present the past “as it was”, through the eyes of contemporaries,
(seemingly)without a layer of interpretation. The reconstructionist epistemology is com-
monly coupled with a realist simulation style, where the world is modeled as we see it (i.e.
as a three-dimensional rendering), and the agency of the player (who typically controls
one or a few game characters) is concomitantly limited to local circumstances (e.g. a sin-
gle battlefield). A typical example of the realist-reconstructionist style are so-called first
person shooters, such as the Call of Duty series or the game America’s Army1.
This style does not appear as a good match for Kantai Collection as a simulation:
while the player is presented as “the Admiral” in the game, (s)he does not directly con-
trol that character (in the sense of having it walk through a three-dimensional environ-
ment or wield weapons); nor can the player affect the actions of the kanmusu during bat-
tles directly2. Instead, the player operates through abstract user interfaces such as menus
and lists of items, and directs his/her units through maps and overhead views. Chap-
1America’s Army was briefly introduced in section 3.2.3.
2The arcade version of Kantai Collection does allow limited direct control of both; however, as that
version appeared at a fairly late time and still largely follows the principles of the other versions, it will not
be considered here in detail.
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man (ibid., pp. 69–71) names this the conceptual simulation style, which “tell us about
the past without purporting to show it as it appeared” (emphasis in the original). While
these games are often visually simple compared to the detailed three-dimensional envi-
ronments common in realist simulations, they instead feature complex rules which the
playermust internalize; in other words, their mode representation is ideally suited to pro-
cedural rhetoric.
The conceptual simulation is commonly associated with a constructionist epistemol-
ogy. Instead of trying to represent the past through the eyes of the actors, they create
arguments about how the past worked through their rules (Chapman 2016, p. 76). As
Chapman puts it, “the rulesets, like and as theory, work across multiple events in the
history, creating a representation weaved of underpinning theoretical rules rather than
linear narratives of seemingly unique historical instances (which is generally the basis of
reconstructionist history).” In other words, the conceptual-constructionist simulation
does not only purport to show events that happened in the past, but rather the underlying
logic of the past, on a level where human agents are unable to operate; these simulations
allow the player to operate on the level of “large-scale, intangible and abstract historical
processes” (ibid., pp. 73–75). A well-known example of the conceptual-constructionist
style is the long-running Civilization series of world-building games.
On one hand, the simulation action in Kantai Collection happens at the level of sin-
gle battles; but the player apparently controls the entirety of the war against the numer-
ous enemy fleets on a map spanning what appears to be a portion of the Pacific Ocean.
Therefore, in addition to being a conceptual simulation by the virtue of its interaction
modality, Kantai Collection is also closer to a constructionist epistemology: the fairly
high-level actions (e.g. fleet construction, making decisions how to proceed on amap) of
the player-Admiral determine the entire course of the war3. Therefore,Kantai Collection
will be considered as primarily a conceptual-constructionist simulation in this section.
However, none of the categories presented here are discrete, but rather most games exist
in a continuum between them (ibid., p. 80). The non-wargame aspects ofKantai Collec-
tion will be considered in section 4.2.
4.1.1 Play space: Maps andmovement
When entering the game, the player/Admiral is greeted by the secretary ship (秘書官
hishokan, discussed in more detail in section 4.2) as (s)he enters the Admiral’s office at
the naval base (鎮守府 chinjufu). The office view presents the game’s “main menu” seen
in figure 4.1, which allows one to edit fleet configurations, enter the shipyard view and so
on, but arguably the simulation (or at least the action part of it) starts when the fleets have
been prepared and the player enters the sortiemode through the central出撃 (shutsugeki)
button4. Here, the player must make decisions on how to proceed in the war.
3While realist-reconstructionist simulations will also often place the player in a position that deter-
mines the outcome of the war, the overall scenario is generally that of an unbreakable stalemate or a des-
perate final attack, where the hero-player’s tactical victories tip the strategic balance.
4A submenu allows branching off into the exercise and expedition modes, which will not be discussed
here.
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Figure 4.1: Kantai Collection online version main menu, from which the various game
functionalities can be accessed. The large出撃 (shutsugeki) button leads to battle-related
functionalities. (Image copyright Kadokawa Games/DMM.com)
As described in the introduction, the game is in divided into several “worlds”, each of
which includes four main maps which must be cleared before the player can proceed to
the next world. These worlds are listed in the left column of table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Kantai Collection worlds, with a sample map name that includes a punned
place-name (if present), and the real-world location it likely refers to.
World name Example map Probable reference
鎮 守 府 海 域 (Naval Base
Waters)
南 ⻄ 諸 島 海 域 (South-
Western Islands)
カムラン半島 (Kamuran
Peninsula)
Cam Ranh Bay in Vietnam
北⽅海域 (Northern Wa-
ters)
キス島撤退作戦 (Kisu Is-
land Retreat Operation)
Kiska, one of theAleutian Is-
lands
⻄⽅海域 (WesternWaters) ジャム島戦略作戦 (Jamu
Island Strategic Operation)
Java
南 ⽅ 海 域 (Southern Wa-
ters)
第⼀次サーモン沖海戦 
(First Sāmon Area Sea Bat-
tle)
Solomon Islands
中部海域 (Central Waters) MS 諸島防衛戦 (MS Is-
lands Defensive Battle)
Marshall Islands
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Note that the online game (i.e. the oldest version) does not show theworlds on amap,
nor do the names include proper geographical place names. As can be seen in image 4.2,
some of the battle selection buttons feature (partially obscured)maps, but these generally
show only small islands, which few people could likely place onto a larger map (if they
represent actual places at all). Table 4.1 also shows examples of map names, which are
sometimes generic, but sometimes feature what appear to be puns on place names related
to the PacificWar (see⻁ろぐ (2013) for fan speculations on the matter, including most
of the interpretations featured here).
Figure 4.2: Kantai Collection online version world selection view near the beginning of
the game. Theworld selectionbuttons are at the bottom(with the Southwest IslandsArea
selected), with the sortiemap selection above. The red arrow allows access to extra battles,
which are not necessary for proceeding to the next world. (Image copyright Kadokawa
Games/DMM.com)
These oblique references leave the narrative open. Most players probably have the his-
torical and geographical knowledge to connectmany of the references to actual locations;
this may provide the players with historical resonance (Chapman 2016, p. 36), which al-
lows players to connect the game experience to their lived cultural experience. On the
other hand, as discussed in section 2.2, war memory in Japan has been rehashed to the
point of exhaustion; for some players, it may be more pleasing to not think of the ref-
erents of these places or ignore them, leaving them as abstract places in a virtual story
world. As can be seen from table 4.1, some of the puns are also quite parodical, such as
Jam Island (ジャム島) and the Salmon Area (サーモン沖); this likely provides further
openness for bypassing the “serious” historical significance of the (probable) referents of
these locations.
Whichever the case, themovement through space implies expansion: the player starts
by securing the waters near his or her “naval base” (presumably Japan) and gradually con-
quers the South-Western Islands (presumably the Philippine Sea), the Northern Seas
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(Kamchatka and the Kuril Islands), and so on. In other words, the player becomes an
actor in a procedural rhetoric of conquest; if mapped to “reality”, this movement corre-
sponds to the “re-taking” of the Japanese colonial empire in the Pacific. Notably, move-
ment within battle maps is generally from the left to right on the screen, implying an
eastward movement of the player’s fleet (for example, see the upper-right image in figure
1.5).
Notably, the PlayStation Vita version ofKantai Collection takes a different approach
to the above. While the simulation mechanics are generally similar to the online version
(with some added complications and maps), the world locations (though not battle lo-
cations) are shown explicitly on a world map, which is shown in figure 4.3. Here, the
simulation narrative is partially closed off, and the place-names are explicitly connected
to “reality”. This version is not likely to have a large impact on the popular imagination
of the world ofKantai Collection, as it appeared several years after the online game, costs
several thousand yen, and requires a PlayStation Vita to play, but it does indicate that
“real history” features significantly in the developers’ imagination.
Figure 4.3: Kantai Collection PlayStation Vita version world selection view near the
beginning of the game. The locations are overlaid on a world map, with fleets placed
in the Naval Base Waters and in the Southern Rendezvous Area (南⽅連絡海域
nanpōrenrakukaiiki, not present in the online version). (Image copyright Kadokawa
Games/DMM.com)
The above procedural rhetoric of expansion/conquest is what a typical tactical war
game would begin and end with. However, Kantai Collection does not stop here, but
maintains a persistent parodical orientation toward the “serious” war game in its rep-
resentation of movement: within a battle map, the direction of the fleet on the map is
generally selected at random5. In other words, the next battle (or other event) is not se-
5In some maps, fleet composition affects the probability of outcomes; in some cases, the probability
of a certain outcome is 100%. However, this is not explicitly indicated by the user interface. The roulette
animation is always identical, and the player must infer the nature of the branching point by repeatedly
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lected by the player, or even decided by the Admiral or the members of the fleet based on
some strategic consideration, but by chance. Nor is this randomness hidden within the
game’s internals: as shown in figure 4.4, when the fleet encounters a branching point, an
animation of a roulette wheel spun by a small girl-character is shown6.
Figure 4.4: Kantai Collection sortie route selection. The fleet is stopped at a branch-
ing point on the map, and the fairy prompts the user to confirm spinning the compass-
roulette wheel. The stopping position of the wheel determines the direction of the fleet.
(Image copyright Kadokawa Games/DMM.com)
By actively bringing this parodic element of randomness to the foreground, Kantai
Collection again opens itself up to the question “am I playing a serious wargame of con-
quest, or a comedic work of pure entertainment?” Note that this opposition of paro-
dic/serious is again not only a feature of textual or visual narrative, but of the game’s rules.
In other words, the openness of the work to various interpretations is largely a result of
the game’s procedural rhetoric of randomness.
4.1.2 Varieties of time
Time from the player’s point of view was briefly described in section 1.2.2: in the online
game, certain actions require the player towait, but there is no othermeaning for the time
spent in the game7. Following Chapman’s (2016, p. 94) terminology, play time (the time
witnessed by the player outside the game) directly corresponds to one aspect of fictive time
(time as it would be witnessed by someone inside the game), which is the time needed to
construct ships, effect repairs and so on.
encountering it.
6While not identified in the game, these unnamed characters are generally known as fairies (妖精 yōsei).
7In the PlayStationVita version, waiting is replaced by a turn-based system. Advancing turns has almost
the same lack of implications as letting time pass in the online version (additional enemy fleets may appear
in certain areas, which is a mechanism that the online version lacks).
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But the gamecontains a parallel andnon-linearfictive time,which is definedby events:
advancing from onemap to the next by clearing it advances the “state of the war”. Beyond
making the next map or world available to the player, it also makes new quests8 available.
This implies that in the story-world of Kantai Collection, time has passed, even though
this is not indicated in the user interface (i.e. there is no count of years andmonths in the
game). Fictive time in the latter sense, if it exists at all, exists only inside the player’s mind.
Through this event-based conception of time, space (specifically, the player’s movement
through it) and time become enmeshed to form “historical narrative” (Chapman 2016,
p. 112). However, the player has no control over the duration of his or her actions; time
always passes when clearing maps and remains stopped while doing anything else within
the game (e.g. constructing ships or engaging in practice battles). This style is well repre-
sented by Chapman’s (2016, p. 111) description: “[game] developers use both temporal
and spatial structures in order to exert temporal control over the narrative (and thus, his-
torical space and time), despite player agency.”
The third type of time specified by Chapman (ibid., p. 94) is past time, which might
also be called historical time, and corresponds to the times of events which happened in
the (actual) past. Thefirst variant of fictive time inKantaiCollection (construction/repair
time) is obviously hugely speeded up in relation to how long constructing or repairing
ships actually took; but as those processed are auxiliary with regard to the progress of the
game’s war, this relationship is relatively uninteresting.
However, the latter type of fictive time (“generated” by clearing maps) can be imag-
ined as having a connection to past time, though this relationship is not linear. For ex-
ample, if we accept the idea discussed in the previous section that proceeding through
the six worlds implies retaking the Japanese empire, the past time traversed by clearing
all maps could be imagined to correspond to the years 1941–1945, seen in reverse. Since
this relationship between fictive time and past time is an open aspect of the text ofKantai
Collection, how the fan-producers imagine it will be analyzed in chapter 5. As usual, there
is no guarantee that any kind of past time will be imagined, and the fictive time may be
seen to only reference the timeline of the story-world itself.
4.1.3 Simulation narrative in the game and beyond
The rules set out the implicit goal of Kantai Collection as a simulation: by proceeding
through the maps and the worlds, the player will “finish” the game. However, there is
very little explicit framing narrative, which Chapman (2016, pp. 121–122) describes
as “discrete, directing, self-contained and often contextually non-specific, pre-scripted,
fully formed sections of narrative that emplot and structure the events of the gameʼs nar-
rative.” Often, games will have an introductory video or text section that gives the player
an idea ofwhat the content of the game is about. Though rare in free-to-play games, many
commercial games also include so-called cutscenes, which are short segments of text, au-
dio and/or video narration which usually describe some change the player’s actions have
brought about, show scenes at the enemy base, and/or possibly describe some sort of plot
twist. However, Kantai Collection mostly eschews both: at the start of the online ver-
sion9, a few kanmusu initially available to the player are described (mostly in terms of
8The quests released by clearing a map commonly allow the player to gain some items or resources by
re-defeating a previously defeated enemy fleet by using a certain fleet configuration.
9The Playstation Vita version contains an abbreviated version of essentially the same content.
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their personality), and a short tutorial describes the content of the game. The tutorial
starts as follows:
「艦これ」は、駆逐艦や巡洋艦、航空⺟艦などの個性豊かな艦艇娘
「艦娘」を収集・育成・編成して、あなただけの無敵連合艦隊を⽬
指す、艦隊育成型シミュレーションゲームです。
“Kankore” is a fleet-nurturing type simulation game, where by collecting,
nurturing, and orchestrating destroyers, cruisers, aircraft carriers and so on,
you will aim to put together your very own unbeatable combined fleet10.
The tutorial then continues with an introduction of the game’s specific functionali-
ties, without going into any detail regarding tactics or strategy. In other words, there is
no explicit narrative framing, but rather only a functional goal: collect and train11 your
“unbeatable fleet.” The fact that historically speaking a majority of the ships in the game
are those of the Axis Powers is elided by the use of the term “combined/allied fleet.” In
fact, this “headline paragraph” does not even mention the wargame aspect; the fact that
the player engages in battles is described in the following text not as a goal in itself, but as
a means of improving the player’s kanmusu.
However, numerous references exist that this is a defensive war. For example, some
maps refer to defense, such as the fourth map of the first world, called South-Western
Islands Defensive Line (南勢諸島防衛線 nanseishotōbōeisen). The entry for the enemy
ships (深海棲艦 shinkaiseikan, commonly translated as theAbyssals or theAbyssal Fleet)
shown in the online game’s glossary function also reads as follows:
このゲームで艦娘に襲い掛かる謎の艦隊です。深海から蘇った艦
艇とも云われていますが、正体は謎のままです。
The mysterious fleet that bears upon the kanmusu. It is said that they are
military vessels that have come to life from the depths of the sea, but their
true identity is a mystery.
This particular story-fragment becomes the basis of the rest of the media mix and
no contradictions have been observed12; it can be said to be the one fully closed part
of Kantai Collection. But if a narrative beyond the above can be said to exist, it must
then emergemainly from the elements of play and the rules themselves. Chapman (2016,
p. 122–123) terms this type of emergent narrative ludonarrative, which consists of the
elements the player can manipulate (in this case, primarily the ships/kanmusu) and the
framing controlswhich delimit the actions that can be taken using the available elements.
These are essentially rules embodied in the user interface of the game: just as you cannot
use a word processor to edit photographs, you cannot use the game software to perform
actions which have not been programmed into that software.
10This might also be translated as “allied fleet” since the player’s fleet may include ships from multiple
nations, but it seems more likely to reference the Combined Fleet (連合艦隊 rengōkantai) system of com-
mand used by the Imperial Japanese Navy at various points of its existence, including during the Pacific
War.
11Training is termed “nurture” in the text. This will be discussed in section 4.2.
12Even though the 2016 movie explores the nature of the enemy, it does not contradict this logic, but
only a gives a reason for it.
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In the case of Kantai Collection, the framing controls set up a fixed path to “victory”
in the war: clear all themaps, which implies the spatial expansion described above. There
is no option to for example enter into dialogue with the enemy, or even to investigate
the enemy; the only path forward is to engage in further battles. Nor are there civilian
casualties or destruction of cities (or in the scope of the game, even of the naval base);
enemy ships and kanmusu may be damaged13 or sink, but that is the extent of damage
caused by warfare.
With regard to the warfare aspects, the 12-episode animated television seriesKantai
Collection (艦隊これくしょん kantai korekushon) which aired in 2015 follows the game
closely. While it contains a brief descriptionofwho the kanmusu are andwhere the enemy
came from (“depths of the sea”), the producers generally avoid providing other framing
narrative, such as glimpses of the “outside world” beyond the naval base where the kan-
musu reside. These descriptions will be discussed in more detail in the next section; for
now, it suffices to say that no explicit locations, times, enemy objectives or other details
are specified, but the objective of the Admiral’s fleet is unequivocally the “defense of hu-
manity”. The logic of the battles, fleet compositions, ship repair and similar details are
very similar to the game (though obviously greatly graphically elaborated); and as in the
game there is no negotiating with the enemy, but only the necessity to advance in order
to avoid defeat. However, there are offhand references to problems with supply lines hin-
dering repairs in the series (implying the presence of an off-screen world) and references
to the enemy performing intelligent tasks such as code-breaking14.
Still, it appears safe to say that the primary function of the television series is not to
expand on the world of the game or the nature of its mechanics, but to elaborate on the
personalities of the game’s characters. Unlike details of the story-world, their daily lives,
likes and dislikes, and other feelings of the kanmusu are described in great detail 15.
In termsof explicit narrative the franchise does indeed stay close theproducerTanaka’s
idea of “not telling the players what to think.” But through the game’s procedural rhetoric
and framing controls, a rather more definite vision of military expansion in order to fully
defeat a merciless enemy emerges, which furthermore is afforded a potential historical
basis through maps and place-names. Even if the game’s producers attempt to blur its
nature as a wargame, applying the “duck test”16makes it hard to claim thatKantai Collec-
tion is not (among other things) a simulation of war. This appears to lend support to the
“militaristic” interpretation which was the basis of criticisms quoted in the introduction.
However, this interpretation, or at least its ability to be taken seriously, is constantly
threatened by the pervasive parodical aspects of Kantai Collection. The major and obvi-
ous parody is, of course, that the player’s “ships” are girls who wear naval weapons and
effectively skate on water, and fight monsters of similar nature17. But the thoroughgoing
nature of the comedy in both the textual/visual and the procedural content of the game
13Represented by the girls losing their clothes.
14Episode 7 contains what seems to be a reference toAllied code-breaking efforts during the PacificWar,
the success of which provided a major advantage against Japan.
15On the other hand, the animatedmovieKanColle: TheMovie (劇場版艦これ gekijōban kankore) does
which premiered in late 2016 go into some lengths in discussing the nature and the origin of the enemy.
However, as a majority of the material that will be investigated in chapter 5 predates the movie, it will not
be discussed in more detail here.
16“If it looks like a duck, swims like a duck, and quacks like a duck, then it probably is a duck.”
17Low-level enemy ships appear as simple “monsters”, but the higher-level enemy ships have the form of
women usually somewhat older than the kanmusu.
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(e.g. the battle of “Jam Island” and the random advance rule) is perhaps an even more
powerful offsetting factor, as it appears that no part of the simulation takes itself very
seriously.
This constant opposition between the serious and comedic provides a large amount
of freedom to the reader to decide which textual level to activate and which cultural and
intertextual codes (Eco 1979, p. 39) to apply in their reading of Kantai Collection. To-
getherwith the absence of off-screen space and time (i.e. descriptions of the larger context
inwhich the “naval base” exists),Kantai Collection as a simulation is an openwork, which
leaves much for its readers to complete.
4.2 Kantai Collection as character play
While Kantai Collection is effectively a simulation of war, considering it only as a tradi-
tional tactical wargame would provide a severely limited perspective: as the game’s own
tutorial cited above states, it is also a game of “collecting [and] nurturing” ships, which
is to say kanmusu, which is to say characters. This, combined with the fact that the said
characters are cute girls who generally act friendly toward the player/Admiral, is actually
likely to be a fairly major factor in the success of Kantai Collection: while its simulation
aspect is not devoid of original elements, it is likely that there are technically far better
choices of naval warfare games for those interested solely in that aspect.
Therefore, this section will consider the nature of the kanmusu and the Admiral as
they appear in the game and related media, as well as the relationship between the two.
The interpretation of the nature and of the historicity (or the lack of it) of the characters
as they appear in original works will be an important point of analysis in chapter 5.
4.2.1 Ships or humans?
As described in section 1.2.2, the “game pieces” of Kantai Collection are warships repre-
sented as cute girl characters, the kanmusu. New kanmusu are periodically added to the
game; as of mid-2017, there are kanmusu for 199 distinct ships available (KK English
Wiki 2016, page Ship Class). All kanmusu are named after historical warships, and in-
herit that ship’s type (e.g. destroyer, aircraft carrier). They are also grouped according
to the original ship’s class, and kanmusu of the same class often resemble each other (sis-
ter ships in particular). The above count excludes remodeled versions of the kanmusu,
which have a somewhat distinct identity, but are basically the same ship/kanmusu with
improved capabilities (as a ship) and often a more “mature” appearance and persona (as
a character).
Of these 199 ships, 12 belonged to the Axis Powers (excluding Japan) during the Sec-
ondWorldWar (including an originally French ship which was used by Italian and Ger-
man forces, see ibid., page Commandant Teste). Furthermore, four ships were used by
the Allied forces (though not necessarily in the Pacific); however, these ships were added
fairly late in the history of the game, with the first one appearing inmid-2016 (ibid., page
Iowa). This leaves 183 ships which belonged to the Japanese Imperial Navy. According to
KKEnglishWiki (ibid.), the Allied ships were only available through participation in in-
game special events (essentially, by clearing maps available for a limited time). Therefore,
most playerswill likely engage primarilywith ImperialNavy ships, andpossibly someAxis
Powers ships.
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But the question is, are these game pieces primarily imaginary humans (or at least suf-
ficiently human-like somethings that can be approached as humans) or historical warships
represented as human-like characters for some reason?
In terms of visuals, the games mostly elide the warship aspect. Warships are shown
as iconic representations; for example the button for “sortie” (出撃) in the main menu
(figure 4.1) shows a silhouette of awarship, andwhen constructing a new ship in the dock,
a silhouette of a warship is shown in the “dock”. However, this only applies in situations
where the idea of a ship is central. When a definite ship is shown, it is always represented
by the kanmusu. On the other hand, the ships can be modernized (近代化 kindaika)
or remodeled (改造 kaizō); while this could be seen as applying to the equipment the
kanmusu are wearing, the appearance of the character also changes, which indicates that
the applied action also affects the “person”. When a ship is damaged in battle, this results
in the character receiving scratches and her clothes getting torn. In the animated series,
ship “repair” involves the girls sitting in a hot spring like setting (in the game, the “dock”
shows the kanmusu being operated on by cranes in an iconic repair dock). The animated
versions have little need for iconic representations, and generally only show the human-
like representations, but some comedic manga will occasionally use iconic ships as visual
gags (for an example see Sanzaki 2015).
The game versions generally show the kanmusu with their equipment attached (for
example see figure 1.1)18. However, the television series makes it clear that the equip-
ment is detachable; without their guns, the kanmusu appear as more or less “normal”
girls in navy-themed outfits. The series also makes it clear that the kanmusu must wear
their equipment to act as ships; without it, they will sink in water (unless they swim).
The opening of the first episode of the television series also characterizes the kanmusu as
“girls who possess the souls of warships of bygone times (ありしの戦船の魂を持つ
娘達 arishi no ikusabune no tamashii wo motsu musumetachi)”, a characterization which
does not appear in the game. This fragment of “official metaphysics” further reinforces
the dual (or perhaps “undecided”) nature of the kanmusu.
While the visual aspect of the kanmusu is primarily human, Kantai Collection quite
carefully makes them function in a warship-like manner. They can be damaged and ulti-
mately “killed”, but this is represented by the kanmusu sinking. They can also be repaired
and refitted like warships, and due to the possibility of havingmultiple cards representing
the same ship/kanmusu, sinking/death only applies to one instance of the ship/kanmusu
(character-oriented players may feel pain of loss for the character, while strategically ori-
ented players may mostly feel it for the loss time and equipment invested in the lost
card)19. Yet despite this ship-likeness, they always remain also human-like. A television
series can easily represent this by having the characters interact together, but the fairly
limited modalities of the game also maintain this aspect: in addition to looking like hu-
mans, they also talk like humans (as opposed to robot-like machines, which might be the
first association for a “ship-girl”).
The lines spoken by kanmusu not only maintain their humanity, but often also their
18The arcade version shows them without equipment within some functionalities.
19As a notable difference to the game, the death/sinking of kanmusu comes up in the television series,
but the possibility of “resurrection” through the existence of multiple instances of the same kanmusu is not
discussed, and is apparently not part of the characters’ experience; death/sinking is not (completely) final
from an outside viewpoint (i.e. for the player/viewer), but it is final inside the world of kanmusu.
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Table 4.2: Examples of lines spokenby the kanmusuFubuki, Kongō andHiyō in common
game situations (e.g. introduction when the respective card is acquired, attack during
battle). Transcriptions and translations from the respective character pages atKKEnglish
Wiki (2016).
Kanmusu Original line Translation
Fubuki はじめまして！吹雪です！
よろしくお願いいたします
Nice to meet you! I’m Fubuki!
Thanks for having me!
いつでも⾏けます！司令
官！
Ready anytime, commander!
追撃戦に移⾏します。私に
続いてください！。
Transitioning to pursuit attack.
Please follow me!
Kongō 英国で産まれた帰国⼦⼥の
⾦剛デース！ヨロシクオネ
ガイシマース！
It’s the English-born returnee,
Kongou! Nice to meet you!
Tea Time は⼤事にしないと
ネー！！
Always got tomake time for tea-
time!
これで Finish！？な訳無いデ
ショ！私は⾷らいついたら
離さないワ！
You think I’m finished?! Think
again! I’m not going anywhere
once I lock onto you!
Hiyō 名前は出雲ま…じゃなかっ
た、⾶鷹です。航空⺟艦よ。
よろしくね、提督！
My name is Izumo Ma... No,
Hiyou. I’m an aircraft carrier.
Pleased to meet you, Admiral!
サンフランシスコ航路、諦
めた訳じゃないの。平和に
なれば、いつか、きっと…
I have not given up the San
Francisco route. If there is
peace... eventually, I’m sure...
さあ、ミッドウェーの仇を
取るわよ！
Now then, I’ll take revenge for
Midway!
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historicity. Their lines and voices20 are probably the primary signifier of their distinct
identities besides their visual appearance. Table 4.2 shows example lines from three char-
acters21: the destroyerFubuki (吹雪), the battleshipKongō (⾦剛), and the aircraft carrier
Hiyō (⾶鷹 .)
Fubuki (who is commonly the first character available to the player) matches the
“genki girl” stereotype commonly seen in games, anime and similar media through her
enthusiastic utterances (both in terms of content and delivery), but her lines contain lit-
tle reference to the specific destroyer she was modeled on (besides the fact that it was
equipped with torpedoes, a generic feature of destroyers). In terms of spoken lines, this is
the most common model in the game. Meanwhile, Kongō not only explicitly references
the fact that her precursor was built from parts manufactured in England (Silverstone
1984, p. 317), but also often inserts English words into her speech; however, she makes
no reference to any historical events. A similar pattern is found in the lines of several
kanmusu, though rarely as thoroughly as in Kongō’s lines. Finally, Hiyōmakes references
not only to the qualities of the ship she is modeled on, but also the war in general and
historical events: she hopes for peace, but also vows revenge for the [Battle of ]Midway22.
The last model is rare when considering lines that appear in the course of play23. But
these lines are the most revealing in the world of Kantai Collection. A further example
appears in a difficult-to-get-to line uttered by the aircraft carrier Shōkaku as part of the
marriage mechanic (described in section 4.2.3): “Maybe, if my wish is granted and after
Mariana, I can stay forever together with the Admiral…” (もし・・・かなうなら、マ
リアナの後もずっと提督と⼀緒に・・・)The ship Shōkaku was sunk in 1944 during
the American offensive at the Mariana and Palau Islands (ibid., p. 337); in addition to
explicitly relating herself to a historical battle, she also sees the possibility of an “alternate
history”. This implies that while the kanmusu stem from historical warships, they are not
merely “reborn” into an entirely self-contained story-world (i.e. one in which their past
battles are only a memory), but one in which their past can be re-made.
As seen in the previous examples, the kanmusumaintain contact with the player/Ad-
miral by chatting with him, and in doing so with different personalities make themselves
appear as distinct, living persons. But they commonly reference the warships they are
modeled on, and sometimes war in general and specific historical events (as well as pos-
sible alternate histories). This also makes them devices for maintaining the historical res-
onance (discussed in the previous section) of the game and other media24. Nevertheless,
the intensive character-building of the kanmusu also makes it clear that they are not in-
tended to be merely storytelling devices or game pieces: they are meant to be seen as
“people” (even if not quite human)25, who have a continuous life “outside the screen” (of
20All lines are spoken by voice actors. Speech synthesis is not used in any version of the game.
21Note that the transcribed lines do little justice to the work done by the producers in constructing the
characters. All lines are available as recordings on the cited source website. Listening to them is highly
recommended to get an idea of how they bring the characters to life.
22The aircraft carrier Hiyō was completed soon after the Battle of Midway (Silverstone 1984, p. 329).
23Though kanmusu will recite a brief historical description of themselves if they are looked up through
the game’s “library” (図鑑表⽰ zukanhyōji)) mode. However, this mode does not relate to any gameplay
mechanics; it is unlikely that a player would enter it unless they specifically wanted to know more about
the ship behind a kanmusu.
24Thismay alsomakeKantaiCollection into a kindofmemory palace for someplayers/viewers. Whether
the loci are the kanmusu and thememorized items arewarship facts, or the otherway around, is the question.
25This assignment of personalities to nearly arbitrary creatures (humans, human-like figures, and entirely
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the game or the television or the book page), and what we are seeing in each medium is
merely a window to those lives.
4.2.2 Who is the Admiral?
As described previously, when the player enters the game, (s)he first arrives in the Admi-
ral’s office seen in image 4.1, and is greeted by the secretary ship. In practical terms, the
secretary ship will be the kanmusu representing the flagship of the first fleet26. The player
sees the world through the Admiral’s eyes; this is made explicit in the arcade version of
the game, where the Admiral walks to the office through a hallway, with a first-person
view shown on the screen. The game implies that the commands given by the Admiral
(effected by the player operating the user interface) are relayed through the secretary ship.
This relationship is made explicit in the television series, where the Admiral is never seen
or heard to speak, though (s)he gives written instructions and in a few instances his/her
shadow is seen.
This can be seen as an instance of a common arrangement in computer games, where
the player occupies a disembodied position from which everything is visible and con-
trollable; in this interpretation, “the Admiral” is a placeholder for the player, which only
exists inside theworld ofKantai Collection so that (s)hemay interact with the kanmusu27.
But the Admiral can also be considered as an independent character inside the world of
Kantai Collection, whom the player just happens to control while operating the game. In
other words, the Admiral could have an existence independent of the player.
The latter interpretation is suggested by the fact that the kanmusu are familiar with
the Admiral from outside the explicit scope of the game. For example, even though the
kanmusu are not familiar with the Admiral when they “arrive” at the Naval Base28, they
soon learn that the Admiral likes curry, and in general indicate that they become familiar
with him/her as they would be with a long-term well-liked superior29.
If the Admiral is considered as a character, (s)he then acquires a historical signifi-
cance in the story-world: the Admiral is a military officer named by a state engaged in
war. However, this “serious” position is again offset by various parodical aspects, the
primary one being that the Admiral is not actually very much in control: for example,
his/her fleets can be directed to a general area, but will then sail according to the spin
of a roulette wheel. Also, while the Admiral may order the construction of ships and
equipment, he/she is unable to decide what is actually constructed: the final result is
determined randomly, though it can be affected by the choice of materials used and by
certain other controllable factors.
non-human figures such as robots) is a commonplace feature of contemporary Japanese games, manga, and
animation works, and the success of that assignment is a common criterion for judging the “success” of a
work or a media mix (Itō 2014, pp. 116–127).
26The online game allows the player to have up to four fleets.
27Presumably in this interpretation the viewer is supposed to insert him/herself into the Admiral’s po-
sition in non-game media.
28For example, the heavy cruiser Takao (⾼雄) states in her introduction line: “Good day. I’m Takao.
It’s great that you look like an excellent Admiral. (こんにちは。⾼雄です。貴⽅のような素敵な
提督で良かったわ。)” (KK English Wiki 2016, page Takao) The animated series also shows a similar
introduction for the main character on her arrival.
29For example, when Takao (see previous footnote) is the secretary ship, she may ask the Admiral ques-
tions such as “Is there something that you are worried about? (気になるところ、ございますか？)”
(ibid., page Takao)
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As a whole, theKantai Collectionmediamix goes to significant lengths to not specify
the nature of the Admiral. Whether the player/reader is to consider the Admiral as a
historical agent or simply a reflection of themselves is left open. However, the practice
of bringing the viewer/reader into the world of characters through his/her own gaze has
been well established in manga since the 1990s: while previously30 movie-like “cuts”31
were used inmanga to situate the reader’s viewpoint, the “looking through the eyes of the
protagonist” style has become increasingly more common (Itō 2014, p. 291). Therefore,
the general convention of the “first-person look into the characters’ world” is likely to be
familiar to the players and viewers.
4.2.3 The Admiral and the kanmusu
While the nature of the Admiral is left open by Kantai Collection, the relationship be-
tween him/her and the kanmusu is exhibited in considerable detail. As his/her title
and the fact that the kanmusu also commonly refer to him/her as Commander (司令
官 shireikan) implies, the Admiral is obviously their commanding officer. Yet the Ad-
miral has a decidedly non-military role in the game: he/she is more or less considered
the ideal boyfriend or marriage partner by many, if not all of the kanmusu. Some make
quite explicit comments regarding this; for example, when the battleship Kongō is the
secretary ship, she will occasionally say “I told you to keep your eyes on me ! Admiral ,
just what are you doing?! (⽬を離さないでって⾔ったのにぃ〜！提督ぅー、何し
てるデース！)” (KK English Wiki 2016, page Kongou). The heavy cruiserMyōkō (妙
⾼) will also in certain circumstates comment that “ I suppose all the Kanmusus love the
Admiral anyway. (Giggle) (なんだかんだ⾔っても提督は艦娘みんなに愛されて
いるのね。うふふふ)” (ibid., page Myoukou).
The game actually contains a systemwhere a kanmusuwhose card has achieved a very
high level can “marry” the Admiral. While this confers certain advantages in terms of
game mechanics and unlocks additional spoken lines and graphics for that kanmusu, the
nature of the “marriage” is kept on a somewhat ambiguous level32; what the marriage
implies on the level of character interaction is left up to the player’s imagination.
Yet whilemaking theAdmiral a love-interest for the kanmusu in a parody of an actual
military superior-subordinate relationship,Kantai Collection again sets up an opposition
between the parodic and the serious. In terms of the games’ rules, the kanmusumay be-
come tired after engaging in multiple battles in a short period of time, but they will not
criticize or oppose the Admiral’s decisions; that the kanmusu will remain ever loyal is
not stated explicitly, but emerges from the rules of the game. Naturally, relatively few
wargames contain “mutiny”mechanism, and the presence of such systemwould be some-
what surprising in a comparatively simple (in terms of mechanics) game such as Kantai
Collection. But this aspect of the Admiral-kanmusu relationship forms amajor plot point
of the animated television series. In the series, the Admiral is not merely a military su-
perior, or merely a love interest (though this is brought up multiple times), but both the
object and giver of trust.
30Starting in the 1950s initially under the influence of the works of Tezuka Osamu.
31For example, the shot/reverse-shot convention using sequential frames on the page is common.
32This is clear from the terminology: instead of the usual word for “marriage” (結婚 kekkon), it is written
in katakana asケッコンカッコカリ kekkon kakko kari, literally “marriage parentheses provisional” (KK
EnglishWiki 2016, page Marriage).
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In the series, the kanmusu are repeatedly shown training from dusk to dawn of their
own accord, and in battle they will refuse to retreat, fight up to their own sinking/death
for the sake of the fleet and the Admiral. This is also the procedural rhetoric of the game:
the kanmusu are not explicitly controlled by the Admiral during the sorties, but will en-
gage in battles of their own accord, even if heavily damaged33.
In episode 10 the Admiral states that he/she picked Fubuki as the leader of the fleet
of the series because he/she saw Fubuki in a dream and decided that she should be trusted
with the role. Furthermore, in the same episode the Naval Base is destroyed by an aerial
attack and the Admiral disappears, leaving only a “strategic plan” to the kanmusu. The
kanmusu will naturally start to execute that plan. Yet at the finale of the series, it is made
clear that the plan was not meant to be executed as written. Instead, the kanmusu were
supposed to intuit that at a critical juncture, they were to deviate from it and collect their
forces at a single point. As they realize the “plan inside the plan”, they succeed in defeating
the near-invincible enemy.
Thismutual trust and intuitive understanding between theAdmiral and the kanmusu
is the locus of “seriousness” in the said relationship. Theviewer of the television series does
not havemuch choice in the progress of the plot, but the player of the game is again faced
with an open text: Kantai Collection can be seen as a game of interacting with cute girls
in terms of light romance (with a dash of wargaming), or as a game of war where the
player/Admiral and the kanmusu fight together against an evil menace.
If a relationship between unreal characters can be said to contain a historical aspect,
it is found in the nature of this mutual trust. On one level, this trust resembles the Con-
fucian values of “loyalty and filial piety” which underlay the pre-war Japanese society
(Maruyama 1969 [1946], pp. 4–5). On another level, there is a sense of fighting not
because there were orders to do so, but because they are a part of an aggregate whichmust
be defended and where the constituent parts “feel” each other. This collective nature is
reminiscent of the ideology of the national polity (国体 kokutai), where the people “all
merged into one under the emperor” (Dower 1986, p. 222)34.
4.2.4 The enemy
The enemy ships remain quite underrepresented as characters in the game versions; they
are mostly seen as small, iconic representations as seen in the center-right image of figure
1.5. While the enemies make on-screen appearances in the television series and some of
them appear as half-human characters, they have no speaking roles; their interactionwith
the kanmusu is restricted to giving glowering looks of evil.
They are described very briefly inside the game as something that “came from the
depths of the sea.” The television series’s introduction gives a more verbose version of the
same description: the Abyssal Fleet’s origin is unknown, andwhy they attack “humanity”
(⼈類 jinrui) is left unclear. However, the end of the series reinforces the message that
they represent some aspect (perhaps the “souls”) of sunk warships, which have come to
despise humans.
33The player has the option to command the fleet to return to base after each battle of the map, but the
default action is to continue until the end of the map.
34This aggregate-like character of the people in their relation to the state (personified in the Emperor)
was particularly emphasized in section 1.3 of the textCardinal Principles of the National Polity (国体の本
義 kokutai no hongi) (Education 1940) originally published in 1937.
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That the enemy remains uncommunicative and entirely bent on opposing the “good”
kanmusu, combinedwith their visual appeal, makes them so “evil” that onemight say that
they start becoming parodies of actual war-enemies. The Abyssal ships could be seen as
an analog of James Bond villains: evil for the sake of being evil, thinking of nothing but
evil while looking and acting evil, they become little but caricatures.
On one hand, the rhetoric of the game as well as aspects of the television series offer
a possible interpretation of the enemy as “America”: for example, in episode 10 of the
television series an attack plan is shown overlaid on a map of Oahu. Yet if the war of
Kantai Collection proceeds towards a final battle at Pearl Harbor, in historical terms this
would only imply a return to the starting point of the PacificWar, not the final defeat of
the enemy.
However, regardless ofwhether the enemy is seen as parodic evil caricatures or as some
historical actor, the enemy characters’ actions show asmuch determination as those of the
Admiral and the kanmusu determined above: the Abyssal fleets will equally fight to their
deaths and keep advancing no matter what. In the game the enemy will never escape or
retreat, reinforcing this point through procedural rhetoric.
The nature of the enemy is left as doubly open. Not only can they be seen as evil
caricatures or serious attackers, they give no indication as to their identity: unlike the
kanmusu they have no identificationwith any existing ships, but have abstract names such
asDestroyer I-Class (駆逐艦イ級 kuchikukan i kyū) for normal ships orBattleshipPrincess
(戦艦棲姫 senkanseiki) for “boss” ships.
4.2.5 Kanmusu versus simulation goals
Similar to the simulation part of the Kantai Collection games, the characters and their
interactions are also characterized by an opposition between parodical and “serious” as-
pects. But while the simulation is for the most part transferred as-is to other media (i.e.
in the sense of battles and fleets following largely the logic the game), the characters’ lives
and personalities are greatly expanded. This follows the logic of the media mix described
in section 2.1: each medium adds certain aspects of the whole. As discussed in section
3.2.3, games have the advantage in making arguments based on active participation in a
system of rules; traditional narrative media such as television likely have the advantage in
character-building.
As Kantai Collection has attracted a large user base, it is likely that this base includes
not only players interested in the wargame-simulation aspect, but also a significant seg-
ment interestedmostly in the characters. The consistency of oppositional aspects in both
the character interactions and in the procedural rhetoric may be successful in delivering
a similar message regarding to both segments, enabling each type of player to choose be-
tween the “parodic” and “serious” reading of the media text.
Of course, both player segments have to be involved in both modalities of the game
to some degree if they wish to play. Even if a player only cares about wargaming, they see
and hear the characters; if a player only cares about the characters, he/she must still par-
ticipate in the “war” and complete missions to get access to higher-level kanmusu35. Pre-
35Note that it is unlikely that any actual player will match either of these alternatives completely, but
will exist on a continuum between them. Someone who cares only about wargaming would probably play
something else, while someone who cares only about the characters would likely only consume non-game
media.
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sumably, having everyone experience both aspects will further producer Tanaka’s stated
goal of “communicating history” to the players ofKantai Collection.
The game versions also include a further opposition in their simulation and charac-
ter play modalities. While the simulation occurs largely in a conceptual-constructionist
mode, the character interactionoccurs in something resembling a realist-reconstructionist
model: the Admiral is actually there in the office, interacting with the kanmusu in front
of him/her. Even though the affordances for this interaction are limited (e.g. switching
the secretary ship or hearing the kanmusu speak different lines when performing different
actions), the interaction is no longer defined by “theory” but by “being there andmeeting
someone”. This is a factor that is likely to affect fan interpretations: the moments seen in
a realist setting may well be easier to make into a basis for dramatic narratives than those
which emerge from interaction with the game’s system of rules.
4.3 Parallels with similar popular series
This section will first briefly outline the portrayal of war and Pacific War era history in
(primarily) manga in order to consider the roots of such depiction, and then consider to
what degree is Kantai Collection unique when compared with more recent well-known
“subculture” works that reference those themes. This section is also not meant to be an
exhaustive investigation of suchworks, but only a representative sample of relevantworks.
The question of uniqueness is relevant to this thesis in two ways. First, if a number
of prior works feature the same logic of historical portrayal, the fan works to be studied
might combine features from other works of this subgenre of “Kantai Collection-like his-
torical representation”. Note that this “uniqueness” refers to the specific aspects of how
the rules and the character interactions described above construct a historical(-seeming)
story world; the fan-producers are expected to be familiar with the workings and tropes
of larger (sub)genres such as bishōjo36 works, computer-based tactical wargames and so
on.
Second, while this question cannot be fully investigated in this thesis, the comparison
may give clues regarding trends in the use of (war) history in popular culture, which is
likely to be connected to changes in the collective memory of the society in general.
Readers coming from the game studies tradition should be forewarned that despite
the significant part of theKantai Collection game versions in the analysis above, this sec-
tion will mention games only briefly. As discussed in chapter 2, despite the large role of
the original game in the Kantai Collectionmedia mix, this research is primarily not con-
cerned with games as such, but with the fictional worlds created at the intersection of
multiple media. The analysis in the previous sections has shown that the analysis of pro-
cedural rhetoric in games is a fairly complex and new discipline; focusing on traditional
narrative media appears to be a more expedient means of fulfilling this section’s objec-
tive. Furthermore, computer games (especially games with complex procedural and/or
narrative rhetoric) have a relatively short history compared to the other media consid-
ered here. Therefore, particularly the history section’s concentration on manga allows
covering a longer time span. Finally, the role of manga as a form of historiography is spo-
ken for by both Natsume (1997) as well as by the more recent work of NissimOtmazgin
36And in particular, the “harem” subgenre within that genre, where a number of girls fall for the (gener-
ally male) protagonist, which becomes the “prime mover” of the drama and/or comedy in those works.
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(2016, pp. 4–5) and others 37.
4.3.1 Historical works
In the immediate postwar years, manga with war as a theme soon appeared. However, in
the bookManga and “War” Natsume Fusanosuke states that even though the artists of
this period had experienced the war, the most well-known works of this period, namely
those by Tezuka Osamu avoided a direct or “realistic” portrayal. Tezuka’s works instead
feature futuristic science fiction settings, which on one hand featured wars within their
worlds, but whose stories were defined by postwar optimism and hopes for building a
better society (Natsume 1997, p. 24)38.
But this style changed in the early 1960s, at the same time as the first generation
that had no personal recollection regarding the war came to reading age. The first half
of the decade came to be known as the era of themilitary manga boom (戦記マンガブ
ーム senki manga būmu), which also marked the emergence of the gekiga (劇画) style
of drawing. Tezuka’s works were defined by “children’s-story like” fantasy worlds, but the
gekiga style emphasized a “gritty” depiction of “realmilitary action”39. Instead of Tezuka’s
“utopias”, these works depicted adventures where heroic pilots and soldiers fought to pro-
tect the “our fatherland Japan” (祖国⽇本 sokoku nihon) (ibid., pp. 30, 41).
Yet while many of these works may have been stories of heroic adventures, Natsume
notes that some of them, in particular the works byMizuki Shigeru, did focus on serious
depiction of the horror of war in a very concrete style (ibid., pp. 46–49). These works
omitted the allegorical level of the earlier era, but in Natsume’s view, these had a certain
“ethical” similarity: where Tezuka’s works sought to emphasize the primacy of life (「⽣
きている」ことを肯定する倫理) through utopic fantasy worlds, Mizuki’s critical
depiction of war and its accompanying death and destruction worked toward the same
end by a different method, depicting war “as it is” (ibid., p. 57).
Another trend in military manga emerged toward the mid-1960s: the increasing fo-
cus on military technology. This marked the beginning of extremely detailed depictions
of military machines such as submarines and warplanes, which Natsume connects to the
perception of Japan’s lack of military-technological achievement (ibid., pp. 60, 63–65,
see also section 2.4.1).
The turn toward a focus on technology also led to the re-emergence of science fiction
themes, as themilitarymanga boomdisappearedwith the aging of its original audience, as
well as the rise of the anti-warmovement in Japan in the latter half of the 1960s. But these
works were not a return to the earlier utopian settings, but depictions of revolutionary
wars and dark allegories of the war in Vietnam and the SecondWorldWar. According to
Natsume, this trend accompanied the fears of global nuclear war as well as the prospect of
Japan getting dragged into wars in Southeast Asia as part of international alliances (ibid.,
pp. 72–73). The effect of this trend was the appearance of the concept of “society” in
manga. Natsume picks up Shirato Sanpei’s Kamui-den (カムイ伝 kamui-den) (1965-
37The articles in the collection (titled Rewriting History in Manga) in which the Otmazgin’s article ap-
pears refer to specific manga which for the most part either predate the Second World War or refer to
periods of history not relevant to this thesis. Therefore, this collection will not be cited in detail here.
38This portrayal of Tezuka’s work is also echoed by Otmazgin’s (2016, pp. 14–15) more recent com-
mentary.
39Finnish readers may be familiar with the Korkeajännitys comic books of the same period, which fea-
tured a comparable style.
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1967) with its focus on class war as a particular example of this phenomenon, where the
story could no longer function without including a depiction of a definite kind of society
in its story-world (Natsume 1997, p. 74).
In the 1970s, it was no longer only the audience who had not personally experienced
the war, but also the artists. Together with the disappearance of the anti-war and leftist
movements, Natsume also sees the prior explicit anti-war attitudes disappearing. Rather,
the depictionmoves toward an emotional portrayal with tragic series about “everyday life
during the wartime”, which marked the revival of allegoric and symbolic (and sometimes
parodic) depiction of war (ibid., pp. 78, 91, 94). Moreover, this period also initiated the
retrospective style with series that considered “what has Japan become as a result of thewar
and the accompanying rise of consumer culture in the growth years” (ibid., p. 85).
Natsume also sees the rise of cynicism and nihilism in the works of this era. He picks
up works such as Nagai Gō’s Devilman (デビルマン debiruman), which features the
concept of “final war” and the complete destruction of humanity, and the still-running
series Golgo 13 (ゴルゴ 13 gorugo 13), where a completely amoral assassin works for the
highest bidder no matter what the circumstances (ibid., pp. 100, 105).
The mid-1970s also saw the appearance of another major phenomenon in the form
of Matsumoto Leiji’s Space Battleship Yamato (宇宙戦艦ヤマト uchū senkan yamato) as
an animated television series and a manga which both ran from 1974 to 1975. The mas-
sively popular series40 featured the historical Japanese battleship Yamato41 converted into
a space battleship. The crew of the ship must battle alien invaders to save the Earth from
apocalypse, with a narrative and visual style that Natsume describes as “retro-futuristic”
(ibid., pp. 109–110).
But Natsume sees Yamato as more than a turn to retro science fiction. Rather, he sees
the series as representing a turning point in how war is represented in the postwar era,
and that the methods of Yamato form the prototype of latter media-mix strategies (ibid.,
pp. 111–112):
The battleship Yamato (⼤和), remade as the katakanaized Yamato (ヤマ
ト), rather than being a real name that evokes “war experience” in the Sec-
ond World War, was taken by its young fans as a phantom projected from
the far distant reaches of history, which became an abstracted symbol of
“tragedy.” This is expressed in the disconnect and distance felt in the image
of the old ship which had died and been turned into scrap, and the image of
it appearing as spaceship.
In other words, Natsume sees that Yamatomarked a point where thememories of the
SecondWorld War could be turned into a tragic drama of romantic battles without too
many reservations, and this would be enthusiastically accepted by the market. Further-
more, the selling point of this type of war was not any eventual victory, but the “escape
from annihilation” and “revival” that the victory represented. This revival was something
that the young audience which felt that it was living in a “wasteland” could feel as mean-
ingful (ibid., p. 112–113).
Again, Natsume’s thinking here parallels Yoshimi’s (2011) thinking about the loss of
identity during the period of rapid economic growth (this “land without identity” cor-
responds to what Natsume refers to as the “wasteland”). But it also parallels Ōtsuka’s
40Viewer ratings of up to 20% were seen in 1975 (Natsume 1997, p. 111).
41The original Yamato naturally appears as a kanmusu inKantai Collection.
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(2012) vision of the story-worlds using elements of the real-world, yet detaching them-
selves from the latter42, as well as the process of the abstraction of war seen in the case of
Chiran (see section 2.2.4).
But even though Yamatomay have brought high drama into the limelight, it did not
mark the endof the larger trendof “detachment”. Rather,Natsume sees that fromthemid-
1970s (with GōNagai’s works) to the 1980s with works such as Fist of the North Star (北
⽃の拳 hokuto no ken) (1983-1988) andDragon Ball (1984-1995), the trend was toward
closed worlds or “wastelands”, where the bodies of the characters came to be defined by
their increasing capacity for violence in the formof evermore complex special attacks and
skills. Even though the characters might triumph in their encounters with the enemy,
these were worlds of “reverse utopias”, where only endless battles could keep one alive
(Natsume 1997, p. 124)43. Natsume raises Ōtomo Katsuhiro’s Akira (1982-1990) as a
culmination of this trend toward violence internalized in characters: the protagonists are
children with superpowers, whose powers extend to causing city-destroying explosions
on par with nuclear weapons.
Finally, at the end of the 1980s, Natsume notes a trend he calls “simulation game”
like worlds, exemplified by Kawaguchi Kaiji’s Silent Service (沈黙の艦隊 chinmoku no
kantai). These are works that are neither quite the previously described “reverse utopias”,
nor Tezuka’s utopias, but rather depict the military and war in the context of politics and
international relations; they emphasize the multiple aspects and the multiple unfolding
paths of conflicts, in the manner of a wargame that affords the player multiple paths for-
ward. This trend also represents the freeing of manga (and similar works) from an obses-
sion with technology, and a re-opening of fictional “war” to a wider context than series
protagonists’ private battles. Natsume sees this progression as representing the further
growing-up of manga audiences, which allows for more “serious” representation in the
realist sense (ibid., pp. 148–159).
This overview of war and history inmedia similar to the subject of this thesis remains
of necessity short, not only due to space constraints, but the limited amount of prior re-
search on this topic; it appears that relatively little has been published on the topic since
Natsume’s book. However, this overview should provide not only a general affirmation
of the idea that representations inmanga and similar media follow shifts in the surround-
ing society’s makeup and “memory culture”, but also an initial background for analyzing
Kantai Collection in a larger context.
It is unlikely that directly comparing a modern work such asKantai Collection to the
older works would provide particularly interesting insights. However, when considering
the general trends described above, several (dis)continuities are visible. Yet, as seen above,
the representation of war and history is quite diverse, so a linear “genealogical relation-
ship” is obviously not discoverable.
First, it is notable that works which featured “realist” depictions of the Pacific War
had its period of high popularity44, even though they are relatively invisible today and
in the recent past. In the sense that Kantai Collection omits the “realist” depiction of
42Though not cited by Natsume, it is very likely that he is familiar with Ōtsuka’s work.
43This pattern of endlessly multiplying and evolving antagonists and ever more complex impressive spe-
cial moves developed by the protagonists is very much extant to this day (Kubo Tite’s series Bleach (ブリ
ーチ burīchi) (2001-2016) being a prime example).
44Not that this genre has entirely disappeared; exploits of heroic pilots are still widely available in con-
venience stores, such that the genre has become known as konbini manga.
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warfare, it appears to be quite distinct from this genre. Yet Kantai Collection does not
represent an entirely closed-offworld, in the sense that it represents a battle for something
external to its characters (which may be the “world” or perhaps “Japan”). In the closed-
world works described above, while the stated goal is more often than not “saving the
world”, the battles and the “war” tend to effectively focus on keeping the protagonist-
group alive and together. In this sense, Kantai Collection harks back to an earlier period
of war-adventures. The question of whether it can be seen to represent a Yamato-like
detached story-world or not is left to the next chapter, to be explored in the context of
how it is in fact seen.
Second,Kantai Collection games’ focus on the development of technological capaci-
ties (e.g. remodeling and equipping ships) and providing detailed “statistics” (i.e. numeri-
cal indications of capabilitieswhich are in practice used toweight the “dice throws” in bat-
tles) provided for each ship follows in a very long tradition of similar mechanics in video
games. But it is notable that this focus is not limited to the game versions, where it might
be only a convenientmechanic formodeling battle performance, but the characters in the
animated series also often worry about their capabilities and whether they gain enough
“experience points” for remodeling themselves. In other words, the need to developmili-
tary technology is to somedegree internalized by the kanmusu themselves. In a somewhat
circuitous manner, Kantai Collection appears to continue the 1960s technology-centric
way of thinking about war.
Finally, while the kanmusu are “living weapons”, the question of whether they are in
general defined by their military capabilities (as the closed-world fighter-characters be-
come defined by their “special skills”) or by their human attributes has no straightforward
answer45. However, it is notable that the battle capabilities of the kanmusu are largely
defined by their being warships; unlike the protagonists in closed-world series often do,
the kanmusu do not develop capabilities such as flying or shooting laser beams, but are
largely limited to doing what an actual warship could do (for example, getting equipped
with better torpedoes).
4.3.2 Human weapons and styles of historical representation
As discussed above, the kanmusu are represented equally as humans (or something close
to that) and as weapons. This is related to the question of representation of history in
two ways. First, section 2.2.4 discussed the transformation of suicide pilots into avatars
of abstract “will”, who bring improvement to the lives of modern workers. The question
to be explored in the next chapter is whether the human-weapons of Kantai Collection
represent a comparable transformation of “soldiers” into some abstract principle.
Second, the conversion of weapons into humans (or the reverse) may open new av-
enues of thinking about questions of responsibility in warfare by allowing one to by-
pass the person piloting a fighter or steering a warship. If the weapons themselves are
granted personality and agency, they are placed in an “unmediated” position with regard
to killing; this perspective could allow the author (or the fan-author) to more directly
consider the use of these devices, which normally require large numbers of people and
capital to operate. Therefore, this section will analyze the historical presence of this sort
of “fusion” and how the qualities ofKantai Collection relate to that history.
45This is in fact a rephrasing of the “ships or humans” question discussed in section 4.2.1, and similarly
decidable by the audience.
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Theconcept of human-weaponhybrids is not anewone in the typeofmedia discussed
in this thesis. Akira (discussed above) represents an early example to some degree, though
rather than being weapons, the characters wield the power of weapons. Amore direct and
very widely known example is animated seriesNeon Genesis Evangelion (新世紀エヴァ
ンゲリオン shin seiki evangerion) (originally aired 1995-1996, though one of its many
remakes is still ongoing as a series of animatedmovies), where the pilots of half-biological
giant robot weapons merge ever more closely with the “minds” of their weapons. How-
ever, inEvangelion the human and theweapon are still separable, andwhat could be called
“thinking” is limited to the human pilots, while the minds of the robots (and the related
enemy beings) remain inconceivable in rational terms.
Many further examples of this type of “thinking human + (half-)sentient weapon”
have appeared since, typically in works of science-fiction and magical-fantasy genres, but
more complete combining is relatively rare. One instance of this kind of more complete
fusion is Takahashi Shin’s manga Saikano (最終兵器彼⼥ saishūheiki kanojo, literally
Ultimate weapon girlfriend), which was serialized from 2000-2001 and made into an an-
imated series in 2002 (on which the analysis here is based on). The series tells a story of
a girl into whose body an “ultimate weapon” necessary to “protect Japan” is embedded
by the Japanese Self-Defense Forces. The narrative of Saikano is not placed into a histor-
ical context, but concerns the morality of warfare and the corrosive effects of wielding
massive destructive power on one’s humanity.
Though the content of Saikano bears little resemblance to the history-filled and of-
ten comedic Kantai Collection, it may be seen as an example of the concept of human-
weapon-hybridization. However, the hybridization of Saikano is both scientific-tech-
nological and somewhat questionably consensual in nature. The kanmusu are warships
“naturally,” and they generally show fairly little regret for their nature, while questions of
morality are prominent in Saikano.
A far more direct predecessor in various ways to Kantai Collection is the animated
series Strike Witches (ストライクウィッチーズ sutoraiku wicchīzu). A one-episode
special was shown in 2007, while two 12-episode television series were aired in 2008 and
2010, and various other media also exist; the discussion here is based on the 2008 series.
The “StrikeWitches” are girls whowear devices with propellers on their legs, which allow
them to acts as “fighter planes” in battles against a non-human enemy. As in Saikano and
Kantai Collection, these girls are portrayed as the “last hope” of humanity; and like the
kanmusu, they revert to mostly-normal girls when their equipment (known as “strikers”)
is removed. Each of the StrikeWitches has their own pair of “strikers”, which are suppos-
edlymodeled on historical SecondWorldWar era fighter aircraft, and at least some of the
girls’ names are oblique references to actual fighter pilots of the same era46.
StrikeWitches alsohas a significant historical framingnarrative element. According to
a narration in the television series, the events take place after an unknown and unspeaking
enemy (the “Neuroi”) attack Earth in 1939, and completely take over and destroy parts of
it, including much of “Europa”. The StrikeWitches in the series are based on the coast of
“Britannia” (shown on a map at the location of the United Kingdom), while the enemies
attack their fortress from across channel from “Gallia” (shown at the location of France);
the events are said to take place in the year 1944.
While Strike Witches appears to have multiple similarities with Kantai Collection, it
also differs significantly on both the level of content and the type of historical repre-
46See Strike Witches Wiki (2017, page List of StrikeWitches) for fan speculations on the matter.
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sentation. Unlike the equipment of the kanmusu, the “strikers” are man-made magical-
technological devices. More importantly, even though their use demands some (innate)
magical skills from the users and they become “fighter planes” while wearing the devices,
the “plane-ness” is not a fundamental part of the characters in the same way as the kan-
musu are fundamentally (half-)warships47. In other words, it is presumably easier for
viewers to consider the Strike Witches qua girls and Strike Witches qua fighter planes
as different entities compared to the integrated warship-ness of the kanmusu.
Also unlikeKantai Collection, a significant amount of context regarding the world is
supplied the framing narrative, such as the years and locations mentioned above. This re-
veals the major difference between the two series, and what appears to be a unique aspect
ofKantai Collection’s historical representation. The history in StrikeWitches is primarily
external to the actual content: while the conflict may happen in “Britannia” in “1944”,
this is not particularly evident in the events or the characters. Most of the battles hap-
pen in “no particular place” (no specific names are given), nor is the historical origin of
the “strikers” similarly obvious as the historical origin of the kanmusu. Also, half of the
battles are fought using magical shields and beams instead of fighter-plane-like weapons.
The world of Strike Witches even has an explicit long-term historical timeline specified
in one of the official series guidebooks (StrikeWitches Wiki 2017, page Historical Time-
line). In this respect Strike Witches appears in fact to be a textbook example of Ōtsuka’s
fiction-sagas and in a sense a successor of Space Battleship Yamato (if we accept Ōtsuka’s
and Natsume’s conception of its historical representation): a story-world which uses his-
torical details as its “building material”, but is not tightly bound to that material in the
narrative.
The representation of Kantai Collection is far more “internalized”: if the reader cares
to see the “history” at all, it will emerge out of the constant barrage of little details, such
as the ship names, the unlabeled maps, and the obfuscated place names. The small details
and the lack of explicit story-world timelines might serve to “anchor” Kantai Collection
more tightly to referents in “reality” compared to the “external” style. For this reason, it
is not equally clear to what degree Kantai Collection can be said to represent a fiction-
saga or to follow the path of Yamato. There does not appear to be a clear predecessor for
this type of representation. In terms of Eco’s differentiation of open/closed works, Strike
Witches’s limits the “possible worlds” which the reader can imagine without the narrative
losing coherence. In other words, compared to Kantai Collection, which (while guiding
the reader) leaves much of the production of the final text to the him/her, StrikeWitches
is a more closed work.
4.3.3 Violence for the sake of self-improvement
The above sections presented trends in the representation of the relationship between
war and fictional characters, but a further question is what is the value of the capacity for
violence. Obviously inKantai Collection this capacity has an instrumental value: it is the
capacity to defeat enemies who are coming to destroy “us”. But does it have other value?
Themedia mix workGirls und Panzer (ガールズ&パンツァー gāruzu & pantsā),
commonly abbreviatedGarupan, is largely contemporaneouswithKantaiCollection, with
numerous manga, animated series works and other media published between 2012 and
47In the series, it is indicated that Strike Witches will lose the magical ability to operate the “strikers”
gradually after they turn twenty.
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today. Examples in the following discussion will primarily refer to the first animated tele-
vision series which aired in 2012–2013. In terms of popularity, it appears to be quite
similar toKantai Collection: the number of media products is similar48 and crucially, the
number of fans producing dōjinshi based on Garupan appears to be on the same scale
(e.g. events dedicated solely to the sale ofGarupan-themed works exist, and a significant
number of artists sell related works at non-themed events).
The general idea is that some type of “super-armor” has made at least conventional
warfare impossible by rendering targets where it is applied invulnerable to projectiles and
explosives49. Among other things, tanks have become useless for their intended purpose,
and are now used in a sport termed tankery (戦⾞道 senshadō)50, which is practiced ex-
clusively by women. The series follows teams from various girls’ schools and adult partic-
ipants’ organizations as they engage in mock battles using primarily Second World War
era tanks. Many of teams are dedicated to using tanks originating in one country and will
often dress according to style utilized by that country’s military during the SecondWorld
War. Both Allied and Axis countries are featured with no other apparent basis than that
the country had tanks at the time.
The principle behind the battles is a kind of paintball with something close to ac-
tual live ammunition (which is stopped by the aforementioned armor); if a tank is hit or
otherwise incapacitated, it cannot participate in the battle any longer. However, despite
practicing a kind of “war”, in the animated series one of the protagonists forcefully denies
that the point of tankery is actually “war.” According to her, it is extremely serious in
the sense that sport is serious for a top athlete, but its aim is never killing or destruction.
Instead, the aim is improvement of the self in a both physical and moral sense; the same
rationale commonly stated for the practice of Japanese martial arts (budō), which are to
varying degrees based on past military skills51. In other words, the capacity for violence
has a self-worth: having it makes the practitioner a spiritually andmorally better person52.
In brief,Kantai Collection andGarupanmake a contemporaneous pair with a Second
World War theme, a somewhat absurdist premise of (mostly) school-age girls operating
heavy weaponry, and an apparently overlapping audience: several dōjin circles have been
witnessed producing works based on both. Yet while Kantai Collection features war as a
necessity (perhaps a necessary evil),Garupan features war as a relic of the past which can
be controlled as a sport or a tool of self-improvement53. This diversity is perhaps a reflec-
48Computer games also exist, but appeared several years after the initial works.
49The exact nature of this material is not explained. It is also not clear whether some other kind of
weapons, such as nuclear ones, would still be able to cause damage.
50The term tankery is the official English translation, but the literal translation would be “way of the
tank.” This is a wordplay on varieties of “traditional Japanese culture” such as “the way of the tea” (茶道
sadō) and budō (武道) that contain the kanji for “way” (道).
51The relationship between contemporary budō and its predecessors is in reality highly complex and
very much socially constructed. For example see Benesch (2014).
52The concept of learning “warfare skills” is a somewhat common theme in recent manga and animated
works, includingoneswithnoparticular connection to thehistoricalwars or history in general. An example
isMatsui Yūsei’s popularmangaAssassinationClassroom (暗殺教室 ansatsu kyōshitsu) (2012–2016), where
a class of middle-school students must learn assassination skills to save the world from their alien teacher.
The students become to believe that these skills must never be used for their actual purpose, but thatmerely
knowing them (i.e. holding the power of death in their hands) makes them able to effectively deal with
contemporary society.
53In something of a twist, the self-improvement narrative is also present in the background of theKantai
Collection animated series. By learning to operate as warshipsmore efficiently, the protagonist feels that she
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tion of the divided nature of warmemory and the uncertainly of Japan’s (military) future.
It also resembles the process of the suicide pilots discussed in section 2.2.4 becoming ab-
stract “consumable items”: remembering their experience can make the user into a better
person. Furthermore the enthusiastic audience reception of both (apparently sometimes
by the same audiences) seems to imply both a lack of ideological pickiness (refusing nei-
therKantai Collection’s “revival” of the Imperial Japanese Navy norGarupan’s turning of
warfare into “peaceful” ends) and the ability to engage (sometimes creatively) with vari-
ous types of war and history narratives.
4.3.4 Kobayashi Yoshinori and Sensōron
Kobayashi Yoshinori’sNeo GōmanismManifesto Special—OnWar (新ゴーマニズム宣
⾔ SPECIAL 戦争論 shin gōmanizumu sengen special sensōron) (1998, with additional
volumes in 2001 and 2003; the latter will not be considered in this discussion), usually
referred to as Sensōron, is a series ofmanga essays, whereKobayashi (often appearing him-
self as the narrator) reveals various “truths” about the SecondWorldWar and “cover-ups”
by the “liberal” media and political establishment54. While Sensōron is a manga, it repre-
sents a nearly entirely different genre from all the other works discussed here. Yet because
nearly every discussion of manga and history includes a reference to his works (for ex-
ample see Hashimoto (2015, p. 116) and Otmazgin (2016, p. 14)), discussion of it is
perhaps unavoidable.
The content of Sensōron consists of multiple 10–20 page long text-heavy episodes,
which depict scenes from the Pacific War and the war in China and South-East Asia,
and occasionally caricatures of Japanese politicians, journalists, and citizens. The pictures
act as a support for the text, where Kobayashi talks about how Japan’s role in these con-
flicts has been misrepresented, either based on his own opinions or research, letters from
readers, or stories he has heard from his grandparents. They also include commentary on
contemporarymedia, society, and politics, which he generally deems to ruled be cowards.
Of course, neither Kantai Collection nor any of the other works here correspond to
this type of essay format, nor do they express such explicit opinions on history. But there
iswhat could be called “family similarity” on the level ofmetadiscourse: Kobayashi’s writ-
ing verymuch expresses that he believes in Japan and the necessity to defend it (from both
the slights of “liberals” as well as future military enemies). The kanmusu also very much
believe that theymust defend theirAdmiral, their naval base, andby extension, their coun-
try‒which may of may not be seen as “Japan”. This type of belief, while not non-existent,
generally surfaces more weakly in the other works discussed in this section. As stated
above, while the stated motive for battles in many works is “saving world/humanity”, sav-
ing one’s friends is in practice the priority (which incidentally usually turns out to be the
key to saving humanity)55. Meanwhile, the kanmusu act to protect each other, but in the
television series repeatedly express their willingness to sink/die for some “greater good”.
has become a more competent person in other ways too.
54Besides his work as a manga author, Kobayashi is also a founding member of the Society for History
Textbook Reform (新しい歴史教科書をつくる会 atarashii rekishi kyōkasho wo tsukuru kai) (Soh 2008).
The aim of this society is to “correct” the depiction of Japan’s role in the war in school textbooks (Yoshida
2008, p. 17).
55This pattern is common enough that it has its own name, literally translated world-type [ fiction] (セ
カイ系 sekai-kei) (TVTropes 2017).
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4.4 Chapter conclusions
This chapter has investigated elements and discourses present in Kantai Collection as of-
ficially produced by Kadokawa and associated companies. They will be summarized here
in advance of the complete conclusions of this thesis, since a number of this chapter’s
findings will be referenced in the next chapter.
Section 4.1 discussedKantai Collection the game as a simulationwargame, and found
it to be primarily modeled along conceptual-constructionist lines, which is to say that its
discourses and rhetoric emerge from its rules and abstract representations, as opposed to
“experiencing” the world through first-person interactionwith a three-dimensional “real-
ity.” On one hand, the game takes place in locations which obliquely reference historical
places and events, and through its rules features a logic of military expansion (narratively
framed as defensive warfare). On the other hand, the historical and military discourses
are constantly opposed or complemented by parodical elements, including of course the
“ships” being girls, but also by the comedic twisting of place names and the random logic
of progress in battles. As the non-gamemedia provide relatively little additional informa-
tion regarding details such as battle mechanics or the context for the battles, the nature
of the “war” is left open to reader interpretation.
Since the game-aspect of Kantai Collection is relatively limited compared to the ex-
pansive universe of its characters and their interpretations, section 4.2 discussed Kantai
Collection as a system for interacting or experiencing characters. Unlike the simulation
aspect, the character aspect in the game is closer to a realist-reconstructionist model: the
player can (in his/her role as the Admiral) “meet” and interact with the kanmusu to some
degree. While the kanmusu act as mostly conceptual warships (with somewhat realistic
capabilities) in their role as game-pieces (or during naval engagements in non-game me-
dia), they also have a significant “realistic-human” aspect. As with the nature of the “war”,
the nature of its “warriors” is also left up to reader interpretation through careful balanc-
ing of opposing discourses.
The nature of their leader is left similarly open. The image of the Admiral is con-
structed by an opposition between a discourse of seriousmilitary leadership (i.e. the kan-
musu will never betray the Admiral and volunteer to fight to the death in a battle for
survival) and a parodic discourse of the Admiral as a somewhat hapless (e.g. unable to
control the movements of the fleets and the production at the naval base) but lovable
partner. However, regardless of which of the two discourses is primary, both reflect a
pattern of mutual trust between the kanmusu and the Admiral. In this sense, the Admi-
ral is the most clearly-defined element of Kantai Collection in that both of the opposing
discourses lead to a similar conception of him/her: that he/she is “the good guy.”
Meanwhile, the final element, which is to say the enemy fleet, remains the most ill-
defined part. While it is possible to read the enemy fleet as a representation of a definite
historical enemy, this is only one option among many. Very little non-circumstantial in-
dication is given of their nature and aims. While their visual representation as “evil” ap-
proaches caricature, they approach the “war” with the same seriousness as the kanmusu.
Whether they are imagined as representing something, or ignored as a “stage device” pro-
viding a motive for the game and the existence of the kanmusu is left up to the reader.
In the final section, Kantai Collection was compared to both earlier and contempo-
rary works with similar themes. While Kantai Collection has no exact predecessor, its
discourse of “heroic war” echoes a type of adventure-fiction popular in the 1960s, while
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its anthropomorphization of weapons bears significant resemblance to works published
in the 2000s. However, neither of these themes appears to be widely popular or com-
mon in the 2010s, and the balanced and thoroughgoing opposition of serious and paro-
dic themes, as well as the matter of weapons becoming humans (instead of the opposite)
makesKantai Collection appear as a quite unique work on today’s market.
Hypothesis 2 (page 24) set out that since Kantai Collection is not aimed at a spe-
cific ideological niche, it would not take a definite ideological stance regarding historical
events, reflecting the divided national memory. The investigation in this chapter appears
to prove the first part of this hypothesis: there is no definite ideological stance inKantai
Collection, though it provides something of a buffet which includes elements that point
to the glory days of Japan’s military. This study cannot determine the cause why this type
of representation was chosen, but it appears to accord well with the state of war memory
and the process of its evolution outlined in section 2.2: there is no agreement as to “how
we should remember the past”, but that remembrance has become more and more dis-
tant from the realities of warfare. There is little that invokes that “distance” better than
warship-girls skiing on water and having their clothing reduced by artillery hits.
Hypothesis 4 (page 30) expected that Kantai Collection will set out a “place” and
“chronology” in sufficient detail to create a self-contained fiction-saga. This section sup-
ports the hypothesis in a qualified sense. On one hand, there is a closed world with a
fictional timeline, in which a fictional enemy appears and is fought in a fictional place.
Yet the times, the places, and the fighters (on “our” side if not the enemy side) are con-
stantly bound to “reality” by the ship-names and ship-nationalities, the place-names, the
maps, and visual elements (e.g. radio equipment and typographic elements seen particu-
larly in the animated series accord well with the 1930s and 1940s). There is no complete
“escape from context” as in Space Battleship Yamato’s move into space warfare. Nor is
there a technological/geopolitical upset changing the possibilities of “war” as inGirls und
Panzer, nor is the “history” stated in a framing narrative and then mostly forgotten as in
StrikeWitches (it precisely is not stated in a framing narrative). Whether the “history” of
KantaiCollectiondetaches into a self-contained fiction-saga (i.e. whether an “escape from
politicality” described in section 2.3 is realized) cannot be stated based on this chapter’s
investigation, but must be analyzed in light of audience interpretations.
It should be noted that the inclusion of opposing elements or competing discourses
is in itself not particularly special, but rather its consistent execution inKantai Collection.
Regarding games, Chapman (2016, p. 48) notes that “utilizing cartoon/comic book aes-
thetics, or adding a science fiction/fantasy layer to the fiction” has often been used to
frame historical content to avoid controversy when dealing sensitive historical themes.
More generally, Fiske (2011 [1987], p. 16) sees the multitude of meanings (poly-
semy) as a fundamental part of entertainment56: making a profit depends on reaching a
multitude of audiences, and embedding multiple (contradictory or complementary) ele-
ments into entertainment works makes them palatable for a larger segment of the public.
Furthermore, he argues that the “pleasure” in these works results from the viewer creating
his/her ownmeanings based on the multitude on offer, and these readings may well even
relish on opposing the (presumed) “intended”meaning of the original work. On the con-
trary, being a “cultural dope” who only unthinkingly accepts messages intended from the
56While Fiske primarily discusses this in the context of television, it appears reasonable to generalize
his thesis to modern media mixes, which target similarly heterogeneous audiences and include television
programs as a central component
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producers does not lead to particular pleasure (Fiske 2011 [1987], p. 21). A similar argu-
ment regarding the pleasure found in the creative interpretation of open works is raised
by Eco (1979, p. 45–46).
The separation of the character-centric aspect and the plot-centric aspect is not taken
up strongly in the Western studies on reception of media texts cited above, but is a sig-
nificant factor in the study of media mixes. In addition to the multitude of discourses,
this multitude of aspects must also be considered when thinking about the audience re-
ception of Kantai Collection. In particular, while the game-as-simulation has a certain
fixed telos (defeating all enemy fleets), the game-as-character-interaction does not have a
clearly-defined one. While the player/viewer is forced to engage with the former aspect
to some degree, there is a fairly wide latitude to concentrate on the latter aspect, which
is to say, the characters. This choice presents another dimension of openness besides the
choice of discourses.
In closing, it appears thatKantai Collection provides the pieces to construct the kind
of interpretation criticized at the beginning of chapter 1: a sexist glorification of Japan’s
pre-war military might (incarnated as the pretty and loyal kanmusu), deployed in a “re-
match” against a devilish (American) enemy. But it also provides the pieces for quite
different interpretations; to pick an arbitrary example, that by destroying the “hate-filled
souls” of sunkenwarships the kanmusu engage in a kind of spiritual clean-up, which erases
the grudges and traumas of the past war (by engaging in a reversed version of it), and thus
frees the nation from the infinite loop of rehashing that past. And it also provides for
what could be termed the null interpretation: pretty girls fight with nasty enemies and
it is all fun and exciting. How the fans pick up the pieces and what they make of them is
the topic of the next chapter’s analysis.
Chapter 5
Analysis ofKantai Collection fan-fiction
This chapter will investigate how Kantai Collection-related dōjinshi reproduce (or fail to
reproduce)war- and history-related discourses analyzed in the previous chapter. First, 5.1
will quantitatively analyzewhat is the typical fan work with regard to the research question:
is explicitly bringing up war/history themes in fact common at all, or is it limited to a
small minority of works? In addition to investigating the overall qualities of fan works,
the purpose of this analysis is to also establish the general relevance of this thesis: if the
number of works concerning said themes is a vanishingly small portion of the total, the
specific works to be analyzed in the second section of this chapter will likely represent the
interests of a very small number of fans. In this situation, the more meaningful question
would be, why does anyone not care about these themes despite them appearing in the
original work.
Section 5.2 will qualitatively analyze a selection of Kantai Collection-related dōjinshi
which do feature war and/or history as central themes. This section does not aim at an
exhaustive analysis of all possible works, but a representative sampling. However, unlike
in the case of the commercial productions (which are generally widely available for years
after their publication), representativeness is in practice impossible to guarantee.
Not only do dōjinshi in general have extremely diverse themes (as there is essentially
no editorial control normajor commercial pressures), but amajority are only available for
purchase in person at certain events—including the Comic Market events and various
smaller ones—in Japan. A majority will only have one printing; when that printing is
sold out or the author gives up trying to sell it, that work will become nearly impossible
to acquire1. While some event organizers hold archives of material sold at their events
(the Comic Market Organizing Committee being a notable example), public access to
these archives is extremely restricted if it is available at all. Technically, authors of self-
published works are required to file copies with theNational Diet Library Legal Deposit
System in the samemanner as commercial publishers are obliged to, but in practice almost
no one does. In brief, the level of representativeness of the selected works can at best be
described as “best effort.”
Finally, it is important to note that the analysis of Kantai Collection-related dōjinshi
doesnotpresumeor suggest that their authors forma special population in anyother sense
than that they are the authors of such dōjinshi. As far as any evidence exists, the situation
is to the contrary: I have witnessed several circles switching to producing Kantai Col-
1An exception are works by well-known dōjin circles, which may be available in limited quantities
through specialized retailers or on the second-hand market.
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lection-related works from quite unrelated genres, as well as the other way2. Though the
matter is understudied, casual observation indicates that both the authors and customers
attending dōjin sales events’Kantai Collection sections do not represent a socioeconomic
stratum3 different from the other sections either. In other words, the audience studied
here, with the exception of beingmore highly engagedwithKantai Collectionmedia than
the general population, is quite “normal”; the aim is to establish how this “quite normal”
audience interprets the open aspects ofKantai Collection.
5.1 The typicalKantai Collection dōjinshi
This section will present a quantitative analysis of Kantai Collection-related dōjinshi to
establish the degree of fan-producer engagementwith thewar/history themes of the orig-
inal works analyzed in chapter 4. The method used is content analysis. The target mate-
rials are dōjinshi published at Comic Market 89 (Winter 2015). Two types of collection
were used: collection and analysis of complete works, and collection and analysis of free
samples. These types and the sampling method used were described in section 3.3.2.
Details of coding and results are described in the following subsections. The results of
the analysis of the two sampleswill be presentedfirst separately andfinally in combination
at the end of this section.
5.1.1 Variance of the Kantai Collection genre in the Comic Market
catalog
Before proceedingwith the actual data, it is necessary to consider whetherComicMarket
89 is in itself a representative event for the sale ofKantai Collection-related works. It will
be assumed that Comic Market (as a series of events) is in itself representative, as a large
number of sellers fromaround Japan congregate there; that is, it should represent a sample
of dōjin circles from the entire country. As a long-running event featuring a large number
of genres, it is also assumed that the selection of participants has no specific biases based
on the content of the works. According to the organizers, participants are selected by
lottery from the applicants, with around 30 percent of applications not being accepted
(Comic Market Organizing Committee 2015b).
While there is no foolproof method of establishing the representativeness of this par-
ticular event, the number of participants in the Kantai Collection genre will be used as a
proxy. If the number of participants differs significantly at Comic Market 89 from the
surrounding events, it is possible that either some external event has significantly affected
the popularity of the genre, which may have wrought qualitative changes in the content.
Alternatively, it is possible that the selection criteria and/or the number of available seats
to the genre has changed, which would not affect the content assuming an unbiased par-
ticipation lottery.
2Anecdotally, a large number of authors appear to have switched from Touhou (a long-running series
of magic/fantasy shooting games; near-universally romanized as shown) to Kantai Collection (and occa-
sionally back). In terms of the size of fandom, the former could be said to have been the previous mega-
phenomenon beforeKantai Collection, and still remains a significant force.
3Outwardly and based on the observation of social media accounts, ranging mainly from the late teens
to the late thirties, originating from the urban middle class, and in case ofKantai Collection approximately
60-80%male (similar to fandoms of other shōnen works, excluding the “boys’ love” genre).
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Table 5.1: Number of participants (dōjin circles) listed under theKantai Collection genre
in the Comic Market catalogs, 2014–2017.
Event name Time Participants
Comic Market 86 2014 Summer 1424
Comic Market 87 2014Winter 1688
Comic Market 88 2015 Summer 1754
ComicMarket 89 2015Winter 1952
Comic Market 90 2016 Summer 2150
Comic Market 91 2016Winter 2018
Comic Market 92 2017 Summer 1802
The results are shown in table 5.1. The number of participants varied between 1424–
2150 in the years 2014–2017, and was 1952 for Comic Market 89. It appears that there
are no sudden major changes in participation, and that Comic Market 89 was a part of
a gradual rising trend in participation which reached its top the next year. This fact sup-
ports the hypothesis that Comic Market 89 is a representative event for this study.
It is not possible to say based on this data whether the general trend is the result of a
change in quotas for theKantai Collection genre by the ComicMarketOrganizing Com-
mittee, or a change in the number of applicants. However, the decisions of the committee
are likely to be influenced by the number of applications, so it should be safe to assume
that the numbers shown above correlate roughlywith the popularity ofKantaiCollection.
The lowering trend toward 2017 suggests that the speculation in section 1.2.1 regarding
Kantai Collection having reached the peak of its popularity may be correct; however, the
catalog for Comic Market 92 (Comic Market Organizing Committee 2017) indicates
that some parts of the exhibition venue were closed due to renovations during the event,
which may have affected genre quotas.
5.1.2 Analysis of complete works from archives
Based on the random sampling method described earlier, 30 works were acquired for
inspection from the Comic Market Organizing Committee (hereafter the Committee)
archives, which were available for limited use4 at the Yoshihiro Yonezawa Memorial Li-
brary of Manga and Subculture at Meiji University (hereafter the Library). The archives
available to the public consist of sample books (⾒本誌mihonshi) collected from partic-
ipating circles by the Committee, and made available for perusal for approximately four
to six months after each event5. The archival copies could neither be copied nor taken
out of the reading area; therefore, all coding was performed at the Library.
4All titles by a single dōjin circle could be requested for up to 10 circles at a time by submitting a form
at the library and paying a small fee.
5The length of availability depends on the event. For example, works from Comic Market 89 were
available between mid-January and mid-June of 2016.
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If multiple works by one circle were returned from the archives, ones not relevant to
Kantai Collection were first excluded. Of the remaining ones, narrative works (in prac-
tice,manga as opposed to illustration collections)were prioritized. Within the remaining
group, a random work was selected for coding (works by a single circle commonly have
shared themes; including each one could have introduced bias into the results). How-
ever, this was rare with only four cases recorded. Most requests returned either zero or
one works. In case of zero, either the circle had not attended the event, had failed to sub-
mit an archival copy, or the archival copy had been misplaced. The sample collected in
this way represents approximately 1.5 percent of participants.
Most of the works had 18–34 pages in black and white B5 or A5 format, with the
exception of illustration collections, which were usually in A4 format with typically 14–
22 color pages. Median length was 24 pages. Some significantly larger books (up to 124
pages in A5 format) were observed, but these were generally either omnibus editions (総
集編 sōshūhen) of past works by one circle, or anthologies featuring thematically linked
works frommultiple circles (commonly known as合同誌 gōdōshi).
The coding used is described in table 5.2. Both the unit of coding (entire works) and
the categories are quite rough, and therefore problems with inconsistent interpretations
cannot be completely avoided. However, this coding should be sufficient to gain a general
idea of what themes appear; more detailed content analysis is left as a task for further
research.
Table 5.2: Coding categories used for content analysis ofKantai Collection dōjinshi.
Category Description
GameBattle Depiction of war/battles they would appear in the Kantai Col-
lectionmedia analyzed in chapter 4.
War Depiction or discussion of war that exceeds the scope of the
GameBattle category, e.g. involving realistic weapons and/or
parties outside the scope of the original works (kanmusu and
their enemy equivalents).
State Depiction or discussion of the world in which Kantai Collec-
tion is situated, particularly the state/nation/military which is
at war, and/or the roles which the characters hold within that
state/military (e.g. in chains of command).
Enemy Depiction or discussion of enemies (including game-like ones).
Admiral Depiction or discussion of theAdmiral (in the scope of the orig-
inal media or in a wider scope).
All coding was done by the author of this thesis, so intercoder consistency is not an
issue. No attempt was made to draw lines as to how much of a given type of content if
“enough” for a given coding; if a single element from the given category was present, the
work was coded with that category. For example, if the Admiral appears on a single page
and has no material role in the narrative, the work will receive the code “Admiral”.
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Note that none of the codes is necessarily dependent on each other. Some possibly
non-obvious cases are described below:
• “War” can appearwithout “GameBattle” ifwar in general or its effects are discussed
by the characters, or all depicted battles are of a “realistic” nature (e.g. involving
(only) actual warships).
• “GameBattle” can appear without “Enemy”, if the extent of depiction is limited to
items such as departure/arrival from an engagement, or battle scenes neither show
nor discuss enemy ships.
• “Admiral” can appear without “State” if the Admiral’s role is within the scope of
the original works. That is, even though the Admiral holds a title of a military
officer, if he/she is not depicted as receiving any instructions from outside parties
or otherwise appearing as a part of any hierarchical system, the “State” code will
not be triggered.
It should also be noted that there was no coding for “history”, due to the difficulties
of determining what constitutes “history” in a general and deterministic manner. The
codes “War” and “State” are expected to be themost reliable proxies which is based on the
assumption that if either element is considered within the work, what is being considered
is also “history”. However, it is possible that cases where the authors are basing their work
on some historical (non-war-related) events are excluded by this definition. The results
of this analysis are shown in figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Aplot of the relative prevalence of each coded category in the sample collected
fromComicMarket 89 archives (N = 30), with error bars indicating the 95%confidence
interval (calculated using theWilson method).
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The GameBattle category was observed in 24 percent of works. 95 percent confi-
dence interval lower/upper limits for the whole population, calculated using theWilson
score interval (Wilson 1927) method, were 12 percent and 42 percent respectively (the
confidence intervals will be specified in parentheses fromhere on). TheWar category was
observed in 17 percent (7.6%/35%) of the works and the State category was observed in
10 percent (3.6%/26%). In brief, depictions “war” and “state” did appear in a fair number
of works, but are far from being the main topic. By proxy, “history” was then in a similar
position.
The Enemy category war observed in 28 percent of the works (15%/46%), and the
Admiral category was observed in 76 percent (58%/88%) of the studied works. While
the enemy plays a significant role in the original works, it was apparently not considered
an interesting topic by many authors. However, the Admiral did appear at least in some
capacity in a majority of the coded works.
As the 95 percent confidence intervals indicate, the small sample sizemakes the result
fairly uncertain with regard to the whole population. Therefore these results must be
treated as indicative.
5.1.3 Analysis of partial samples from online sources
Due to the limitations on the quantity of materials available from the archives used in
section 5.1.2, a further analysis was conducted using samples uploaded by dōjin circles
to image sharing sites, most commonly Pixiv6. These samples typically consist of 1–5
pages (nearly always including the cover) taken from the works the circles intend to pub-
lish. Most circles will leave their past samples up for viewing after the event where the
actual works are published. If the sample includes other materials besides the cover, it
will commonly include the first few pages (consisting of the introduction of the story) of
the actual work. A somewhat common convention is to place a collage of fragments taken
from multiple pages (usually those featuring action scenes) at the end of the sample. A
one-paragraph description of the work by the author(s) is often included.
The selection of candidates followed the sampling procedure described earlier. Based
on links provided by the dōjin circle on their profile at the ComicMarket 89 catalog web
site or by searching through Google, the circle’s Pixiv profile or private site was accessed.
The suitability of the circle as an analysis candidatewas determined based on thematerials
available.
Circles which had only works that did not fall into acceptable categories were ex-
cluded. Also those samples which had less than two content pages (i.e. pages showing
actual content from the work, excluding the cover) were excluded. Also, if the selected
circle’s works had been analyzed at the Library, it was excluded. The provided descrip-
tion of the work was also taken into account, if present. Samples for works published at
Comic Market 89 were preferred, but if one was not available, an earlier one was used7.
Altogether 90 works were coded in this manner. They represented approximately 4.6
percent of the number participants at Comic Market 98.
While thismethod is obviously less reliable than the analysis of completeworks, itwas
6A large Japanese image-sharing site, where most of the content consists of drawings, short manga
works, and novels produced by amateur authors.
7Up to and including works published at Comic Market 86, to keep the comparison reasonably syn-
chronic.
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supported by the fact that the authors generally appeared to be interested in displaying
the genre and gist of their work. The contents of introduction pages and the possible
collage page generally matched well with the description (which was present in 53% of
the items), as well as displaying stereotypical genremarkers. For example, comedic works
often use a four-panel page layout and a “round” style of drawing characters’ faces and
bodies, while works with an emphasis on drama often use complex page layouts andmore
angular drawing styles.
In other words, what this analysis reveals is what the authors consider important in
their works: if they included themes such as war in their samplematerial, they were likely
to consider those themes central to their work. Therefore, even if the reliability of this
analysis in determining the overall presence of coding categories in a studied work is lower
than in the analysis of complete works, it is likely to reveal another facet of the material,
the presence of coding categories as central elements in the work.
The same coding as in the previous analysis was used. The results of the analysis of
work-samples are shown in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2: Aplot of the relative prevalence of each coded category in the sample collected
from online samples (N = 90), with error bars indicating the 95% confidence interval
(calculated using theWilson method).
Thanks to the larger sample size, the confidence intervals are significantly smaller
compared to the previous sample. The GameBattle category was observed in 17 percent
(11%/27%), theWar categorywas observed in 8.9 percent (4.6%/17%), and the State cat-
egory was observed in 7.8 percent (3.8%/15%) of the studied online samples. Like in the
previous analysis, war and history are far from being a major theme of works even in this
larger sample. The confidence intervals overlap with those of the previous analysis, which
indicates that the differences are not likely to be significant.
The Enemy category war observed in 8.8 percent (3.8%/15%), and the Admiral cat-
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egory was observed in 47 percent (37%/57%) of the studied online samples. These num-
bers are significantly smaller than in the previous analysis, which suggests that these ele-
ments are not considered central by the authors but often appear as incidental details.
In addition, if the Admiral was shown in these samples, his/her gender (if human)
was estimated based on the character’s visual appearance. Therewere 40 instanceswhere it
could be determined; in all cases except two, the Admiral appeared to bemale (including
two cases of male teenagers). In one of the exceptions, the Admiral was represented as a
group of stuffed animals; in another, as a robot. ThemaleAdmiral generally fit a “military
man” stereotype: middle-aged or older, appearing reasonably fit, and dressed in amilitary
uniform. The nature of the Admiral in the fan-authors’ imagination will be discussed
further in the qualitative analysis section, but based on this finding, it appears that the
Admiral is imagined as a “character.” As an informal observation, there did not appear to
be much propensity toward avoiding showing the Admiral when he was relevant to the
storyline, unlike in the original works. When the Admiral had a role to play, he appeared
normally in the scene.
5.1.4 Discussion of the results
As can be seen from the previous figures, a relatively small number of analyzed works
matched the coding criteria with the exception of the Admiral code. This result is not
unexpected: dōjinshi in general tend to be characterized by a parodical or comedic style8
with a focus on the original works’ characters as opposed to the narrative content. A
comparison between the results of the analysis of full works and the analysis of work-
samples is shown in figure 5.3.
8Many authors publicly justify the use of commercial, copyrighted character designs by stating that their
works are parodies of the original works.
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Figure 5.3: A comparison plot of the relative prevalence of coded categories in the both
the archive sample (“Full”) and the online sample (“Sample”).
The fairly low prevalence of the GameBattle category (24 percent for full works, 18
percent for samples) probably reflects this pattern: even though engaging in battles is
central to the game (and a central part of the animated series’s narrative), it is notnecessary
to take it upwhen focusing on the characters. Also, readers will generally be familiar with
the original works, and do not need to be explicitly reminded of the existence of battles.
In this light, the prevalence of theWar category (17 percent for full works, 9 percent
for samples) is perhaps even surprisingly high, though the lower percentage for samples
suggests that it may often appear in a background role rather than as the center of the
narrative. While war is a common feature of dramatic fiction, military and state hierar-
chies are not necessarily particularly entertaining; therefore, the prevalence of the State
category (10 percent for full works, 8 percent for samples) is also higher than might be
expected (especially in the case of samples). Note that in the previous comparisons dif-
ferences between the two types of material are indicative rather than definitive due to the
relatively large error margins.
The prevalence of the Enemy (28 percent for full works, 8 percent for samples) and
Admiral categories (76 percent and 47 percent) differmarkedly between the two types of
material. This may reflect their incidental nature: the main narrative concentrates on the
kanmusu, and enemy ships and the Admiral are relegated to background roles. However,
in case of the enemy ships, this likely also reflects the fact that enemy encounters are part
of the action segment of the narrative, and will therefore not turn up in the introductory
segment. Therefore, it is likely that their low prevalence in the sample-based analysis is
partially a bias introduced by the nature of the material.
The divergence in the appearance of the Admiral code between the two types of ma-
terial cannot be explained with any certainty without a more detailed inspection of the
materials. What is clear is that the Admiral is a quite popular character and is usually
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drawn as a male with little attempt to hide his presence. The so-called “harem” trope9 is
very common in the bishōjo genre in general, and the Admiral likely represents the male
lead role of this trope in many of the works.
To summarize, the depiction of war and state, and by proxy the depiction of “history,”
is not a common theme, but does constitute a subcategory of Kantai Collection dōjinshi.
Based on an informal inspection of the analyzed works, this does not mean that most of
theworks are in any direct sense anti-war. Rather, not only do they not showwar (or even
game-like battles), but quite clearly set up scenarios wherewar is not a factor to any extent.
The characters will spend time going to the beach, or festival, or restaurants serving lavish
ice cream dishes; there is no lack, no death, no destruction, nor the threat thereof.
The following section will proceed to a qualitative analysis of works that do contain
discourses related to war and the state. However, in light of the previous findings, the
qualities of works showing the kind of “non-war” described above will also be discussed.
5.2 Notions of history inKantai Collection dōjinshi
This second and final section of this chapter will analyze the discourses seen in a selection
of fan works published between 2014 and 2016. The discourses will be compared with
those in the original works as analyzed in chapter 4, and discussed in the context of the
theoretical frameworks introduced in chapter 2.
These works have been specifically selected to match with the theme of this thesis, so
they include themes that were shown to be somewhat uncommon overall in the previous
section. However, the previous section also showed that these themes are not uncommon
enough to be considered an entirely fringe phenomenon; therefore, in addition to bring-
ing out the discourses of some fans, there is also potential generalizability to the larger
population.
This section is organized based on themes rather than specific works. While this is
unfortunately likely tomake following the contents of theworks somewhatmore difficult
than an organization based on namedworks, this ismade necessary by the need to discuss
non-existence of many discourses seen in chapter 4. In effect, a significant portion of the
original works’ material never makes an appearance in the fan works.
A common structure to nearly all works considered here (as well as to most dōjinshi
in general) is that they are centered on a group of (typically) 1–3 characters from the
original work that the author(s) like10; many explicitly state in their postscripts that they
wanted to draw or tell the story of the particular characters featured. The narrative11 is
then built around these preselected characters. Unless otherwise mentioned, the works
analyzed here follow this structure.
Finally, before we begin, it must be stressed that this discussion does not aim to crit-
icize the authors or to define a “right” way to represent Kantai Collection or war/history
in general, but to analyze the how and the why of the authors’ approaches to the original
works and the themes in general.
9A single male character is surrounded by multiple female characters, who more often than not end up
on friendly terms with him.
10Analyzing the basis of these preferences is beyond the scope of this thesis.
11If any; though such works are not analyzed here, collections of thematically-linked illustrations are
common.
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The naming conventions used for the circles and dōjinshi titles were explained in sec-
tion 3.3.3.
5.2.1 War and no-war
The analysis in the previous section found that “war” as an act that involves enemies and
territorial claims, and causes death and destruction comes up in only less than a fifth of
works in explicit terms. A closer qualitative analysis finds that it relatively rarely explicitly
comes up even in the “sanitized” form shown in the game: theremaybe offhand references
by the characters that theyhave takenpart in a battle orwill have todo so in thenear future
(usually the implication is that these “battles” are not terribly serious affairs), but even this
is not shown or discussed in any detail (for example, there may be single frame showing
some kanmusu arriving back to the base). Rather, the “war” is something that provides a
raison d’être for the kanmusu (and the Admiral) to exist and spend time together: it is a
“stage device” that enables the plays that these works craft around the kanmusu.
A prime example of this type of depiction is the work C01-1. The main characters
are the destroyers Oboro (朧) and Sazanami (漣), and it takes place “a year after Oboro
has married the Admiral, probably sometime mid-May”12 according to the preface. The
book is a series of short (less than 10 pages) vignettes13, in which nothing much happens
in the sense of a “plot”. Oboro and Sazanami try out yukatas and other outfits, visit a
matsuri, bring gifts back to the naval base, and hang out with other kanmusu. “War” only
comes up in the context of a discussion about going to sleep soon, because “there will be
a mission tomorrow,” nor is anyone shown wearing their equipment. In brief, the story is
about “small joys,” and occasionally small regrets (Sazanami feels sad for a moment that
it was Oboro and not her who married the Admiral).
The story is somewhat exceptionally (though not uniquely) delicate, but this type of
emotional, character-focused storytelling is a common feature ofKantai Collection dōjin-
shi, and in fact of many dōjinshi in general. While war as a dramatic backdrop to fiction is
bynomeans exceptional, “war” in thiswork andmanyothers is remarkablyundramatic: it
is a slight, nearly invisible tension that pushes the characters forward intomutual relation-
ships. This work (and the many others of its kind) ignores the explicit military discourse
of the original works, and expands the characters far beyond their original scope14.
Yet, there are also numerous works which depict “war” in more detail, and some of
these expand the scope of “war” beyond the battles seen in the original works. This ex-
pansion occurs in several dimensions; some are present in the original works, while some
are not. However, common to all of the investigated works is that when “real war” is de-
picted, it is total war. The enemy may strike anywhere, and if the wider world (beyond
the scope of the naval base which forms the original works’ milieu) is shown or its exis-
tence implied, there are no indications that any part of the world is spared, or that the
civilian population is safe. In this sense, the dōjinshi follow the introductory narrative of
12See section 4.2.3 for details of the marriage mechanic in the game.
13There is also a 40-page section of “guest” illustrations and short stories, which will not be considered
here. These “guest sections”, where the author’s friends contribute short works to a longer book are a com-
mon feature of dōjinshi, though this one is significantly longer than usual.
14Though not formally investigated, the author’s impression is that there appears to be something of a
contrarian trend in dōjinshi in general: dramatic or action-oriented original works (of which Kantai Col-
lection is one) beget delicate character narratives, while “cute” or “lightweight” ones tend to beget dramatic
and tragic ones. The validation of this idea is left as a task for further research.
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the original works: the enemy threatens “all of humanity.”
A limited form appears in the bookC02-1.1, the first part of a four-part series15. At
this point, the beginning of the story is the significant part: a patrol fleet headed by the
heavy cruiser Nachi (那智) returns to the naval base and finds it completely destroyed
by enemy forces. The depiction of destruction, including mutilated bodies, is far more
detailed than in any of the original works, and exceeds the scope of the game (the naval
base cannot be destroyed). But the scope of “war” remains limited to the world ofKantai
Collection: no direct effects on the outside world or civilian populations is shown. Also,
this initial (unseen except for its results) battle at the naval base is also the last encounter
with an external enemy in the series; the “war” fades out into a background factor.
In the second part of the series C02-1.2, a map showing the location of the naval
base (without place names) and a “defensive perimeter” extending across the frame: the
implication is that the characters reside in a country under attack from the sea. But this
is the largest extent of imagining the “state” at war: the war is about “us”, the kanmusu
and the Admiral. In this sense, this and many other works parallel the structure of the
original works, where the “war” is depicted when it affects the kanmusu and the Admiral,
while its presence elsewhere is only implied.
At the other end of the spectrum is the still-continuing seriesC03-1 (two parts were
available during thematerial collection period, and a third one was published later). This
series, drawn in a style closer to gekiga than the softer manga look of most works, is the
closest example of “realistic” depiction of war seen in any of the analyzed materials. The
first part (C03-1.1) is a brief introduction to the cast of characters. In a very atypical
manner, the central characters are military officers, explicitly described as those of the
“Japanese navy” (⽇本海軍 nihon kaigun); unlike most works, there is no “the Admiral”,
but rather several admirals, lieutenants, majors, and so on. The kanmusu do not even
make an appearance until the end of the first volume, where they are described as a part
of a new strategy meant to turn the tide of the war, which Japan is on the verge of losing
as the story begins. The depicted enemy forces are externally very similar to those seen in
the original works.
While the kanmusu are definitely active agents, they act in the context of military
operations, which are shown to include tomissions to rescue civilians, intense battleswith
an overpowering enemy, as well as casualties, both kanmusu and normal soldiers. These
operations are planned and executed in the context of limited resources, national politics,
rivalries within the Navy and between military services, and spying and conspiracies16.
In brief, the series is a kind of “war movie”, and according to the postscript of the second
volume (C03-1.2), it is in fact a “mash-up remake” of Kantai Collection and a Japanese
warmovie about theBattle ofMidway released in 1960. In the samepostscript, the author
describes their wish to draw “the Battle of Midway in a way that I would like to see it.”
However, it is also made clear that is not a “replay” of the PacificWar, the events of which
are discussed in the past tense by the characters.
The series C03-1 (at least up to the second volume) largely does not enter the char-
acter play aspect of the original works, and goes beyond their “war” discourses in nearly
every respect (with the exception of expansionist discourse, which does not make any ex-
plicit appearance). In a superficial sense this series is closer to Azuma’s idea of “database
15The plot will be discussed in more detail in section 5.2.5.
16The second volume is an introduction to various threads of the plot, and it is impossible to summarize
the story in a coherent manner at this point.
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consumption” (see section 2.3.2): the kanmusu are lifted from the original works to a
rather distant context. However, even though the context is distant, the idea of database
consumption appears to be too limiting. Rather, the role the original works is closer to
that of their role in the first analyzed work of this section (C01-1): they are the tension
that drives this work forward, but instead of the direction being toward an examination
of the characters, it apparently follows the author’s stated interest in historical counter-
factuals17.
The previous twoworks have briefly demonstrated the scope of “war” imagined based
on Kantai Collection. But what determines comparative advantage, which is to say, su-
periority over the opponent in wars? In the analyzed works, if the topic comes up, the
answer is almost universally technology. While training and cooperation skills between
individual kanmusu determine their individual or small-group performance, any systemic
advantage is achieved through superior technology. Thismay be signified by the enhance-
ment of the equipment of kanmusu, the enhancement of the kanmusu themselves (when
they are seen as “technological” in themselves; this topicwill be discussed in section5.2.6),
or of unrelated weapons.
An example of this trend is the work C04-118, where the Admiral has developed a
systemwhich would allow the kanmusu to control amodern (2000s) warship in addition
to their own equipment. The story is about an (ultimately failed) test run of this system
by the destroyer Shimakaze. According to discussions between the characters, not only
would the planned system bring savings in cost and manpower, but deliver a significant
advantage against the enemy forces (portrayed as nearly identical to the ones seen in the
original works).
This “advantage through technology” (through the enhancement of the kanmusu and
their equipment) is a significant part of the original works, and was also seen in other se-
ries as discussed in section 4.3.1. A number of works with a similar basis (the original
works’ discourse is followed and expanded) as C04-1 were seen in the analyzed mate-
rial, and those which follow the original works’ discourse without going beyond it are
even more numerous (i.e. they represent game-like technological enhancements such as
“remodeling” as the central factors of success). Alternatives such as the development of
military tactics or strategy, or political solutions such as alliances and diplomacy were
nearly absent.
In the sense that the original works focus on the kanmusu this convention makes
sense: technological improvements can be applied while staying inside the world ofKan-
tai Collection, but the alternatives mentioned above (especially ones that involve external
parties) would require transcending it. On the other hand, as seen from the works de-
scribed previously, dōjinshi authors are both willing and able to go beyond the original
works’ world, but in this case choose not to.
What is also almost completely absent19 are the originalworks’ spatial discourses. The
game was found to contain a procedural rhetoric of territorial expansion, which was tied
to existing places and historical situations through various means; there was essentially no
presence of these discourses in the analyzed works. As far as any locations were identified,
17The same postscript contains a discussion of some of the real Imperial Navy’s decisions prior to the
Battle of Midway, and the author’s views regarding their problems.
18The ending indicates that the author intends to make a second part, but it is not known whether this
has happened. Therefore it is treated a stand-alone work here.
19A partial exception being the “historical realism” subgenre, which will be discussed in section 5.2.5.
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they were on the Japanese home islands. Analyzed works contained several references
to existing historical locations (such as the Yokosuka Naval District) in Japan, yet the
original worksmake very little reference to locations inside Japan (far less than to external
locations). As far as the locations of battles with the enemy were identified (e.g. through
maps), they took place near the coasts of Japanese islands. Overall, the authors appear
to be interested in only one “war”: the one the enemy threatens Japan (as defined by its
modern boundaries) with. In other words, the war is seen in completely defensive terms.
Both the game and the animated series envisioned a “final battle” at some relatively
distant location on the Pacific Ocean as a “victory condition.” Particularly in the game,
the route to this victory condition is also relatively clear: outside of special “event” battles,
the road the player has yet to travel is visible in the user interface. Such “path to victory”
was not evident in the analyzed works.
Inmost cases, the “war” just is: there is nobeginning, no reason, andno enddiscussed,
except sometimes in the form of “I wish the war would end some day.” When the “end” is
imagined, it is often in the form of a “final battle.” How this battle occurs (what happens,
who takes part), andwhy it is the final battle (what strategic and/or political factorsmake
“final”) is not evident. Two forms of “end of war” narratives were observed.
The first one is the doomed (explicitly unending, or about to end in total defeat) war.
An example is the compact (16 pages) work C05-1. The narrative will be discussed in
more detail in the next section, but at its end enemy aircraft fill the sky “like stars” as they
approach the protagonist, the destroyer Yukikaze (雪⾵), who stands as the last defender
and faces certain destruction. It is not made clear whether the war continues elsewhere,
but there is no sign of any hope for positive progress.
The second one is the “postwar” scenario. The “war” is in the past, but it is not known
in detail how it ended, and characters (especially civilian characters) express uncertainty
about what happened in the past. An example is the workC06-1, where the aircraft car-
rier Kaga (加賀) reminisces about the past at a dilapidated naval base on the “70th end
of the war memorial day” (notably, the book was published in 2016 a few weeks before
the 70th end of the Pacific War memorial day). She and three other kanmusu were left
at the base as part of a “technology preservation program” after the “mainland area final
battle” (本⼟近海決戦 hondokinkaikessen) marked the end of the war. Only two frames
of Kaga remembering the “sights and sounds” of that day are shown.
Besides the kanmusu left at the base, all the others have gone “somewhere”; Kaga does
not know where. The other three kanmusu at the base have died of old age, and most of
the book is Kaga reminiscing about their last moments. She talks to a camera which
the Admiral is presumably using to monitor her, but it is not known whether anyone is
watching anymore. At the end, three schoolgirls pass by the base and express amixture of
fear and nostalgia at the dilapidated buildings. They comment that the ruins “have been
here since the end of the war,” but do not appear to knowmore than the basic facts about
them.
WhileC06-1 is an unusually long and emotional exposition of the postwar scenario,
a similar discourse of “hazymemories of a disappearing and unclear past” appears in other
works in shorter form. The “path” element of “victory” was in a prominent position in
the original works, but was also tied with their spatial discourses. The spatial aspect itself
is largely absent in dōjinshi, which may at least partially explain why the “path” aspect (in
any form, concrete or figurative) is also absent.
The style of representation seen in the previous discussion correlates with the end-
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point of the mediatization process described in section 2.2.4, which is to say, abstraction.
“War” becomes something close to a pure signifier; it exists and it means something, but
what itmeans in practice remains hazy. Notably, the seriesC03-1, with its basis in a 1960s
war movie and the author’s explicitly expressed interest in history, is the exception to this
trend and imagines a more concrete kind of war.
5.2.2 Fighting for our community
Though the original works as usual provide room for interpretation, in sections 4.2.3 and
4.3.4 it was seen that they also offer a discourse where the battle of the kanmusu is for
the sake of some “greater good” or the “public” (more in the sense of 公 (ōyake) than
“public sphere”). Similar to the “no-war” discussed above, the dōjinshi do not not take
the position that the “war” is on the behalf of a (nation-)state. But with a few exceptions
they usually offer little support for this aspect. Rather, when the enemies are closing in,
the focus turns to “us”.
The work C05-1 briefly mentioned in the previous subsection provides a compact
example. The manga begins with a scene of the kanmusu drinking and partying together
and discussing what they want to achieve in their life. At the end of the scene, they all go
together and watch the “beautiful” stars together.
The next scene is the battle described previously. Yukikaze stands alone after witness-
ing the death of everyone else, and receives amessage from the dyingAdmiral20 indicating
that the base is about to be destroyed, but the Admiral wishes for her “to live on” (お前
には⽣きて欲しいんだ). The “stars” she sees on the battlefield are approaching enemy
aircraft. Instead of running away, and instead of taking a glorious last stand, she thinks
about the enjoyable time she will not have with her friends ever again, and says to herself
“I now understand how to become a star.” In the last scene, as the enemy missiles (drawn
as shooting stars) fall toward her, she shouts “I don’t care if I burn and die. Take me to
where all the others are.”
There is no depiction of either the Admiral, Yukikaze herself, or any other party re-
ferring to the nation or other external entity. Without “us”, the community of kanmusu,
living to fight for another day has no value. This discourse of “war for the sake of our
community” repeats in several works.
When the “public” does make an appearance, it is commonly represented by the
“state”, and (rather naturally) the military apparatus. In these works, whether the Ad-
miral stands with the kanmusu (i.e. as a commander protecting his/her troops) or with
the state (i.e. as someone charged with the management of military property, which is to
say warships) varies. Whichever the case, the agents of the state (possibly excluding the
Admiral) are commonly shown in a negative light (e.g. as inflexible, excessively demand-
ing, and/or manipulative).
An example with the Admiral representing the latter type, and with a heavy presence
of state-related discourses is the three-part seriesC07-121. The story concerns the battle-
ship Mutsu (陸奥) who has been decommissioned and returned into a normal human,
but a new version of her appears at the base. This reproduces the “multiple instances of
the same kanmusu” logic of the game. But the battleship Nagato (⻑⾨) is distressed at
20This is incidentally one of the few works where the violent death of the Admiral is shown.
21Only the last two parts were available at the time of collection. Therefore, the first part will not be
discussed here.
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Mutsu being “renewed,” and also uncovers a plot by a faction of military to kill the first
(now human) Mutsu.
In this series, the state treats the kanmusu as tools, with them being conscious and
autonomous being an inconvenient detail. In the last volume (C07-1.3), the Admiral
opens up to another officer about his feelings while they are out smoking: he calls the
kanmusu “disgusting” (気持ち悪い), not only because “girl-children (⼥⼦供) […] wave
around guns and cannons”, but also becausemultiple instances of them are born “with the
exact same face” (referring to the above-mentioned game logic, not as a game logic but
as a fact of how things work in the story’s version of reality). The other officer tells him
to deal with it, because “we are at war” and need them. The books also explicitly depict
that the fact that kanmusu can become humans is also seen as a problem by politicians
and the society in general. For example, the second volume (C07-1.2) ends with a frame
showing television news, where the announcer is saying that a government representative
has stated that “how to deal [with the kanmusu] after the warmust be considered [soon]”
(戦後の待遇を考慮する必要がある).
The Admiral is repeatedly seen as instructing the kanmusu to prioritize the ongoing
war over worrying about each other. At the end of the story, as an enemy fleet approaches,
Nagato must choose between the Admiral’s orders to protect the “mainland” at all costs
(本⼟の防衛が最優先) and saving the human version of Mutsu. She says to herself,
“I cannot lie to myself anymore” and chooses Mutsu. Both are hit by enemy fire and die
together; as they sink, Nagato whispers “it’s good to sleep by your side.”
As in the case ofC05-1 above, the kanmusu are imagined as tragic heroes, who prefer
protecting each other to the interests of the “state”. The state itself is imagined as cynical
and exploitative (a pessimist might call this a realistic depiction), offering little in return
to the kanmusu for sacrificing their lives.
Though the original works show the kanmusu as holding each other’s company in
high esteem, when they act to protect each other, the action is finally shown to have also
been in the interest of the “greater good.” The discourses of “abandoning the mission to
protect each other” and “evil state” are decidedly absent. While the previous example
is far more detailed in examining the relationship of kanmusu and the state than most
works, similar imaginings of “our community” as the thing to be protected (while taking
up arms against the state if needed) permeate nearly all analyzed works.
With respect to the “state” discourse of the original works, dōjinshi authors for the
most part appear to take a definite oppositional stance when they take any kind of stance.
An exception is the seriesC03-1 (discussed in the previous section), where the kanmusu
are portrayed as closer to professional soldiers who “do what they must to do.” However,
it is difficult to say that this in support of any ideology of absolute loyalty (if the original
works’ hazy depiction can be seen as such), rather than a depiction of realistic military
organization.
Though rare, the “nation” (absent from the original works in any explicit sense) also
comes up in some works. An example of this appears in the seriesC06-2, where the pro-
tagonist, the aircraft carrier Hiryū (⾶⿓) was a war orphan before being recruited as a
kanmusu22. This work also depicts the state as exploitative, but one of the reasons Hiryū
continues fighting is so that others would not have to experience her fate (she is shown
living on the street in numerous tragic scenes). Here, the expansion of the original work
22This work will be discussed in detail in section 5.2.6.
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happens in two dimensions: the “nation” not present in the originals is imagined as some-
thing worth protecting, while the “state” remains at best something of a necessary evil.
5.2.3 Unseen enemies
The enemy ships qua characters play a minor role in the original game, with no interac-
tion outside the simulation system. However, their character-role did become somewhat
larger in the animated series, and was central in the 2016 animated movie.
This trendof increasing depictiondoes not appear to apply todōjinshi. Inmostworks,
if the enemy appears at all, it appears as another “stage device”: they turn upwhen a threat
is needed by the plot and promptly disappear afterwards. Any discussion as to their na-
ture (except as a “threat”) is rare. In other words, most of the analyzed works follow the
structure of the original game in that the “Other” is not given significant consideration23.
As an example that exceeds the typical level of depiction, the series C03-1 has a rel-
atively large amount of characterization of the enemy. In particular, recurring charac-
ters with speaking parts appear, and the narrative gives the impression that the enemy is
an ever-present threat (as opposed to appearing once and having little significance after-
ward). But up to the second volume (C03-1.2), their speech conveys primarily abstract
“menace toward humanity.” The style of depiction expands on the original game (though
is quite similar to the animated series), but remains within the same discursive structure
where the enemy is an unapproachable Other.
However, there is also a small subgenre of dōjinshi that center on the enemy. An ex-
ample is the workC12-1, which begins with theAdmiral arriving alone at an enemy base.
He is taken to ameeting with their leader, where he states that while “humanity” has been
at war with them for “over half a century,” they are still nothing but a “an unknown life-
form that holds overpowering destructive power.” The Admiral finds this state of affairs
“unforgivable” and explains that he has come to find out about them “withmy own eyes.”
The leader accepts this, but requests that this Admiral become theAdmiral of one of their
fleets, which he accepts.
Despite its serious beginning, the rest of the work is a fairly lighthearted story about
the Admiral getting used to humanized (and sometimes monster-like) enemy warships.
The questions about the nature of “the enemy” he posed at the beginning of the book
are not explicitly answered, except by showing that “the enemy” characters are not that
different from the kanmusu by their dispositions.
The previous example goes quite strongly against the “evil” discourse of the original
works. Based on the analyzed materials generally, there appears to be a rather strict di-
vision in the treatment of the enemy fleets: works that are not about the enemy depict
them minimally, while works that are about them depict almost nothing but the enemy.
In other words, works which are mostly about the kanmusu but still feature the enemy in
a significant role are rare.
It is perhaps not surprising that the audience of Kantai Collection for the most part
accepts the enemy as nothing but “the enemy”: the trope of “unredeemable evil” is after
all repeated endlessly in all forms of fiction. But as seen in the previous example, the
23Thisdiscovery accordswell with the divergence seen in the quantitative analysis section. Even account-
ing for the large confidence intervals, the Enemy category was seen significantlymore oftenwhen analyzing
full works as compared to partial samples, indicating that the enemy was seen briefly relatively often, but a
central figure of the work relatively rarely.
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assumption that “unredeemable evil” will be unquestionably accepted by all members of
the audience is false. The nature of the Other is also open to question.
Finally, there is also a “third way” of imagining the enemy seen in several works, based
on the idea referenced in the original works that the enemy are “the souls of sunken ships.”
In this version, thekanmusu can turn into enemy ships, and in limited circumstances, back
into kanmusu. In other words, even though these works do not approach “the enemy”
in their form as “the enemy” in any detail (the kanmusu-turned-enemy will usually be as
unspeaking and evil as any other enemy ship), a connection is still established: while the
enemy may be “absolute evil”, they are still not entirely separate from “us.” Thus, there
is also a possibility of “redemption” that is genrally not seen in the original works that
were available at the time these dōjinshiwere published. This type of connection between
the kanmusu and the enemy ships is briefly implied at the end of the last episode of the
animated series, but is not explored in any detail. The connection is explored extensively
in the 2016 movie, which postdates all works analyzed here.
5.2.4 Intersecting timelines
Threevarieties of timepresent in theoriginal gamewerediscussed in section4.1.2. Though
dōjinshi authors have adapted some “game-like” mechanics into their narrative works
(such as the rebirth and the multiple-instances mechanics), these varieties of time do not
appear in the analyzed works. Time flows generally in a “normal” fashion that can be ex-
pected from modern literature, as it generally also does in the official non-game media.
However, the same section noted the game continuously connects its “historical time”
with (actual) historical time through its use names and places, which arguably provides
an opening for the audience to make similar connections or to expand the existing ones.
Generally, this is not seen in thematerial, with the partial exception of the “historical
realism” subgenre (discussed below). For the most part, the temporal relationship be-
tween the world of Kantai Collection and “reality” is ignored, and with the exception of
the ships themselves and their historical relations (e.g. ships constructed in close succes-
sion are commonly depicted as close to each other), temporal signifiers from the original
works are for the most part absent. Kanmusu will also occasionally be seen operating
cell phones, computers, and televisions. In the cases where the temporal relation ismade
explicit, the depiction can be roughly divided into three categories.
The first is the future time representation, where the world of Kantai Collection rep-
resents an alternate future. The PacificWar with is attendant complications took place in
the past, and the current (fictional) war takes place at some point afterwards. For exam-
ple, in the work C03-1.2 (first discussed in section 5.2.1) the characters refer to events
of the PacificWar in their discussion of military strategy (notably, the navy of this series
is also not the Imperial Japanese Navy (⼤⽇本帝国海軍 dainipponteikokukaigun) but
the Japanese Navy). This type can be said to represent a timeline that at the time of the
PacificWar intersected or overlapped with ours, but then diverged.
The second is the alternate past representation, where the events of Kantai Collec-
tion happened roughly contemporaneously with the Pacific War, but are not explicitly
depicted with having anything in commonwith the events or the political context of that
period. The time is indicated to be the same, and the ships are the same, but otherwise
the past has been erased and replaced with the world of Kantai Collection. This type can
be said to represent a timeline that diverged at at some earlier point in the past (or a com-
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pletely parallel one). An example of this category is theworkC06-1, whichwas described
in section 5.2.1: its “war” is “70 years in the past”, which going by the time of publication
wouldmean 1946. But there is no indication that this “past war” was anything other than
the war ofKantai Collection.
A third and rare form is the explicit parallel world representation, where it is explic-
itly made clear thatKantai Collection is not related to our timeline, but represents a com-
pletely “alternate reality”. An example is the work C08-1, which starts with the repair
ship Akashi (明⽯; who appears as a mechanic in the original works, and is commonly
depicted as an inventor in dōjinshi) inventing a device which allows travel to “alternate
dimensions” (異次元). The aircraft carriers Kaga and Akagi (⾚城) happen upon this
device, and as a result of playing with it are transported to modern Tokyo. The modern
world is explicitly characterized as “the real world” (現実世界). The rest of the book is a
comedy about their attempts to get back to their “ownworld” (元の世界), at which they
finally succeed24.
What these three forms of representation have in common is that they set out a fic-
tional chronology, and bypass the potential real-world signifieds suggested by the numer-
ous historical signifiers in the original works. Due to the ambiguous nature of the original
works, the question of whether they should be interpreted as setting out a story-world or
as setting out a historical argument was left open in section 4.4. The examples seen here
suggest that the producer-audience investigated in this chapter largely imagines Kantai
Collection in terms ofŌtsuka’s idea of “fiction-sagas” which are detached from (real) time
and exist as self-contained story-worlds.
Furthermore, is is likely that most, if not all, of the “no temporal representation”
group of works can also bemerged into into the fiction-saga category. While these works
do not explicitly set out their temporal context, their narratives contain very little that
suggests that they should be placed into any other category. In brief, there is no obvi-
ous indication thatKantai Collection is seen as somehow overlapping or reproducing the
PacificWar in the large majority of cases.
However, a slight complication to both thematter of timelines and to the story-world
aspect is the above-mentioned “historical realism” subgenre, or what will be termed the
shijitsu (史実) subgenre from here on. The Japanese term may also be translated as “his-
torical fact” or “historical truth,” but the term shijitsuwill be used from now on as it rep-
resents a somewhat complex idea of “history.” Its meaning will be analyzed in the next
subsection, but for now it suffices to say that when used as a subgenre title (meaning that
the works refer to themselves as shijitsu), it refers to works that claim to represent some
form of “history” by the use ofKantai Collection characters.
An example of this genre is the C09-1, which is a large collection of short (usually
10 pages or less), parodic re-enactments of naval battles that took place on the Mediter-
ranean during the Second World War, as well as illustrated bits of trivia about warships
(e.g. it is recounted that a certain Imperial Navy ship was sunk during the war, but later
raised for use as a patrol boat by the SDF). Yet these works25 do not in fact fully contra-
24In a metanarrative twist, this requires them to find their “parent” (私たちの「親」に合う), who
turns out to be a student who draws the two in the form that they will appears in Kantai Collection in her
notebook as part of a “design assignment.” It seems possible that the author is suggesting that historical
interpretations of Kantai Collection should be thrown out in favor of treating it as a world of pure imagi-
nation.
25To the degree they could be inspected, as only a few were encountered.
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dict the previous conclusion: none of the observed works comment on the PacificWar in
any meaningful sense. Rather, they are different fromworks using the fiction-saga/story-
worldmodel in that they are kind of puppet show re-enactments of historical events using
Kantai Collection characters. In other words, rather than creating an alternate history,
they reproduce real history as it happened (with references to academic history works),
and constitute a kind of “database consumption” of Kantai Collection as theorized by
AzumaHiroki (2009 [2001]).
The analysis so far brings support to hypothesis 5 (page 30), which stated that fan-
produced works would inherit the world of the original works as a consistent system in-
stead of a “database” of characters. This hypothesis is proven: the fan-authors appear to
inherit the original works as a consistent system in many cases, including as a consistent
temporal system (though with multiple contextualization models). The works analyzed
for this thesis for the most part appear to operate on the world of Kantai Collection (as
it appears in the original works) as a consistent system. Some aspects are ignored, some
are contradicted, and some are kept as-is or expanded, but there is a significant sense of
“working with the system” of the original works’ internal logic, as opposed to picking up
only disparate parts (such as the cute characters). This is not to say that all works do; the
shijitsu works mentioned above, as well as a large number of works seen in the quantita-
tive analysis phase which did do little but operate on decontextualized characters. But at
this point it cannot be said thatKantai Collection-based fan works categorically represent
(only) a “grand nonnarrative,” which Azuma (2009 [2001]) suggests is the “postmodern”
or current trend which has superseded “grand narratives”.
5.2.5 Histories without narratives
Even though fan-produced works commonly exist as self-contained story-worlds (as op-
posed to re-tellings of what happened in “ourworld”), they still contain the real-historical
references that they inherit from the games and sometimes expand on: the ships them-
selves and their relationships (translated into relationships between the kanmusu) are of
course the most common example. When the works explicitly refer to the use of these
elements (e.g. in postscripts or prefaces), they commonly use the term shijitsu26. Even if
they do not use the term, they may still contain a list of historical reference works used
by the author.
Chapter 4 showed that the originalKantai Collectionworks tended to represent “his-
tory” as an endless array of facts, which were not associated with any context or narrative.
For example, the game can tell the player that a ship called Kaga was built at a certain
time and sank at a certain later time, and possibly even the locations of both events, but
nothing aboutwhy shewas built or sank. What, then, is the formof “history” that appears
when the fan-producers inject shijitsu into their works?
The pattern seen in nearly all analyzedmaterial is that the fan-authors follow the fact-
based paradigm of the original works. When authors note that they wanted to include
shijitsu in their work, it almost invariably means historical facts, and not, for example,
history as a narrative of causes and effects. Occasionally, if their work contains details
not backed by such facts, the preface or the postscript may include an apologetic note
stating that this work is not based on shijitsu.
26Note that this phenomenon is far larger than the shijitsu subgenre described in the previous subsection.
The term is used or implied in all types of works.
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Even though the size of the shijitsu subgenre is limited, its conventions, which were
described in the previous section in relation to the work C09-1, appear to be the basis
for historical understanding in general: it’s the names, places, and years that count, not
their context. This is the samemodel of “war memory” which was noted by Sakada Kenji
(2011) with regard to plastic models of fighter aircraft, warships and similar collectibles.
This implies that the kanmusu may be seen as a kind of computerized version of these
collectibles. Though this claim cannot be investigated further within the framework of
this thesis, it should be noted that the original game appears to encourage this type of
interpretation through its visual and procedural representation of the ships/kanmusu as
collectible cards.
Some exceptions do exist, the most obvious one being the oft-cited series C03-1,
which makes its use of history-as-narrative as a basis of its own narrative explicit.  But
a more illustrative example is C10-1, which is a story of Kongō (⾦剛) class battleships
(depicted as kanmusu sisters), with Haruna (榛名), the last member of the class to be
built and thus the “little sister,” as the main character. The book begins with the suicide
of a shipyard engineer in 1914 (an actual event), who is depicted as Haruna’s “father”.
Following a funeral, she enters the (game-like) naval base andmeets her “sisters” in 1915.
After their initial meeting, the book follows the sisters’ lives through various battles from
1941 until Haruna’s sinking in 194527. All events are given exact dates in the book.
Some battle scenes are included, which are a mix of warship and kanmusu imagery.
But more importantly, the world the sisters live in reflects the passing of the times, from
the “happy days” of the pre-war years to the disappearance of luxury goods such as tea28
as the war drags on. This “history” is integrated with various references to the kanmusu
personalities shown in the original works.
On one hand, this mode of representation is based on “facts,” but on the other hand
these facts are placed into a temporal continuum andwoven together with the lives of the
ships/kanmusu. In a sense, the narrative is “history” seen from the viewpoint of awarship,
if warships were conscious (in this case they of course are)29. This example shows that a
kind of historical imaginary which ties together real-history (as narrative) and the story-
world is present in dōjinshi. Put another way, this example suggests that even though
various facts appear as decontextualized in most of the analyzed works, it cannot be cat-
egorically stated that the awareness of their context is missing.
Furthermore, another factor suggests that the authors are not oblivious to the nar-
rative aspect of history in general. Rather, the common use of decontextualized facts
appears to be a choice: while the shijitsu is usually restricted to names and places (Ōtsuka
might term this use “gimmicks”), the analyzed works often construct elaborate narrative-
based histories within their story-worlds.
An example is the four-part series C02-1, which was discussed in section 5.2.1 in
terms of its “war”. Theprimary stage for the story is a naval base abandoned by itsAdmiral
(it is implied that in this case “the Admiral” refers to a player of Kantai Collection rather
than an in-world character), which is operated by the kanmusu without a leader. At the
27See Silverstone 1984, p. 328 for an outline of Haruna’s (real) career. Dates given there match with the
dōjinshi.
28The Kongō class ships were built partially using British parts (ibid., p. 317), so they are often shown
drinking tea.
29This style is related to, but somewhat distinct from the shijitsu subgenre works, which appear to con-
centrate on singular battles and other significant events withmore of a “puppet show” paradigm, described
in the previous subsection.
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end of the first volume (C02-1.1), as the base has been destroyed after an enemy attack 30,
the ruins are taken over by a group of soldiers and the kanmusu aremade prisoners. In the
second volume (C02-1.2), it is revealed that the base was being left to its own devices by
themilitary in order to ascertain how the kanmusuwould act, and based on this, whether
they should be treated as “comrades in arms” or as “tools to be controlled”. The military
has arrived at the decision that the loyalties of the kanmusu are notwith the state, and they
are thus to be “thoroughly controlled and used as weapons.” The remainder of the series is
a story of the kanmusu as they attempt to regain their freedom (led by a few who escaped
capture at the beginning), with agents from foreign states (represented by kanmusu of
that nationality) and state functionaries appearing as characters.
Obviously, this series contains many of the themes and discourses of the state and
the purpose of fighting discussed in the previous subsections. But what is notable here
is that beyond the presence of the kanmusu themselves, this series does not present the
reader with any (real-)historical facts, nor does it make any obvious explicit connections
in the manner of the previous example. On the contrary, many explicitly game-like de-
tails are adopted, expanded upon, and used as central details in the plot, such as the fact
that the kanmusu are as hard to kill as a warship while they wear their equipment, but
are similar to humans when they do not. In effect, the series constructs an elaborate “his-
tory” on two levels. On an external level, the story exists in a world with a past in which
definite actors have performed definite actions, which has eventually led to the events
which are narrated. On an internal level, detailed strategies and timelines are presented
within the narrative itself, and the action follows them; things do not “just happen”. The
structure of this series strongly indicates that a definite taste for historical narrative exists
within the producer-audience. Moreover, this example represents a common structure of
“adventure-epics” seen within the analyzed material.
As discussed in section4.4, the originalworks appear ononehand to contain anopen-
ness or “white space” into which even more (real-)history than is seen in the originals
could be filled in. In intuitive terms, they make a suggestion: “there is already a lot here,
so why not add somemore?” It turns out that relatively many do act on this opportunity,
but stay within the model of the original works and concentrate on individual historical
facts. But on the other hand, the metanarrative of the original works is entirely that of
history-as-facts: there is no clear openness for another kind of metanarrative model. In
intuitive terms, they say “feel free to add more, but if it’s not just facts things might get
weird.” While the integration of real-historical narrative is not entirely absent, it is rare.
Yet as seen in the last example, there is also a significant interest in presenting complex
story-world-historical narratives.
The appearance of complex internal histories combined with atomized external his-
tory in dōjinshi gives further support to the idea that Ōtsuka’s theories are relevant to
the audience being investigated here, as his idea of “detachment from history” appears
to describe the findings seen here well. A corollary of this is that “grand narratives” are
not quite dead yet, which was also remarked in the findings of the previous subsection. A
similar trend of history losing its concrete referents was also noted in empirical research
on media history, where it was termed “escape-from-context” of war memory.
But at this point, there is no indication as to why are these particular forms of “his-
tory” (real-world facts and story-world narratives) chosen. A definitive answer cannot be
offered within the present research framework, but the theoretical background presents
30See section 5.2.1 for the plot synopsis.
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some opportunities for speculation.
First, on the basis of the semiotic structure of the original works, inserting a differ-
ent metanarrative structure (that of history-as-narrative) may prove difficult for the fan-
authors. As noted above, the original works do not appear to provide an openness to this,
and as Eco (1979) pointed out, bypassing the boundaries of the open work quickly leads
to the open narrative structure losing its coherence.
Beyond the semiotic argument, the nature of Japan’s contemporary memory culture
documented by Hashimoto (2015) and Seraphim (2006) needs to be considered. As
noted by both, the question of “correct” history has been a continuing site of political
struggle for decades, and these struggles showno signof abating. Inparticular,Hashimoto
sees that these struggles have led to a collective inability to transmit a coherent history
of “what happened” in the war, combined with an exhaustion at attempting to come to
terms with the multiple warring interpretations.
It is possible that the reluctance to engage with (real-)history beyond the unques-
tionable facts is a reflection of both the lack of national consensus and the exhaustion.
After all, the authors of these works write and draw them for their own enjoyment; get-
ting drawn back into the struggle that takes place in the society around themmay not be
considered “fun.” But people do seek pasts and identities, and as suggested by Ōtsuka
and others, the story-worlds of the media mixes offer an opportunity for both escape
from the conflicts of the real and for the creation of coherent historical narratives, and
through them, the creation of self-identities. The question of identities will be discussed
in the next, and final subsection.
But before proceeding there, we can deal with hypothesis 3 (page 24), which stated
that audienceswill avoiddefinite ideological stances. Thishypothesis endsupbothproven
and unproven. In a strict sense, little stance is taken with regard to questions of war and
historical rights or wrongs. Even though countless historical tidbits appear in the origi-
nal works and some are repeated in the dōjinshi, they stay as tidbits. Neither the elements
themselves, the context or style of their use (for example, that tools of killing are made
“cute”), nor any implied discourses (for example, the rhetoric of expansion) are judged as
good or bad, or usually even remarked on. The state of affairs is largely depicted as “natu-
ral” (in the sense of当たり前 atarimae). In this sense, the analysis proves the hypothesis.
Yet in a wider sense, there are numerous stands taken implicitly within the analyzed
works in no uncertain terms. Most notably, militaristic states are generally drawn as evil
andworth opposing, while “ThePeople” (i.e. the nation) and communities formedby the
characters are seen as worth defending, to death if required. In subjective terms, while the
attitude seen in the material cannot quite be described as “anti-war” (war is waged, and
related technologies are enhanced, when it is necessary), it is generally at least “pro-peace”
(even if the war is necessary now, a state of peace is desirable). While a majority of dōjin-
shi do not take a stance regarding these questions either way or even portray anything
related to them, no obvious examples of taking a stance the opposite way (as an extreme
example, that a “glorious war for the fatherland” is a desirable state of affairs) were dis-
covered. Within the otherwise remarkable diversity of the analyzed works, this stands as
an exception.
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5.2.6 Ships becoming humans
The findings in this chapter have indicated that despite “war” being a central part of the
original works and “history” appearing throughout them, in both quantitative and quali-
tative sense the appearance of these elements in the fan-produced works is limited. What
is central to a large section of works analyzed here is their focus on what can be described
as “kanmusu metaphysics.” Like in the commercially published components of media
mixes, it is the characters that also unify the dōjinshi31.
Common questions are those of the origin of the kanmusu: How did they appear?
Were they somehow born or were are they man-made? Another common theme is their
relationship to humanity: Are they humans? If not, are they equal to humans? Also,
what kind of transformations occur in their lives is probed: they are sometimes seen to
change from kanmusu to humans or enemy creatures, and back. And finally it is also
asked: What is their future? What happens after the “war”? Is there “death”? In brief,
the works investigate questions of identity.
An example which takes up all of these themes is the two-part seriesC11-1 (only the
first part was available during collection32), which features the aircraft carriers Kaga and
Akagi as themain characters. Theplot, which contains elements similar to the seriesC07-
1 discussed previously, concerns the “rebirth” of Akagi after her sinking in battle. Kaga is
surprised but happy to see her return unannounced, but at this point she andmost of the
other kanmusu are unaware of their own replicability. But she becomes suspicious when
Akagi fails to recognize her. Initially Kaga writes this off as memory loss caused by battle
damage, but in a later battle, she encounters an enemy ship who looks somehow familiar
and also seems to recognize her, and her suspicions return.
These events prompt a discussion with a third kanmusu, Hyūga (⽇向), who asks
Kaga what she remembers about her past, or knows about the war or the enemy, and
when she cannot answer, comments to the effect that “we just fight on putting our lives
on the line without even knowing why.” Hyūga also states with a cynical expression that
“our bodies (体) areman-made things (創られたもの), and thus canbe replacedwithout
trouble （替えがきく）as well,” to which Kaga responds “but our souls (魂) are real.”
Her suspicions awakened, Kaga sneaks into the “shipyard” (drawn based on the ship-
yard of the game) and discovers a previously sunken kanmusu being rebuilt. She con-
fronts the Admiral with this information. The Admiral admits what is happening, and
proceeds to describe the kanmusu as being initially constructed by “calling up the souls
of past ships, and based on the history of those ships, constructing a body (⾁体) and
a spirit (精神) into which the soul is inserted (容れる).” Kaga states that she and the
others know this, but thought there would be only one kanmusu (i.e. person) based on
each soul. The Admiral responds that “we” (我々; it is not specified who) have managed
to duplicate the “souls.” The Admiral also reveals that the enemy ships are of the same
character as the kanmusu, but in their case, only “regret and longing” (未練) have crys-
tallized into a “soul.” At the end of the first volume, Kaga then rejects the “reborn” Akagi
because she is “not my Akagi” (私の⾚城はあなたじゃない).
To summarize, this work presents a view of the origin of the kanmusu. It implies
31It is reminded that the characters that the dōjinshi reproduce and expand upon are generally not the
characters of a single commercially published original work, but the abstract characters which represent the
sum of the media in the media mix (see section 2.1).
32According to the author’s blog, the second part was never finished, and the author appears to have
moved to other pursuits.
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something about their relationship to humanity, which is that they are mostly artificial
(in some kind of half-technological and half-immanent sense), but perhaps still some-
thing like humans in having a “real soul” (though this is called into question by the soul-
duplication technology). It discusses their transformations and future destiny: from a
somehow called-up “soul” into an embodied being, and upon death (sinking), into an
enemy ship. And through its rebirth-as-enemy mechanic33, it also establishes the nature
of the enemy and the relationship of the kanmusu to them.
A second example is the two-part seriesC06-2, which also demonstrates an unusually
in-depth depiction of metaphysical issues, but with a different point of view. The series
mainly recounts the life of aircraft carrier Hiryū (⾶⿓), who appears at the beginning
of the first volume (C06-2.1) as she arrives at a “transition facility” (a small house over-
looking the ocean) for decommissioned kanmusu. The story then returns back in time,
starting with Hiryū barely making a living on the street as a war-orphan, from where she
is recruited to become a kanmusu by an unidentified man in a suit and tie, who promises
to “put her to use” (⽣かしてやる). In recalling these events, she states that the pres-
ence of the enemy gave her “a chance to live.” In other words, in the version of this series,
the kanmusu are humans who are made into ship-girls through a technological process,
recruited from the ranks of the desperate. The question of “souls” is not discussed: there
is only an implication that some people are more suitable for the role of kanmusu than
others.
The second volume (C06-2.2) depicts Hiryū’s life as a kanmusu. She becomes to see
killing the enemy at any price in order to protect everyone else (both the other kanmusu
and civilians) as her personal duty, so that no one would have to suffer as she did on the
street. In the end, she is unable to fight any longer as the technological interface that
connects her body to her equipment (in effect, which makes her a “warship”) fails. The
Admiral has no choice but to decommission her, returning her to a normal human. Nu-
merous references are made to medical procedures necessary to initially make her and
then upgrade her as a kanmusu, including the use of “drugs with serious side effects.”
With the exception of the nature of the enemy, similar questions as in the previous ex-
ample are brought up, although the metaphysical interpretation of the kanmusu is mate-
rialist rather than (half-)immanent in nature. These examples demonstrate the questions
of identity stated at the beginning of this subsection: where dowe come from, why dowe
live, and where are we going. Most works do not discuss all of these questions in a similar
amount of detail as these examples, but a similar metadiscourse of identity-questioning is
repeated in numerous works.
From the viewpoint of the original works’ text, the type of character-building goes far
beyond what is shown there. Similarly to their “history”, the originals provide an open-
ing for this in that the game gives characters personalities through their voices, and the
animated series and the various manga build up the those personalities further. But even
in the game, the things each kanmusu says have an internal consistency (their contents
connect together, and the readings by voice actors give the impression of each one being
said by a similar personality), which can be seen to build up into a character narrative.
This is in contrast to the “history”, where the connections between facts remain tenuous,
and the parodic aspect keeps an “easy solution” to connecting them (such as interpreting
the game as a “rematch of the Pacific War”) out of reach. Therefore, there is no similar
33Thus this work serves also as a rare example of seriously considering the enemy ships without being
about nothing but the enemy ships.
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metanarrative-level blockage to expanding character narratives; the option to do so is an
open aspect of the original works.
Again, while causality cannot be shownwithin the scope of the current research, there
aremultiple correlationswith the theoretical background. Thequestionof identity comes
up several times, first in the work of Yoshimi (2011), who sees a loss of community and
identity in Japan as a result of rapid socioeconomic change. That the fan-producers con-
struct elaborate and internally coherent discourses of community and identity in their
worksmay be an attempt to provide as “escape” or “revival” from the condition of anomie
which affects Japanese society; this argument is echoed byNatsume (1997) in his analysis
of the popularity of Space Battleship Yamato.
Inoue Yoshikazu (2015) also approached a similar idea of “discovering the self ” in his
analysis of the media history of Chiran, where he saw the transformation of memory of
(actual) suicide pilots into highly abstracted icons of “bravery” as a tool that connected
the consumers of the decontextualized warmemory to a newly-imagined “nation.” In the
case of the fan-producers considered here, there is no explicit sign of connection to the
actual nation, but there is elaborate constructionof afictional nation. Furthermore, Inoue
notes a societal trend of making the self an object of technological improvement, and the
abstract “warmemory” as a tool in that process. This is of course a discourse seen inKantai
Collection in a very literal sense, both in the original works and the dōjinshi: through
“bravery” (collecting battle experience), the kanmusu can directly improve themselves by
technological means, and they can also be improved by others (for example, by human
engineers) through technological means.
Ōtsuka also sees the desire for “grand narratives” as reflecting a desire for a history
and identity that the fans of fictional works such as Kantai Collection have lost; the con-
struction of both (story-world-)history-narratives together with identity-narratives seen
in this section correlates well with this idea. If we assume a causality exists, this would
strongly imply that Ōtsuka is also correct in his suggestion that the “history” that exists
in media mixes is indeed only seen in the context of the story-world (or the fiction-saga,
to use his term), regardless of whether it is real-history or “fake history.” If historical nar-
rative is mainly a property of the story-world (as this chapter’s analysis has implied), the
pieces (facts) of real-history are likely to be subsumed by the story-world.
Finally, similar to Ōtsuka, Kitada (2005) also saw the use of historical discourses in
the construction of “self-contained spaces,” but he sees the objective as a search for con-
nection and identity between people. The dōjinshi make use of historical discourses that
might be classified as “militaristic”, without showing tendencies of such ideology; yet the
use of these discourses is a factor that allows the community of fans (including the fan-
producers studied here) to exist. The references to shijitsu (and especially the apologies
for the lack of it) in the prefaces and postscripts of the dōjinshi imply that the use of “his-
tory” is a determinant in being able to belong to a community ofKantai Collection dōjin-
shi authors. From this point of view, the construction of kanmusu identities does not
only reinforce the community present in the story-world (i.e. that of the kanmusu), but
also a community present in the real world (i.e. that of the fans themselves).
However, it must be remembered that correlation is not causation. The validation of
the hypotheses presented in the previous paragraphs is left as a task for future research.
Before proceeding to the conclusions, hypothesis 1 (page 15) must be dealt with.
Based onSteinberg’s (2012) thesis on the centrality of characters inmediamixes itwas hy-
pothesized that characters will be favored over all other elements. Based on the analysis in
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this chapter, this hypothesis was falsified: while characters are certainly the center of nar-
ratives in preference to plot-driven stories, and works where there basically was nothing
but the characters were observed (particularly in the quantitative analysis phase), histor-
ical references and references to game mechanics were seen in a wide variety of works.
Therefore, the importance of these elements cannot be categorically denied.
Chapter 6
Conclusions
This chapter presents a summary of the findings of this thesis and discusses their implica-
tions. Finally, some directions for further research are suggested.
6.1 Summary of findings
Chapter 1 introduced the overall concept of Kantai Collection, described the game in
detail, and introduced the topics to be investigated in this thesis. It also summarized how
Kantai Collection has been described by its creators, and how it has been criticized in the
press and on other forums.
Chapter 2 described the theoretical approaches and prior research behind the anal-
yses in this thesis. The original works were to be analyzed not as separate entities but as
forming an integratedmedia mix. According to the theories of the media mix described
by Marc Steinberg, abstract characters which constitute a sum of the media mix emerge
from the synergy between the individual works.
The theoretical framework of the study includes two main sections. Under the topic
of “Politics of the Real”, an approach based on the concept of collective memory and its
change in postwar Japan was described, based on the works of Hashimoto Akiko and
Franziska Seraphim. Furthermore, prior research by Fukuma Yoshiaki and others on ap-
plying the concept of changing collective memory to the study of media history was in-
troduced, along with Yoshimi Shunya’s idea of the loss of collective identity as a result of
rapid socioeconomic change during the postwar period.
The second approach, under the topic of “Politics of the Virtual” described the the-
ories of Ōtsuka Eiji, Azuma Hiroki, and Kitada Akihiro. Though each has a different
approach, all stress the appearance of isolated “bubbles,” into which both national and
personal history has been drawn: although an appearance of “ideology” and “historical
reference” is seen in both fictional works and in popular discourses, the theories state that
these do not correspond to ideologies in the tranditional sense. Instead, they are tools for
constructing self-contained story-worlds (in Ōtsuka’s and Azuma’s case), which become
sources of a self-identity detached from the surrounding society; or for construction of
“in-group spaces” (in Kitada’s case), where the participants find connection to each other
by repeating “ideological” statements without necessarily identifying with their content.
Finally, some concrete prior research related to the questions of this thesis was intro-
duced, though the paucity of suchmaterial was noted. Questions of the reception of ide-
ological contents in media have largely been investigated in the context of non-fictional
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media and in quantitative media effects studies.
Chapter 3 specified the research questions, which were to be: what sort of discourses
do theKantai Collection original works include, and how do the fans in their own works
interpret or reproduce these discourses. The hypotheses presented in chapter 2 were also
summarized. In the second part, research methods, which were to be primarily discourse
analysis, textual analysis, and content analysis were presented. In the final part, the mate-
rial that was to become the primary object of analysis was described: the Kantai Collec-
tion online game, the PlayStation Vita game, the animated television series for the origi-
nal works, and a number of dōjinshi published between 2014–2016 for the fan-produced
works.
Chapter 4 presented a discourse analysis of the original works and focused on answer-
ing the first research question. The result was that both in its simulation and character-
play aspect, the original works presented an evenly split discursive structure: the choice
whether the works concern a “serious” war and possibly include historical arguments, or
whether the “war” exists as a stage-device for cute/comedic character-play was left up to
the player/viewer. Therewas no clear indication of a “preferred reading,” and the question
of how the works would be interpreted was left entirely for the next chapter.
This chapter also presented a comparison with both older manga works based on re-
search by Natsume Fusanosuke, and a comparison with contemporary works with the-
matic resemblance to Kantai Collection. While multiple commonalities and partial pre-
decessors were discovered, there was an impression thatKantai Collection’s concrete con-
tent and discursive structure included several features not commonly seen in themati-
cally similar works. Therefore, it was hypothesized that “cross-talk” from related works
wouldbe limited in thenext chapter: if a certaindiscoursewere to appear in fan-produced
works, it would likely either originate inKantai Collection or in the general cultural con-
text.
With regard to generalizability, this analysis was a study of an individual media mix,
and thus its concrete findings are not directly generalizable. However, the findings pro-
vide corroboration for theories and prior research discussed in section 2.2, in that a sig-
nificantly abstracted and ambiguous form of “war memory” was seen to exist in Kantai
Collection.
Chapter 5 presented the analysis of fan-produced works and focused on answering
the second research question. Due to the diversity of the material, a quantitative con-
tent analysis of 30 complete Kantai Collection dōjinshi and 90 samples of such dōjinshi
was performed. In the analysis it was discovered that themes such as “war” and “state”
appeared relatively rarely in the works, and even battles limited to the scope of the game
(i.e. depicting only “game-like” stylized violence) were not particularly common. Both
sets of material provided similar results for the war/state-themed categories, but both the
visibility of the enemyfleets and theAdmiral was notably lesser in thework-samples. This
was interpreted to signify that while these actorsmay appear as “extras” in relativelymany
works, they would not be central aspects of works.
Thenext phasewas the qualitative analysis of a selection of dōjinshi. Thefirst question
was how “war” was imagined. The central result was that with some exceptions “war” was
seen as a highly abstract quantity, often being little more than a backdrop for character
narratives. When a more concrete kind of war was imagined, it had a quite wide scope,
from strife which concerned only the kanmusu to an epicwith a historical warmovie style
narrative. Furthermore, success inwarwas largely seen tobe amatter of technology, rather
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than more immaterial factors such as strategy or diplomacy. Finally, when the “postwar”
was imagined, there was little consideration of how or why the war had ended or was
about to end: the nature of the “path to victory” which was rather clear in the original
game was left open in the dōjinshi.
The second question was what motivations were imagined for the kanmusu to con-
tinue fighting. Therewas little respect for the “state,” and often themotivationwas explic-
itly depicted to be to protect the community of the kanmusu, though limited discourses
of the “nation” were seen.
The third question was how the enemy was imagined. This main result was that the
enemy remainedmostly an invisible, evilOther, though a sub-genre of workswhichmade
consideration the enemy their centerpiecewas observed. Though this cannot be said cate-
gorically, the analysis provided an impression that eitherworks donot consider the enemy
almost at all, or they consider nothing but. However, a “third way” was also seen, where
the kanmusuwere imagined to turn into enemies under certain circumstances, providing
a bridge between “them” and “us”.
The fourth question was how the time was represented in the analyzed works. Most
works would set up a parallel world, with little connection besides decontextualized his-
torical facts connecting to “reality.” Thiswas seen to correspondwith the fanworks work-
ing with the original works as a consistent system, which provided support for Ōtsuka’s
theory of “grand narratives.”
The fifth question was what the type of “history” was imagined by the fan-producers.
Despite the profusion of historical facts in the original works, the number ofworkswhich
connected those facts to a historical narrative based on real events was limited. Instead,
the works constructed intricate internal histories, which was seen to provide further sup-
port toŌtsuka’s idea that fans of media mixes are more involved in the story-worlds than
the real world, even if a very high number of references to the real world are an ingredient
in the process. Speculations as to the reasons for this were made: the semiotic structure
of the original works was seen as one factor, while the disputes over “correct” history in
Japanese societymay have alsomade thematter of engaging with that history unpalatable
to authors working in their spare time.
The basis of the sixth and final analysis was that discourses relating to the identity
of kanmusu were widely observed in the dōjinshi: a significant number of works would
include discussions regarding the origin of the kanmusu, their relationship to humanity,
and their potential future. These discussions were collectively termed “kanmusu meta-
physics.” Two examples taking different ontological approaches but with equally detailed
depictions were presented, and reasons for this interest in metaphysics were considered.
From a semiotic viewpoint, the original works appeared to provide openness for this type
of exploration, unlike in the case of historical narratives. Furthermore, numerous authors
in the theory section noted a search for community and self-identity as a motivation for
the construction of “bubbles” or “internal worlds.” Kantai Collection appeared to pro-
vide a pathway for such construction of self-identity and connection by deliberating the
identities and connections of the kanmusu. Through that activity, it may also provide a
focal point for the fans themselves to build up a community of their own.
In terms of generalizability, the findings of these analyses regarding to perceptions
of history and war memory, and how they sometimes disagree with those given “from
above” (i.e. from commercial publishers) may be generalizable to members of similar
socioeconomic segments of Japanese youth. In particular, thosewho participate intensely
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in fan cultures but are not fan-producers themselves are likely to represent a very similar
population to the population studied here. The participant population is expected to be
significantly larger than the producer population. Both producers and participants are
likely to possess a deep knowledge of the original works and be members of the same
communities, but becoming a fan-producer additionally requires a significant amount of
time, effort, and artistic skill1.
The findings do appear to provide corroboration to the cultural theories presented
in section 2.3, particularly those referring to an “escape from politicality” of fiction au-
diences. Furthermore, that the used research method did produce indications of dis-
courses departing from those of any straightforward reading of the original works, this
commercial-fiction/fan-fiction comparative method is likely to be deployable to other
contexts.
Five hypotheses were also set out based on the theoretical frameworks and prior re-
search. Hypothesis 1 stated that fan-producers would focus on the characters in favor of
other elements. This hypothesis was deemed false in section 5.2.6: while characters are a
very central element for the fan-authors and they will often be the focus of their works,
it cannot be categorically stated that other aspects, such as historical references and game
mechanics are ignored. Unlike hypothesized, significant consideration to such themes
was observed during the analysis.
Hypothesis 2 stated that as a work not aimed at a specific ideological nichie, Kantai
Collectionwouldnot take a definite ideological stance regardinghistorical issues. Thiswas
deemed true in section 4.4: through the split nature of its discourses, Kantai Collection
carefully avoids taking a definite ideological stance regarding history. This unwillingness
is correlatedwith the split nature of nationalmemory, though causation cannot be shown.
Hypothesis 3 stated that similar to theprevious, the audiencewould alsonot take such
stances. This was considered in section 5.2.5, and deemed proven in a qualified sense. In a
strict interpretation, no explicit commentary on the representation of war and history in
the original workswas observed, and therefore the hypothesis was falsified. But in awider
sense, severalworks contained implied criticismof themes such asmilitaristic states, while
expressing sympathy for the victims of warfare.
Hypothesis 4 stated thatKantai Collectionwould set out a definite “place” and “chro-
nology” that would turn it into a fiction-saga as defined by Ōtsuka. The hypothesis was
considered in section 4.4 and also deemed proven in a qualified sense. Kantai Collection
features a closed world with a fictional timeline, which sets out something like a fiction-
saga. But unlike its contemporary works described in the same section, it would con-
stantly bind its fictional components to the real world through a barrage of historical
facts, maps, and visual elements, and on the other hand included relatively little explicit
framing narrative placing it into a “world of its own.” This high level of connection left
its aims unclear.
Finally, hypothesis 5 (defined on page 30) stated that the fan-producers would use
the original work’s world as a consistent system, instead of using it as a “database” of loose
elements as suggested by Azuma Hiroki. This was deemed true in section 5.2.4. Fan-
1This does not necessarily mean that all fan-producers are top-class artists in a technical sense. Dōjinshi
represent something of a grand surrealist art experiment: everything can be beautiful if it incorporates the
right spirit. There is no simple definition for “right,” but based on observation of socialmedia exchanges be-
tween dōjinshi authors, a near-maniacal dedication to and a flair for creative reinterpretation of the original
work are essential.
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authors appeared to inherit theworld of the original works as a consistent system inmany
(but not all) cases, rather than in the piecewise manner suggested in Azuma’s theory.
6.2 Discussion
In the introduction it wasmentioned that fears thatKantai Collection represents a “resur-
gence of right-wing nationalism” had been aired in Korea. The analysis of the original
works indicated that raw materials for such interpretation were available in the original
works, yet in the analysis of the dōjinshi it was seen that such interpretations were not
produced by the fan-authors in their works. On the contrary, the fan-produced works
were seen to criticize militarism and emphasize “us” over the state—ways of thinking
that actual Japanese right-wing nationalists often harshly criticize in their commentaries.
For example, Kobayashi Yoshinori2 spends considerably space in his works praising the
“strong” Japan of the past where the public good was supposedly placed above all else,
and attacking the “weak” Japan of today where he sees an emphasis on the private sphere
such as expressed by many fan-producers as a failure of society.
This is of course not to say that an audience which seesKantai Collection in terms of
a strongly nationalist interpretation cannot exist. But that hypothetical audience is not
the audience that was observed in this thesis.
In addition, a blog post which criticized Kantai Collection as “glorification” of the
“tools of war crime” (i.e. warships of the Imperial Japanese Navy and the Axis powers)
was also quoted. This criticism represents a more complex case. The original works were
seen to contain a veiled discourse of expansion throughout the former colonial empire,
and they certainly make no effort to apologize for any past conduct of the Japanese mil-
itary. I believe that this particular criticism of Kantai Collection is justified. As for the
fan-created works, though this is a matter of subjective definitions, the analyzed works
showed little that might be described as “glorification” beyond the original works’ rep-
resentation. However, their generally limited (real-)historical metanarrative restricted
their ability to comment on the matter one way or another.
The other side of the matter is that western games and other media depicting the
Second World War often tend to favor a perspective of uncritical Allied triumphalism.
Whether two representations with opposite biases cancel each other out is left as a ques-
tion for the reader.
Furthermore, while Kantai Collection may deserve criticism, its open structure ap-
pears to have allowed its fans an opportunity to consider themes such as historical coun-
terfactuals, existential questions, and the meaning of togetherness and community. If we
think optimistically, perhaps some of these discourses which “talk past” the war-centered
parts of the original works are also meant as critiques of the game or its formulation of
history, though this cannot be established one way or another within this thesis. Seen
from this didactic point of view, it is therefore difficult to describe Kantai Collection as
thoroughly bad. Perhaps this sort ofmultiplicity is what producer Tanaka was hoping for
when he stated that he would like to “create the [story] together with all the Admirals,”
as quoted in the introduction.
Yet a caveat regarding the producer’s statement regarding not wanting to give “all the
Admirals” a predefined storymust be noted. Analysis of the simulation found that one of
2Kobayashi’s manga works were introduced in section 4.3.4.
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the few bits of framing narrative of Kantai Collection defines the “war” of Kantai Collec-
tion as a war of defense, which is to say, a just war. Furthermore, the analysis of the concept
of “history” seen in the dōjinshi noted that the original works’ metanarrative structure
potentially limited the imagining of historical narratives. Therefore, it can be said that in
contrast to the previous claim, this particular facet constitutes a very closed and explicit
fragment of a “story.”
While the fan-produced works often emphasized a desire for peace by the kanmusu,
it was noted that very few options besides “peace through superior firepower” were imag-
ined for dealing with the ongoing conflict. It appears that the discourse of just war set out
in the original works’ story-fragment has been largely accepted by the audience investi-
gated here. Of course, if we accept that an abstract and unpolitical conception of “war” is
common in Japan, it is not difficult to imagine that the conception of “peace” also follows
a similar pattern, which may also limit the fan-producers’ imagining of possible options.
Was producer Tanaka lying in his statement? Hardly; plenty of opportunities to cre-
ate stories were offered, and plenty of highly varied stories have been created by “all the
Admirals.” But perhaps he was not quite stating the whole truth about the workings of
Kantai Collection either. While “absolutely evil enemy” and “victory through technol-
ogy” are undoubtedly common tropes for computer games and other popular entertain-
ment, making them the centerpiece of a given work is not a “manifest destiny,” but a
choice.
6.3 Directions for further research
This thesis diagnosed various cases where the producer-audience quite consistently chose
certain interpretations of the original works. Within the present framework, only specu-
lations regarding the reasons ofwhy these interpretationswere chosen could be offered. A
clear avenue for further research is a more traditional sociological approach, wheremeth-
ods such as interview studies of the producers of dōjinshi would be used to seek a more
definite causal explanation. This data would likely also improve the generalizability of
the results of this thesis.
Themethod used in this thesis (i.e. the comparison of commercial and fan-produced
fiction works) appeared to provide promising results, such as the discovery of diverse yet
in some aspects surprisingly uniform interpretations. The application of the samemethod
to other aspects of contemporary society when those aspects appear in fiction works is
another avenue for further research. However, the limited socioeconomic coverage po-
tentially limits the generalization of results.
Numerous theories regarding the interpretation of media mixes have been published
by Japanese and other researchers and commentators, but empirical research, and partic-
ularly audience studies, to corroborate these theories remain rare. While this thesis has
attempted to provide empirical evidence to back up some of these theories, much remains
to be done on this subject.
This thesis took a primarily synchronic approach to the representation of historical
themes, but there also appears to be significant room for synchronic approaches to the
same topic. While research on pre-war and early post-war manga and their relations to
the society and politics of their respective eras is advancing, similar research pertaining
to contemporary works beyond studies of individual works could be a fruitful arena for
further study.
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America’s Army, computer game, produced and developed by the United States Army.
Released July 2002.
Angry Birds, mobile game, developed by Rovio Entertainment. Released December
2009.
Call of Duty, computer game series, multiple producers, published by Activision. In-
stallments released fromOctober 2003 onward.
Candy Crush Saga, browser/mobile game, developed by King. Operated by King from
2012 onward.
Civilization, computer game series, multiple producers, series directed by SidMeier. In-
stallments released from 1991 onward.
Eternal Zero, The (永遠の 0 eien no zero), theatrical movie, produced by Robot Com-
munications, directed by Yamazaki Takashi. Released December 2013.
Girls und Panzer (ガールズ & パンツァー gāruzu & pantsā), 12-episode animated
television series, produced by Actas, directed by Mizushima Tsutomu. Aired Oc-
tober 2012 thorughMarch 2013.
Grave of theFireflies (⽕垂るの墓hotarunohaka), animated theatricalmovie, produced
by Studio Ghibli, directed by Takahata Isao. Released April 1988.
KanColle Arcade (艦これアーケード kankore ākēdo), arcade game, produced by Sega
Interactive. Released April 2016.
KanColle Kai (艦これ改 kankore kai), PlayStationVita game, produced byDMM.com
and Kadokawa Games. Released February 2016.
Kantai Collection (艦隊これくしょん kantai korekushon), browser game, produced by
DMM.com and Kadokawa Games. Operated by DMM.com from 2013 onward.
URL:http://www.dmm.com/netgame_s/kancolle/ (accessed01/11/2017).
KantaiCollection (艦隊これくしょん-艦これ-kantai korekushonkankore), 12-episode
animated television series, produced by Diomedéa, directed by Kusakawa Keizō.
Aired January 2015 throughMarch 2015.
Kantai Collection the Movie (劇場版艦これ gekijōban kankore), animated theatrical
movie, produced by Diomedéa, directed by Kusakawa Keizō. Released November
2016.
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Mobile Suit Gundam (機動戦⼠ガンダム kidō senshi gandamu), 43-episode animated
television series, producedbyNipponSunrise, directedbyTominoYoshiyuki. Aired
April 1979 through January 1980.
NeonGenesis Evangelion (新世紀エヴァンゲリオン shin seiki evangerion), 26-episode
animated television series, produced by Tatsunoko Production and Gainax, di-
rected by AnnoHideaki. Aired October 1995 throughMarch 1996.
Saikano (最終兵器彼⼥ saishūheiki kanojo), 13-episode animated television series, pro-
duced by Gonzo, directed by Kase Mitsuko. Aired July 2002 through September
2002.
Space Battleship Yamato (宇宙戦艦ヤマト uchū senkan yamato), 26-episode animated
television series, produced by Academy Productions and Group TAC, directed by
Matsumoto Leiji. Aired October 1974 throughMarch 1975.
Strike Witches (ストライクウィッチーズ sutoraiku wichīzu), 12-episode animated
television series, produced by Gonzo, directed by Takamura Kazuhiro. Aired July
2008 through September 2008.
Appendix A
Glossary of terms
abstract character A concept used by Marc Steinberg to describe characters of media
mixes. Instead of one fictional character replicated exactly multiple media, slightly
different characters are portrayed in each media. The multiple versions overlap in
theminds of the audience to create the abstract character, which combines features
of all the concrete characters.
Admiral, the The player’s avatar in the Kantai Collection game, and a character never
shown on the screen in other commercial works. Commander of the naval base
where the kanmusu reside.
bishōjo 美少⼥ Literally “pretty girl,” commonly refers to a genre of manga, animation
series, games, and other works of popular culture, where most of the characters are
drawn as pretty girls. Often the protagonist is a hapless, young man. Also used to
refer to characters stereotypical of such works.
bishōnen 美少年  Literally “pretty boy”, the same concept as bishōjo, but with genders
reversed, and the nature of the protagonist varies more.
circle See dōjin circle.
ComicMarket コミックマーケット (often abbreviated コミケ) The largest dōjin
event in existence. Organized twice a year at theTokyoBig Sight exhibition center.
Features tens of thousands of dōjin circles and hundreds of thousands of general
attendees on three consecutive days.
DMM.com A large Japanese entertainment production company, which among other
things operates a large online game portal. Producer ofKantai Collection together
with Kadokawa.
dōjin circle 同⼈サークル An informal organization (sometimes also refers to a single
individual) engaged in the production of dōjinshi. Generally non-profit, members
share an interest in a certain commercial work (i.e. Kantai Collection) or some
general theme of fiction (in the case of non-derivative works).
dōjin event 同⼈イベント／同⼈誌即売会 (dōjinshisokubaikai) An event (usually at
an exhibition center or similar venue), where producers of dōjinshi gather to sell
their works to other fans. Several are organized around Japan every week. Open
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to public, often for a small entrance fee. See also Comic Market. Distinct from
the European/American “convention” (often abbreviated as “con”), where the pro-
gram consists of lectures and discussions; the dōjin event has few other activities
besides the sale of dōjinshi.
dōjinshi 同⼈誌 (sometimes just同⼈ dōjin) A self-published, primarily fictional work.
Typical media include manga, novels, and illustration collections. Often a deriva-
tive work which reimagines characters and situations from a commercially pub-
lished work of which the author is a fan (in this sense similar to the English term
“fan fiction”), though fully original dōjinshi are also common (in this sense similar
to the English term “self-published work”).
enemy, the 敵艦／深海棲艦 (shinkaiseikan) The fleet of monstrous warship-like crea-
tures which attack the kanmusu in Kantai Collection. Their nature and origin are
undefined in most of the commercial works.
fan fiction See dōjinshi.
grand narrative A term used by Ōtsuka Eiji to describe what the fans of a media mix
work seekwhen they attempt to assemble all the parts of thatmediamix. In simple
terms, a story-world with a coherent, epic history. Criticized by Azuma Hiroki,
who claims that fans instead seek emotional fulfillment (a “grand nonnarrative”).
Kadokawa Group A major Japanese publishing group involved in multiple media. Pi-
oneer in the production of media mixes. Producer of Kantai Collection together
with DMM.com.
kanmusu 艦娘The characters of Kantai Collection. They are warships, primarily of the
Imperial Japanese Navy, drawn as human characters with distinct personalities.
media mix A marketing strategy for entertainment production, where the same over-
all concept is produced in multiple media (i.e. books, movies, computer games).
Different media are not adaptations of some “original work”, but adapt the same
concept in diverse forms. See abstract character.
naval base 鎮守府 The base at which the kanmusu reside when not on a mission, and
the location of the Admiral. More or less explicitly stated to exist in Japan and to
overlap with a historical naval base by the commercial works.
online game In this thesis, used to refer primarily to computer games (often implemented
using Adobe Flash) played using a web browser. In general refers to all computer
games played using a network connection.
otaku オタク (sometimes also written in kanji or hiragana) Stereotypically, a heavy con-
sumer of manga, animated series, computer games, and similar media. Often seen
as a “nerd” or “geek” by the Japanese society. Current definition of the word is
currently highly contested and in flux, and the term is therefore not used as a core
concept in this thesis.
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story-world Used in this thesis to describe the product of gathering the grand narrative:
a fictional world complex enough to substitute for the real world, with an internal
historical timeline. Events and histories of the story-world are not seen in relation
to the same of the real-world in Ōtsuka Eiji’s theories. The self-containedness is
also included in AzumaHiroki’s theories.
subculture サブカルチャーAgeneral term,which usedwithout qualifiers is oftenused
in contemporary Japan to refer to manga, animated series, computer games, and
similar media, or the consumers of such media. Sometimes used as an euphenism
for otaku audiences.
wasteland, the 廃墟 (literally ruins)A term for Japanwhich has lost its past and identity
after the explosive economic growth and mass migrations of the 1970s. Used in
social commentaries, including those cited in this thesis.
